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Abstract 

In this thesis we analyse the coaxial multivortices of the Ginzburg-Landau, the Eu
clidean complex sine-Gordon-1 and -2 theories on the plane. More specifically, we deter
mine the number of continuous free parameters describing the largest family of solutions, 
with these vortices as members. This is accomplished by obtaining the zero modes of the 
vortices. For the Ginzburg-Landau model we show that the multivortices do not belong 
to a larger family of solutions and only depend on parameters describing their global 
U(1) symmetry and translations in the plane. Thus it is not possible to continuously 
deform these coaxial multivortices into a system of multiple, separated vortices. In con
trast, the multivortices of complex sine-Gordon-1 model are shown to have an infinite 
number of zero modes and can be continuously deformed into a configuration of multiple, 
separated vortices. We also show that the largest family of solutions, with these coaxial 
multivortices as members, is a recently discovered family describing non-coaxial multi
vortices. For the complex sine-Gordon-2, we show the coaxial multivortices belong to a 
larger family of solutions which depend on a finite number of continuous free parameters. 
We also speculate as to the form of solutions that this larger family can describe. 
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Introduction 

One of our fundamental roles as scientists is to model our world and try to under
stand it better, whether it be from a physical, chemical or biological viewpoint. Generally 
the best language available to us is that of mathematics and, most often, this modelling 
is achieved by means of differential equations. It would be wonderful if these differen
tial equations were linear as linear differential equations are well understood and there 
are many means available to us for solving them. However, the real world is not that 
simple and most processes are described by nonlinear differential equations which are 
far more complex to solve and to understand. It is these nonlinear differential equations 
that prompted the study of "soli ton methods" . And in turn the soliton methods have 
facilitated many breakthroughs in the description of physical processes in various fields. 
By "soliton methods" we refer to the various methods and techniques which have been 
developed for finding solitons of differential equations. 

At this stage it is appropriate for us to define the term soliton. There is, actually, a 
fair measure of variation in the definition of a soliton amongst various disciplines. The 
most restrictive of these is the original definition used by mathematicians. Heuristically, 
a soliton is a solution to a nonlinear evolution equation which satisfies the following two 
conditions: 

• A localised structure which propagates with velocity and shape retention 

• Asymptotic shape and velocity retained after collisions 

For a more formal definition the reader may consult the review paper [1]. The importance 
of these "linear" characteristics only becomes apparent when one considers that they are 
required of solutions to a nonlinear equation. These two conditions greatly restrict the 
number of nonlinear evolution equations that exhibit the "mathematicians" solitons. 
(Naturally, one might wonder just what is meant by the term "localised structure" in 
the above definition. For this text, we will adopt the treatment in [2] and define localised 
structures in terms of energy densities. This, obviously, restricts us to theories for which 
an energy density is defined but this will suffice for our purposes. A localised structure 
is a solution whose energy density c:(x) is localised in space, in other words c:(x) -+ 0 
sufficiently fast as Iii -+ oo.) 

For particle physicists, however, the important characteristics are just the stability 
and localisation of the solution. If the shape of the localised solution is altered after 
collision then on the quantum level, the quantum numbers have changed. This case can 
actually be more interesting from a particle physicist's point of view than the alternative 
where they remain the same. For this reason, particle physicists have a broader definition 
of a soliton. They define a soliton as a solution which obeys only the first point mentioned 
above, namely that it be localised and propagate with velocity and shape retention. A 
nonlinear scientist refers to such a solu tion as a solitary wave. For this text we will follow 
the latter and define a soliton as a par ticle-like solution whose energy density is localised 
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It was actually a while before soliton methods made there way into particle physics, 
as the perturbat ive methods which were in use were well established and understood. 
In the perturbative formalism, free "particles" are described by quantised modes of the 
classical system linearised about trivial vacua. The term 'perturbative' is derived from 
the manner in which nonlinear interactions are considered via perturbative expansions. 
The fact that the particles emerge from the interactions is guaranteed by their being 
quanta of some classical field. However, perturbative expansions are deficient in certain 
regimes as for example the strong interactions of QCD. It was the problems with the 
perturbative formalism, such as the one just mentioned, which led particle physicists 
to seek non-perturbative techniques. Thus, the non-perturbative, soliton methods were 
rediscovered by particle physicists in the early and mid seventies. 

Within the non-perturbative formalisms, the solitons are also considered as particles. 
Now that nontrivial classical vacua were obtained, methods of quantising them were 
needed. These quantisation methods were not long to follow. For a review of soliton 
quantisation methods, we refer the reader to [5, 6, 2]. With the quantisation methods at 
hand, it quickly emerged that certain properties of solitons, for example the nontrivial 
topologies of the target spaces, led to interesting quantum phenomena, not observed in 
the perturbative formalism. At present the literature on solitons in particle physics is 
extensive* . 

As the particle physicists were rediscovering most of soli tonic methods for themselves 
they naturally started off with simple models. The first to come under the spot light 
were the (1 + 1 )-dimensional scalar field theories that exhibit soli tonic solutions. Amongst 
these were the well known Klein-Gordon and the sine-Gordon equations on R(1, 1). One 
might think that the easiest extension to more realistic systems would be to increase 
the number of spatial dimensions in the scalar field theories. However, a simple scaling 
argument by Derrick [7, 8] furnishes a powerful no-go theorem that disallows the naive 
extension of relativis t ic, pure scalar field theories of the Klein-Gordon type to more than 
(1+1)-dimensions. Fortunately, although Derrick's theorem is heavily constrained it is 
easily circumvented by the introduction of gauge fields. Generally the addition of gauge 
fields introduces topological charges to the field theories. These topological charges then 
ensure the existence of nontrivial stable solutions , in the higher dimensions. 

Solitons in Physics 
Soliton methods have been applied to many fields with great success, for example 

condensed matter physics. Among some of the successes in condensed matter physics 
are the description of vort ices in superftuids and superconductors, line and edge defects 
in crystals, Bloch wall motion in ferromagnets and monopoles and interacting strings 
in liquid crystals (fig 1). Ordered systems, such as crystals, allow for the definition of 
an "order parameter" 'lj; . This parameter characterises the extent to which the system 

*It is fitting to note that soliton methods are not the only non-perturbative methods in use today. 
Lattice gauge theory [3, 4] is another non-perturbative method which makes use of powerful numerical 
methods, in particular Monte Carlo procedures, to solve gauge field theories. 
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is "ordered" in a region of the system. An example of this is the rotation angle in a 
continuous model of coupled pendula. When dislocations are modelled in crystals, the 
motion of the atoms from their equilibrium positions is used as an order parameter. 
Applying a shearing force to a crystal causes the planes of atoms to slide over each other. 
This can result in edge dislocations, if the deformation is continuous. The propagation 
of these dislocations is effectively modelled by a soliton bearing theory, the sine-Gordon 
equation [10]. 

Figure 1: Photographs of intercommuting strings in a nematic liquid crystal [9] 

The sine-Gordon equation has also been used to describe the motion of Bloch walls 
in ferromagnets. Ferromagnets are characterised by the fact that they have large regions 
where the magnetic dipoles in the crystal lattice are parallel. To reduce the total magnetic 
energy of the ferromagnet, normally, more than one of these regions, called ferromagnet 
domains, exist. It is the boundaries between these domains that are known as Bloch walls. 
The order parameter here, is the magnetic moment field m(x) since the different regions 
will have different magnet ic moments. In this scheme the Bloch walls are characterised 
by the transitions of the order parameter between the domains. The order parameter 
and an "effective magnetic field" can then be used to reduce the equation of motion 
to the sine-Gordon equation in certain circumstances [10]. In two spatial dimensions, 
the isotropic Heisenberg ferromagnet exhibits pseudoparticle (instanton) solutions. This 
model is in fact identical, from an effective field theory perspective, to the nonlinear 0(3) 
a--model or the so-called CJID 1 model. The CJID 1 model is remarkable in the richness of 
its solution space, with the first topologically stable solitons discovered by Belavin and 
Polyakov [11] and general classical solutions discovered by Din and Zakrzewski [12]. 

Of the solitons found in condensed matter physics, the vortices of superfluids and 
superconductors are the most relevant to our work. In a latter part of this text we 
shall consider the static vortex solutions to the Ginzburg-Landau model and the equa
tions known as the complex sine-Gordon 1 and complex sine-Gordon 2 equations. The 
Ginzburg-Landau equat ion describes static vortex solutions in both superfluids and su-
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perconductors. One form for the Ginzb urg-Landau equation is: 

(1) 

where the complex field 1/J is the continuous order parameter. Vortices are characterised 
by the way they realise a S 1 --+ S 1 map of a circle with infinitely large radius on the 
(x,y)-plane to a unit circle in the internal space (Re'lj;,Im'lj;). The vortices are classified 
according to the Brouwer degree of the map , 

Q = lim ~ 1 d(arg'lj; ) = -2
1 r EijB/Jj(arg'lj;) d2x. 

R-too 2n f eR 7T }JR.2 
(2) 

frequently called the topological charge . This topological charge is also known as the 
winding number, or vorticity of the vortex. 

Superfluids are described by the Ginzburg-Landau equation with no gauge field, 
i.e. equation (1 ) with A = 0, also known in condensed matter physics as the Ginzburg
Pitaevskii [14] equation. T his equation is the static form of the Gross-Pitaevskii equation: 
A Schrodinger equation with a nonlinear self-interaction term, used to describe conden
sates of an interacting Bose system. T he most commonly studied superfluid is Hell, 
which is He4 that has been cooled to temperatures below 2.17 K at vapour pressure. 
Since the He4 atoms have integer spin, they are able to form a Bose condensate, allowing 
superfluidity to occur . The field 1/;, the order parameter, can be written as 1/J = 11/JieiS, 
where I1/JI 2 is propor tional to the density of superfluid and S is a real valued phase such 
that \1 Sis proportional to the velocity of the superfluid. The vortices which are observed 
in Hell appear as vortex lines; structures whose spatial cross sections are 2D vortices. 
Basically, the cores of these 2D vortices trace out a line in the third spatial dimension. 
The vortex lines are observed by cooli ng a bucket of Hell while rotating it about the 
z-axis with constant angular velocity. Vinen [13] was the first to obtain experimental 
evidence of a single quantum of circulation, while the theory of quantised circulation was 
initiated by the work of Onsager [15] and Feynman [16]. 

In superconductors, vor tices are observed when a magnetic field is applied to a so
called type-ll superconductor. Superconductors may exist as the electrons (which are 
fermions) in the superconductor form bound pairs known as Cooper pairs, or supercon
ducting electrons [17]. T hese pairs of bound electrons have twice the mass and twice the 
charge of an electron but have no spin . T hus the Cooper pairs are bosons and may form 
a Bose-Einstein condensate; in an aggregate all the pairs may occupy the same state. For 
superconductors, the complex order parameter , 1/J can be written as 11/Jieix, where I1/JI 2 

is proportional to the density of superconducting electrons and the real valued phase x 
is such that Vx is propor tional to the supercurrents. The Ginzburg-Landau parameter 
~ in equation (1) is related to the ratio of two physical constants, both of which are 
dependent on temperature. T hese are the penetration depth K of the magnetic field and 
the coherence length ~ (or core radius) of the vortices. For a detailed descriptions of 
vortices in superconductors and superfluids we refer the reader to [18, 19]. 

Vortices are, however, not restricted to condensed matter physics but also occur in 
other fields. In par ticle physics there is a well known field-theoretic model, the Abelian 
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Higgs model, which admits vortex solutions. It consists of a pure gauge field term, of the 
Maxwell type, and a self-interacting charged scalar field minimally coupled to the gauge 
field . The action is of the form 

S AH = ~ l { 1Df-L1/JI 2 + ~Ff-Lv Ff-Lv + ~(11/JI 2 - 1)2
} dnx, (3) 

where D f-L = al-L - iAf-L is the gauge covariant derivative and Ff-LV = af-LAV - avAIL the 
curvature of the connection Aw Physically, the gauge field may be interpreted as an 
electromagnetic 4-vector potential and FJ.Lv as the electromagnetic strength tensor. The 
complex scalar field 1j; is the (charged) Higgs field. Note that the static version of 
the Abelian Higgs model is mathematically equivalent to the Ginzburg-Landau theory 
(20). This equivalence was exploited by Nielsen and Olesen (20) to construct vortex line 
solutions to the Abelian Higgs model. It was also shown that the dynamics of the Nielsen
Olesen vortices is governed by a Nambu type action (21, 22) . This supports the thesis that 
they may be identified with dual strings, in some "super-quantum" mechanical limit. At 
present the Nielsen-Olesen vortices are usually identified with cosmic strings. For a while, 
it was thought that these cosmic strings might have been seeds for structure formation 
(23) in the early universe. However, calculations of Durrer (24) indicate that cosmic 
string loops are, most probably, unimportant in structure formation. An interesting 
"digression" is the Falaco soliton (25), which is analogous to cosmic strings but can be 
produced in a swimming pool. 

Another set of field theoretic models which display vortex solutions, are the Chern
Simons models in (2+ 1 )-dimensions. It has long been known that , with the introduction 
of a term proportional to Ef-Lvp Af-LFvp in the action, odd-dimensional spacetimes allow 
for the possibility of topologically massive gauge dynamics. This term is known as the 
Chern-Simons term. Vortices of the Nielsen-Olesen type, have been found for certain 
Chern-Simons-Higgs theories (27, 28), however, the Chern-Simons vortices are charged 
while the Nielsen-Olesen vortices are not. Vortex solutions have also been constructed for 
Maxwell-Chern-Simons theories coupled to nonrelativistic bosonic (29, 30) and fermionic 
[31 , 32 , 33, 34) fields. The act ion in [29 , 30) is a modified version of the one found in (35) , 
such that the usual integrals for the number of particles and the momentum yield the 
regularised integrals. In [34) the charge conservation laws allow for a stable configuration 
of multiple vortices (with binding energy). 

Solving nonlinear evolution equations 
Obviously, once a field theory is formulated a means for solving the nonlinear equa

tions of motion is needed. Since this is a relatively complex procedure, the development 
of methods and techniques for finding soliton solutions, to nonlinear evolution equations, 
and studying their properties has become one of the fastest growing fields in mathemat
ical physics and nonlinear science. For tunately, many equations which exhibit solitons 
have various special properties which have faci li tated the development of methods for 
solving them. Some of these special properties are; an infinite number of conserved 
charges , Lie-Backlund symmetries [36), Backlund transformations and reduction to ordi
nary differential equations of the Painleve type (Painleve property)[37). It is also possible 
that the nonlinear evolution equations may be recast in Lax's form (38), implying they 
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are completely integrable. Amongst the various methods developed for solving com
pletely integrable nonlinear evolution equations, are the inverse scattering transform, 
the Estabrook-Wahlquist prolongation method and the symmetry approach. There are 
also methods like the bilinear approach of Hirota [39] and the dressing method of Za
kharov and Shabat [40], which are probably the most convenient for finding particular 
solutions. 

The first applicat ion of the inverse scattering transform, a method for solving an 
initial value problem, occurred while finding a solution to the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) 
equation for shallow water waves [41]. This formalism was then generalised by Lax [38]. 
For a simple review of the inverse scattering transform we refer the reader to [1]. Lax's 
technique was then adapted to solve the nonlinear Schrodinger equation [42], then gen
eralised allowing us to solve the initial value problem for a broad class of physically 
relevant problems [43], such as the sine-Gordon, Benney-Newell and modified KdV equa
tions. The power of the inverse scattering transform lies in its reduction of the nonlinear 
equation in question to a sequence of lineaT equations, which are then solved. Closely 
linked to the inverse scattering transform are the Backlund transformations and symme
tries. An interesting discussion on the link between Backlund transformation laws and 
the inverse scattering transform may be found in [44]. Backlund transformations are very 
useful as they are transformations in the solution space of the nonlinear equations. Thus 
once one has a solution to a nonlinear evolution equation, the Backlund transformations 
generates new solutions. For an introduction to the Estabrook-Wahlquist prolongation 
method and the symmetry approach mentioned above we refer the reader to the intro
ductory chapters in [45] and references therein. 

There are, however, some simpler methods for proving the existence of and for finding 
new solutions to nonlinear field theories. For example, by counting the number of zero 
modes we are able to determine if a given soliton <p, to a nonlinear evolution equation, 
belongs to a larger family of solutions. In fact, it is this method of calculating zero 
modes which we will implement in this thesis. For a more detailed description of why 
zero modes count the number of continuous transformations that generate new solitons, 
we refer the reader to section 1.1. For now, we will present a brief overview of zero modes 
and their history in field theory. 

Zero Modes 
Firstly, what are zero modes? We will call a zero mode an eigenfunction of the 

operatoT obtained by lineaTising the nonlinear evolution equation about the soliton <p, 

corresponding to a zero eigenvalue. Generally, the zero mode is a solution which has the 
same time dependence as the soliton itself. We immediately notice a powerful property 
of counting zero modes; we need only find solutions to linear differential equations. The 
most important feature of zero modes, for us, is that the number of zero modes counts 
the number of continuous degTees of jTeedom of the soliton. By this we mean that they 
count the number of independent parameters of continuous transformations that take 
the soliton <p to another soli tonic solution. For static solitons the number of zero modes 
is exactly the dimension of the moduli space of the soliton plus the number of gauge 
transformations of the theory. The moduli space of a soliton is the parameter space of 
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such solitonic solutions which are gauge equivalent [46, 47]. 
Another interpretation of zero modes is as follows: Suppose that <p, a soliton of an 

equation of motion, belongs to a larger class of solitonic solutions "W: 

(4) 

and that the real parameters, o:i, are continuous. Then <p has n zero modes with each 
zero mode corresponding to one of the parameters, O:i · Thus the zero modes count the 
continuous parameters of the largest class of soli tonic solutions to which the soliton in 
question, <p, belongs. 

Originally studies of the modes of the linearised equations of motion were moti
vated by stability considerations. Depending on the form of the assumed solution to the 
linearised equation of motion and the eigenvalue problem obtained, certain eigenvalue 
regimes could correspond to unstable solutions . To illustrate this consider the following 
example: Suppose we assume a solution of the form f( x)eiwt to a linearised equation 
of motion, reducing it to an eigenvalue problem of the form L[f] = w2 f , where L is a 
differential operator independent oft. If this eigenvalue problem has negative eigenvalues 
(w2 < 0) then w is pure imaginary, i. e. w = io: for o: E llt Thus the solution to the 
linearised equation of motion grows exponentially with time. Hence the soliton of the 
nonlinear equation of motion is unstable. 

The method of counting zero modes , has been fairly popular for finding the number of 
free parameters of multi-solitons [5 1, 57, 59, 64, 65] . Why is it useful to know the number 
of free parameters? One reason is that the number of free parameters gives an indication 
as to whether the multi-soliton can be separated into a configuration of multiple solitons 
with finite separation. In fact, this analysis may be extended to determining possible 
bound states of the solitonic configurations. This application was realised by Rebbi 
and J ackiw while studying small fluctuations about instantons in the SU(2) Euclidean 
Yang-Mills model. At the time, they were addressing the question of how to extract 
information of the quantum theory from the classical fields [48]. 

Applications of counting zer-o modes 
The existence of an n-instanton solution to an SU(2) Yang-Mills theory on IR4 , 

was proved by Belavin et al. [50]. They found that, when the field is self- or anti
self dual (FJ.Lv = ±~EJ.Lvp1FP'), the Yang-Mills action obtains a local minimum. These 
authors also constructed the unit char-ge solution (n = 1) , depending on 5 parameters; 
4 parameters specifying the position and a scale parameter. If the pseudoparticles were 
non-interacting, one would expect exactly 5n parameters necessary to describe an n
instanton configuration. Such a solu tion was discovered by 't Hooft. However, Jackiw et 
al. [51] were able to show that 't Hooft 's solution must be generalised to ensure that it is 
covariant under conformal transformations. The new solution required five parameters 
for the single pseudoparticle, thirteen for two pseudoparticles at a finite separation and 
5n + 4 for n ~ 3 pseudoparticles . In fact, it was realised that these solutions are not 
the most general solutions [49]. By counting the number of zero modes of the linearised 
equation of motion, Jackiw and Rebbi were able to show that, on IR4 , at least 8n- 3 
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parameters are required to describe an n-instanton configuration of the SU(2) Yang 
Mills. Thus this simple method was able to predict the existence of a larger class of 
solutions to the self-dual Yang Mills equations than known at that time. It is in the 
spirit of such discoveries that we claim that zero modes are able to shed light on the 
"size" of the moduli space of solutions. At the same time, Schwarz [52] also calculated 
the number of parameters describing a self-dual n-instanton configuration to be 8n- 3, 
using the Atiyah-Singer index theorem [53] . Later on solutions with 8n- 3 parameters 
were discovered [54 , 55, 56]. The papers by Jackiw and Rebbi and by Schwarz appeared 
back to back in Physics Letters in 1977. This is just one of the cases in history where 
physics and mathematics have progressed, unbeknown to each other, along parallel paths. 

Jackiw also used the method of calculating zero modes [57] to show that the kink of 
the sine-Gordon and that of the cp4 theory only have one zero mode each, the zero mode 
corresponding to translat ional invariance. Therefore translational invariance is the only 
continuous invariance exhibited by these kinks. A 

For a specific value of the self interaction parameter >., of the scalar field in the 
Abelian Higgs model (and Ginzburg-Landau model) , Bogomol'nyi [58] showed that a 
lower bound on the energy of a n-vortex configuration can be saturated. Recall that 
the Abelian Higgs model is a relativistic generalisation of the Ginzburg-Landau model. 
Weinberg [59] was then able to show, using a special case of the Atiyah-Singer index 
theorem and also by calculating zero modes, that for this specific value of >. , 2n parame
ters are needed for describing an n-vortex configuration in the Ginzburg-Landau model. 
These 2n parameters are the position parameters of the individual vortices. Thus one 
is able to split the coaxial n-vortex into n single vortices with finite separations. This 
agrees with the numerical work by Jacobs and Rebbi [60] which shows that for this criti
cal value of>. the energy of the system is independent of the vortex separation. Following 
the formalism of Weinberg, Burzlaff and Tchrakian [61] were able to show that the rota
tionally symmetric self-dual n-vortex of a generalised Abelian Higgs model has also 2n 
zero modes. 

In the late 1980's high-Tc superconductors were discovered and it was thought that 
they were characterised by their 2-D structure and a P- and T-violating statistical in
teraction. It was for this reason that Hong et al. [62] considered the Ginzburg-Landau 
model with an additional Chern-Simons term. To solve the system they neglected the 
Maxwell term in the action as the Chern-Simons term is dominant: 

(5) 

Also, it had been previously pointed out that the Higgs mechanism could transform a 
non-dynamical gauge field into a massive one. With the above assumption Hong et al. 
then solved the equations of motion in the Bogomol'nyi limit and found that 2n-moduli 
(position parameters) are needed to describe an n-vortex configuration. Essentially the 
same system was studied by Jackiw and Weinberg [63] with the same conclusions. The 
two papers appeared back to back in Physical Review Letters in May 1990. (Note that 
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Jackiw and Weinberg found the numerical solution to the field theory, while Hong et al. 
only considered the asymptotic behaviours. ) 

Another Chern-Simons field-theoretic model where zero modes have been used is the 
one considered in [64]. Here Kim et al. considered a nonlinear, planar Schri::idinger equa
tion of motion coupled to an SU(2) Chcrn-Simons field. By counting the number of zero 
modes they were able to show that a U(1) invariant n-soliton solution depends on 4n + 2 
parameters. Of these 2n are position parameters, n are phase and n are scale parame
ters. The last 2 are for the global SU(2) phase. Another paper [65] demonstrated that 
non-relativistic Chern-Simons solitons wi th a flux number of 2n require 4n-parameters. 
This result was accomplished using both an index theorem and by counting zero modes. 

The main aim of this thesis is to analyse the zero modes exhibited by the coaxial 
vortices of the Ginzburg-Landau (in the absence of a magnetic field) , Euclidean complex 
sine-Gordon-1 and sine-Gordon-2 models. The Ginzburg-Landau model is a well known 
and widely studied theory. A motivat ion for studying the Euclidean complex sine-Gordon 
models is that they are remarkably similar to the Heisenberg ferromagnet model [66] 
with easy-plane anisotropy and the Ginzburg-Landau model. The complex sine-Gordon 
models also, as mentioned, display topological solitonic solutions; vortices [67] . However, 
unlike the Ginzburg-Landau and Heisenberg ferromagnet models, the vortices for the 
complex sine-Gordon models are known exactly and in closed analytic form. Therefore 
they provide a means for studying properties and phenomenology of vortices. These 
three models (Ginzburg-Landau and the two complex sine-Gordons) are discussed in 
more detail at the beginning of the relevant chapters. 

A brief outline of this thesis 
In Chapter 1 we present a short description of zero modes and what they correspond 

to. We then further explore zero modes and how their number corresponds to the number 
of continuous degrees of freedom of the solitons, by studying various "toy" models. At 
the end of the chapter there is a short discussion of our conclusions from the analysis of 
these models. 

In Chapter 2 we make use of the ideas formulated in Chapter 1 and calculate the zero 
modes of the coaxial multi vortices of the Ginzburg-Landau equation in (2+ 1) dimensions. 
This system is solved numerically, as no analytical form is known for the vortices of the 
Ginzburg-Landau model. Chapter 3 concerns the analysis of the zero modes of one of the 
Euclidean complex sine-Gordon equations (complex sine-Gordon-1). Again the system 
is solved numerically, this time due to the complexity of the eigenvalue problem. We 
also compare the zero modes obtained numerically to the zero modes resulting from the 
free parameters describing a recently discovered non-coaxial, multivortex solution. In 
Chapter 4 we analyse the zero modes of the coaxial vortices of the complex sine-Gordon-
2. Finally, the conclusions drawn from the results of this work are presented. 
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Chapter 1 

Zero Modes 

As mentioned in the introduction the number of zero modes counts the continuous degrees 
of freedom of the soliton: The number of continuous transformations which transform the 
soliton to another solitonic solution. An equivalent way of stating this is; the number of 
zero modes counts the number of continuous parameters of the largest class of solitonic 
solutions, of which the soliton in question is a member. In this chapter we answer the 
questions of why this is and of how to obtain the zero modes? First, we present a general 
methods and techniques section. Then, we gain a better intuition and understanding by 
analysing various "toy" models. 

1.1 What are Zero Modes? 

Before we discuss how zero modes count the degrees of freedom, we should know what 
zero modes are. Assume that we have the nonlinear equation of motion of the form 

(1.1) 

where f(xi) takes its values in C, the Xi are the spatial coordinates, t is time and a{ 
is the partial derivative with respect to ~- We have restricted ourselves to a subset of 
all possible equations of motion but this subset will suffice for our purposes. Where 
necessary one may extend the theory appropriately. Note, that the field 'lj; is a scalar 
function of the Xi and t. We also assume that this equation of motion has the solitonic 
solution 'lj;5 • We now linearise the equat ion of motion (1.1) by replacing 'lj; in the equation 
of motion with the soliton plus an infinitesimal perturbation, 

'lj;(i, t) ---+ '1/Js(i, t) + EO'lj;(i, t), (1.2) 

and expand in E. From this we obtain: 

where the term of 0( € 1) is a linear differential operator acting on o'lj; . If this perturbed 
solution remains a solution then equation (1.3) must be satisfied. More importantly each 
coefficient in the expansion in E must be zero. It is obvious that the coefficient of the term 
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0(€0) is zero since '1/Js is a soliton of the equation of motion {1.1). Setting the coefficient 
of the term O{c::) to zero, we obtain 

{1.4) 

We will refer to this as the linearised equation of motion. 
For the moment we are going to restrict ourselves to the case of static solitons. When 

necessary we will generalise this procedure to include certain time-dependent solitons. 
We now assume a solution to equation {1.4) of the form o'lj;(x, t) = cp(x)e>.t, such that 
the linear equation of motion {1.4) reduces to: 

{1.5) 

a generalised eigenvalue problem, with eigenvalue .An. Note that the eigenfunctions cor
responding to .An = 0, the zero eigenvalue, are static. In other words, they have the same 
time dependence as the soliton '1/Js, about which we linearised. This is very important 
as it means the perturbation o'lj; is stable; it neither 'blows up' nor alters the time de
pendence of the soliton '1/Js. Another term for a zero eigenfunction is a zero mode. It is 
now evident where the term zero mode originates and that the zero modes have the same 
time dependence as the soliton. 

Thus the zero modes of a soliton are solutions to the linearised equation of motion, 
which have the same time dependence as the soliton itself 

Now that we know what zero modes are, we would like to know why they correspond 
to continuous degrees of freedom. Suppose that the soliton '1/Js is a member of a larger 
class of solutions, 

{1.6) 

where \II(x, a) is also a soliton solution of the field theory. Taking a Taylor expansion of 
\II(x, a) in a we obtain: 

\II(x, a) = \II(x, O) +a [:a \II(x, a) L=o + O(o?) 

= '1/Js(x) + a [aa \II(x, a)] + O(a2
). 

a a=O 
{1. 7) 

Now if a is infinitesimal, then by comparing this to (1.2) it follows that faw(x,a)la=O 
must solve (1.4). Also :a \II(x, a)la=O has the same time dependence as the soliton '1/Js 
and must solve the eigenvalue problem (1.5) with .A = 0. Therefore ;a \II(x, a)la=O is a 
zero mode of the soliton '1/Js. From this it is clear that each continuous degree of freedom 
will give rise to a zero mode. Thus each transformation, which takes the soliton '1/Js to 
another solitonic solution of the same model, will give rise to a zero mode. We also now 
have a means of determining which zero mode corresponds to which transformation {or 
parameter a). Th e zero mode corresponding to the free parameter a is given by 

:a \II(x, a)la=O· (1.8) 

We now proceed with the study of zero modes and corresponding degrees of freedom 
by considering various "toy" models: scalar field theories, real and complex, in several 
different dimensions. 
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1.2 Some Real Scalar Fields 

Of the multitude of real scalar theories in (1+1)-dimensions (one spatial and one tem
poral) we consider the cp4 theory and the real sine-Gordon equation. 

1.2.1 r.p4 Theory 

Firstly we examine the cp4 theory in ( 1 + 1 )-dimensions with a positive mass squared term. 
The action for this field theory 

S = ~ j {cp; - cp; + cp2- cp4} d2x, (1.9) 

attains a minimum when cp solves the equation of motion 

(1.10) 

One of the solutions to (1.10) is a bell-shaped soliton of the form cps(x) = sechx. When 
we linearise (1.10) about the soliton cps by letting cp = cps+ EOcp in (1.10) and collecting 
terms O(E), we obtain 

{1.11) 

Assuming a separable solution to (1.11), of the form ocp(x, t) = u(x)eiwt, reduces the 
equation to an eigenvalue problem 

£u(x ) = w2u(x), 

L : = -a; + 1 - 6 sech 2 
X, {1.12) 

for u(x). If we can find an eigenfunction corresponding to the eigenvalue w2 = 0, then the 
perturbation, ocp, is independent of time. Since the soliton cps is also time independent, 
the solution will be stable. It is easily seen that u0(x) = sechxtanhx is a solution to 
(1.12) with w2 = 0, which tends to zero as lxl --7 oo. Thus uo is an eigenfunction, 
more importantly it is a zero mode. Furthermore (1.12) is a one-dimensional, Sturm
Liouville eigenvalue problem thus the discrete eigenvalues are simple and u0 is the only 
eigenfunction corresponding to w 2 = 0. 

Now that we have found a zero mode we would like to know what continuous degree 
of freedom it corresponds to . Since we know, from the form of (1.10), that all of its 
solutions have translations in x as a degree of freedom, it is a reasonable ansatz that this 
is the origin of the zero mode uo. To verify this, we take a Taylor expansion of cp8 (x +E) 
for an infinitesimal translation (f. « 1): 

dcps(x) 2 
cps(x + E) = vl(x) +f. + O(f. ) 

dx 
(1:13) 

dcps(x +E) 2 = cps ( x ) + f. I _ + 0 (f. ) . df. f-0 

Comparing this with cp --7 cps + EO cp, for the perturbation, it is clear that ¥x- is a solution 
to the linearised equation of motion as the translated soliton is still a solution of the 
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¢4 theory. Also d:fx• is static like the soliton 'lj; 5 and thus solves the eigenvalue problem 
(1.12) with w = 0. Hence it is a zero mode. Since 

d((Js 
u0 = dx = sech x tanh x, 

the zero mode u0 we calculated corresponds to the translational degree of freedom. 
Next we consider the kink solution of the sine-Gordon equation. 

1.2.2 The sine-Gordon kink 

The sine-Gordon action 

(1.14) 

in (1 + 1 )-dimensions, is minimised when ((J satisfies the equation of motion 

((Jtt - ((Jxx + sin ((J = 0. (1.15) 

This is a prolific theory and has appeared in many fields, inter alia condensed matter 
physics with the description of propagation of crystal dislocations, Bloch wall motion 
in magnetic materials [10] [70] and the propagation of magnetic flux on Josephson lines 
[71, 72]. It also appears in elementary particle physics originally through [73, 74] and has 
played a role in the theory of surfaces of constant, negative curvature [75]. The origin of 
the name sine-Gordon is quite interesting, as it appeared originally as a private joke in 
a letter by David Finkelstein. 

The sine-Gordon equation of motion is known to have the stationary kink ((Jk(x) = 
4 arctan( ex) as a soli tonic solution. This is a soliton as the energy density of the static 
kink ((Jk, 

= 4sech2 x, 

is localised. When we take ((J -+ ((Jk + EO ((J in (1.15) and collect terms O(t:), in other words 
linearise (1.15) about ((Jk, we obtain: 

(1.16) 

Assuming a separable solution of the form O((J(x, t) = u(x) exp(iwt) reduces (1.16) to an 
eigenvalue problem 

(1.17) 

where 

L := -a; + cos ((Jk(x) 

= -a; + 1 - 2 sech 2 
X . 
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As with the previous section the eigenvalue problem (1.17) is a Sturm-Liouville problem 
and thus has simple eigenvalues. T herefore uo = sech x is the only eigenfunction corre
sponding to t he eigenvalue w2 = 0. This zero mode, as with the cp4 theory, corresponds 
to the translational degree of freedom in x since 

dcpk 
- = 2 sech x = 2uo. 
dx 

Remember that u 0 is an eigenfunction of a linear eigenvalue problem and as such any 
scalar multiple of u 0 is also an eigenfunction with the same eigenvalue. 

For both the cp4 lump and the sine-Gordon kink solitons there is only one zero mode 
each. T herefore the transla t'ional degree of freedom of both solitons is the only degree of 
freedom they exhibit . 

We will now consider a real scalar fie ld theory in (2+1)-dimensions with a cubic and 
a quintic term in the equat ion of motion. 

1.2.3 M assless cubic-quint ic Klein-Gordon equation 

An action for this scalar field theory in (2+ 1 )-dimensions is given by 

(1.18) 

where \1 = f 8r + x~Bx and r and X are the polar coordinates. The Euler-Lagrange 
equation of motion obtained from (1.18) is 

(1.19) 

where \12 = ~8r (r8r) + ~85 is the Laplace operator in two dimensions. This equation 
of motion has a "lump" solution of the form 

(1.20) 

Linearising t he equat ion of motion (1.19) about this solution, gives the equation 

(1.21) 

for the perturbation 6cp . This, we can then reduce to an eigenvalue problem 

Ur 'U(J(J 3r2 - 12 2 
- Urr - - - - 2 + ( 2 ) 2 U = W u, 

r T 1 + r (1.22) 

by assuming a separable solution of the form 8cp(r, e, t) = u(r, O) eiwt. The boundary 
conditions for the eigenfunctions of (1. 22) are: lu(O, B) I < oo and u(r, e) -t 0 as r -too. 
To solve (1.22) we take a Fourier series expansion of u in 0: 

00 

u(T, O) = L Rm(r) eimB, (1.23) 
7n=-oo 
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and substitute this into (1.22). This conver ts (1.22) into an ordinary differential eigen
value problem 

1 [m
2 

3r
2 

- 12] 2 
-Rrr- -;.Rr + --:;:2 + (1 + r 2)2 R = W R, (1.24) 

for each value of m2. The eigenfunctions Rm satisfy the boundary conditions IRm(O)J < 
oo and Rm(r) -t 0 as r -t oo. For uniqueness of u at the origin however, we require 
Rm(O) = 0 form =f. 0. In addition to this, the index theorem indicates that Rm(r) "'rlml 
for r "' 0: Substituting R = rn into (1.24) and taking a Taylor expansion about r = 0, 
we find the terms O(rn- 2 ) give the constraint m2 = n2. Therefore, requiring regularity 
of R at the origin gives n = JmJ . 

Applying the transformation Rm(r) = f(r)/..fi to equation (1.24) reduces it to the 
simpler form: 

(1.25) 

where Vm2 can be considered as an efrective potential. From the boundary conditions 
of R we easily derive the boundary conditions for f(r) : f(r) "'rlml+l/2 for r "' 0 and 
f -t 0 as r -t oo. 

Since the effective potential decays to 0 as Jrl -t oo, we are guaranteed that all values 
w2 > 0 are eigenvalues . However, we are not guaranteed that the eigenvalue w2 = 0 exists; 
in other words, there may or may not exist a bounded solution (eigenfunction) for w2 = 0. 
For bound solutions of (1. 25) with w2 = 0 to occur, the potential 

V: ( ) = r 4 (4m2 + 11) + r 2(8m2 - 50)+ (4m2 - 1) 
m2 r 4r2(1 + r2)2 ' (1.26) 

must be negative, in at least some region. This becomes clear if we multiply equation 
(1.25) by f and integrate over the plane: 

(w2 = 0), 

and then integrate the first term on the right by parts: 

Since the boundary term is zero, the integral must be zero and this can only occur if Vm2 

is negative in at least some region. This, in turn, will only occur if the discriminant of 
the quadratic (in r 2) numerator of (1.26), 

V = (8m2 - 50) 2
- 4(4m2 + 11)(4m2 - 1) 

( 
2 53) = -960 m -

20 
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is greater than zero, thus only if m 2 ~ 53/20 < 3. 

Since m is integer, the only values of m, for which bound states may occur are m = 0 
and m = ±1. Therefore these are the only values of m, for which zero modes may exist. 

For m 2 = 1 the eigenfunction* of (1.25) corresponding to the eigenvalue w2 = 0, is 
!1,1 = r 312 (1 + r 2 ) - 3/ 2 . This is the only solution since (1.25) is a Sturm-Liouville problem 
for each m 2 and thus has simple eigenvalues. Hence 

r ·e 
(1.27) ul = e~ 

(1 + r2)3/2 

U2 = 
r -ie (1.28) e 

(1 + r2)3/2 

are two zero modes (u = fn,m2fte±iTnO), corresponding to two continuous degrees of 
freedom of the "lump" solution cp1. We now show that these zero modes correspond to 
the translational degrees of freedom in x and y directions. As previously, we take the 
partial derivative of cp1 with respect to x and y; 

to obtain the zero modes corresponding to the translational degrees of freedom. These, 
however are not the same as u1 and u2, so how do we know the zero modes from 
translations and the zero modes u 1 and u2 are equivalent? Using the fact that 8rcp1 = 

-r(1 + r 2)-312 , we discover that the two linearly independent , linear combinations, 

- (8xcp1 + i8yv) ) = r(1 + r 2
)-

312ei(i, 

8xcp1 - i8y cp1 = r(1 + r 2)-312e-ie, 

which are also zero modes , are none other than u 1 and u2. Any linear combination of 
eigenfunctions, corresponding to the same eigenvalue, of a linear eigenvalue problem, 
such as (1.25), is still an eigenfunction corresponding to that eigenvalue. Hence the zero 
modes u1 and u2 correspond to the translational degree of freedom of r.p1• 

For m = 0, we have not been able to show that a bound solution for (1.25) with 
w2 = 0 exists nor that it does not exist. 

Thus for the "lump" solution of the massless cubic-quintic equation we have only 
been able to find two degrees of freedom; those for translation in the x and y directions. 
There is the possibility that there is a third zero mode (for m = 0), however we do not 
know for certain. What we do know though is that the "lump" solution belongs to a 
family of solutions with no more than three continuous parameters. 

*The notation fm2 ,n denotes the eigenfunct ion with n- 1 nodes. 
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1.2.4 Rosen's equation 

The action 

S = ~ I {(\lcp)2- cp~- cp6} d4x, 

in (3+1)-dimensions, produces the Euler-Lagrange equation of motion 

cpu - \12cp - 3cp5 = 0, 

(1.29) 

(1.30) 

Rosen's equation [76], where \12 is the Laplace operator in 3 dimensions. Rosen found 
a solution of the form cpP = (1 + r 2)- 112 [76], a metastablet particle-like solution, to 
this equation of motion. When we linearise the equation of motion (1.30) about this 
metastable solution we obtain 

s·~- V 2Scp - 15(cp1) 4Scp 

.. 2 15 
= Scp - \1 Scp - (1 + r 2)2 Scp = 0. (1.31) 

If we then assume a solution of the form Scp = ueiwt to (1.31), it reduces to 

2 15 2 
-\1 u - ( 2)2 u = w u, 

1+r 
(1.32) 

a Schrodinger operator with energy Ent = w 2 and a spherically symmetric potential 
V(r) = (l~;g) 2 • Thus (1.32) can be reduced to a radial eigenvalue problem by means of 

the substitution u(r, e, ¢) = R(r)Yim(e , ¢),where the Yim are the spherical harmonics. 
We remind the reader that Yim is an eigenfunction of the momentum operator i} 

with eigenvalue l(l + 1) (l = 0, 1, 2, ... ); 

-\1 u = --8r(r 8Tu)-- -. -8o[smB8ou] + -.-8-~.u 2 1 2 1 (1. 1 2) 
r2 T 2 sm e sm2 e 'I' 

2 l(l+1 ) 
= -\lTu+ 2 u. 

r 
(1.33) 

Also remember that m takes (2l + 1) values for each value of l: -l ~ m ~ l , m E Z. 
On performing the above substitution, (1.32) reduces to: 

2 ( 15 l(l+ 1)) 2 
-\1 rR(r) - (

1 
+ ,.2 ) 2 - r 2 R(r) = w R(r) , 

with the boundary conditions: IRr(O) I < oo and R--+ 0 as r --+ oo. For uniqueness of 
u(O, e, ¢) we also require that R(O) = 0 for l =/= 0. However, as with the previous field 
theory (Section 1.2.3), the index theorem gives the more precise boundary condition; 

tRosen describes metastable solutions as solutions where "the rate of dissolution is very small relative 
to their quantum-theoretic characteristic frequencies Eo/It based on the rest mass energy (Eo) [76]". 
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R(r) "" r5 for r "" 0. Replacing R(r) = f (r) jr in the above equation removes the first 
derivative and transforms the equation to: 

(1.34) 

Here, we have combined the potential - (H~:2 ) 2 and the centrifugal term l(l~l) into an 

effective potential ~. The boundary conditions j(r) "" rl+1 for r "" 0 and f -+ 0 as 
r -+ oo are derived form those of R(1·) . Again, as in with the previous field theory, 
bound states for w2 = 0 of (1.34) may only occur if the potential 

l(l + 1)(1 + r 2)2 - 15r2 
~ = ~--~~--~~---

r2(1 + r 2)2 

r 41(l + 1) + r 2(212 + 21 - 15) + 1(1 + 1) 
r2(1 + r2)2 

(1.35) 

is negative in, at least, some region. This in turn will only occur when the discriminant 
of the biquadratic in the numerator of (1.35) is non-negative. Clearly the discriminant 

v = (212 + 21- 15)2 - 4(12 + 1)2 

= - 15(21-3)(21+5), 

is only non-negative for --.} ~ 1 ~ ~ · Thus bound states of {1.34) can only occur for l = 0 
and 1 = 1. 

When 1 = 0, the function h ,o = (~~:2)iJ 2 is an eigenfunction+ of the operator 

{1.34) associated with the eigenvalue w2 = 0. Substituting this into the relation u = 
fmt )Ytm(B, ¢),we obtain one zero mode: 

r 2 - 1 r 2 - 1 
u l = (1 + r 2)3/2 Yo,o = (1 + r2)3/2. {1.36a) 

For 1 = 1, the function h ,1 = (1+;:)31 2 is an eigenfunction associated with w2 = 0. 

Substituting this back into u = ~fnl(r ) Yim(O, ¢)gives us three more zero modes: 

{1.36b) 

r r 
U3 = (1 + r 2)3/2 Yl ,O = (1 + r2)3/2 cos e, (1.36c) 

u4 = (1 + ~2 ) 3 /2 Y 1,-1 = (1 + ~2 ) 312 sinee-i.P, (1.36d) 

as -1 ~ m ~ l. 

tThe notation f n,l denotes the eigenfunctiou with n-- 1 nodes. 
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Since (1.34) is a Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue problem, for each value of l, its eigenval
ues are simple. Hence h,o and h,1 are the only eigenfunctions of (1.34) corresponding 
to w2 = 0. And u1 , u 2 , u3 and u 4 are the only zero modes of the metastable particle. 

The last three zero modes u2 , u3 and u4 result from the translational degrees of 
freedom of <pP in the x, y and z direc tions . Indeed, taking the partial derivative of~ 
with respect to x, y and z; 

ay<{Jp = aT 'fJp ayr = aT~'}!_ = aT~ Sin tJ Sin¢ 
r 

z 
az'fJp = aT 'fJp azr = aT~- = aT~COStJ 

r 

and using aT'PP = - (1+;;) 312 , we can form the linear combinations: 

r '</> - ax'PP - i ay~ = ---
2
-)

3
--,
1

,..,...
2 

sinCiet 
(1 + r 

a p ·a p-- x'P + ~ y'P - (
1 
+ ~2 )312 sinee-i<f> 

r 
(1 + r 2)3/2 cos e. 

These three linearly independent combinations, are none other than the zero modes u2 , 

u3 and u4 (1.36). 
Finally we would like to know what degree of freedom gives rise to the first zero 

mode u 1 . As it turns out , this zero mode corresponds to a scaling degree of freedom, 
where the scaled solution <j;P (r) = J 4a 

2 
is a solution to (1.32) for all a [76). This 

a +T 
becomes evident when we take a Taylor series expansion for an infinitesimal change in a 
(the scaling factor): 

The coefficient of the term linear in E, 

coincides with u1 (1.36a) and <j;P with <pP when a = 1 . 
From these results it is evident that the metastable particle like solution~ to Rosen 's 

equat ion (1.30) has only four zero modes. Three of these zero modes correspond to 
translational degrees of freedom in the x, y and z directions, while the fourth corresponds 
to a scaling degree of freedom of the soliton. 

Something interesting to note is that the eigenfunction fo has a node, implying that 
there exists an eigenfunction, say g(r) , of the eigenvalue problem (1.34) with no nodes. 
Also we know that this eigenfunction g(r ) corresponds to an eigenvalue (w2 ) which is 
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smaller than zero. Therefore w is pure imaginary and the perturbation 8cp = ~g(r)Yooeiwt 
grows exponentially with time and Rosen's solution is unstable. This agrees with Derrick's 
Theorem [7]. Rosen did, however, show that rate of dissolution of <pP is small and hence 
<pP is a metastable solution. 

This concludes our analysis of real scalar fields. We now proceed to complex scalar 
fields in various dimensions. As with the real fields we will examine the (I+ I)-dimensional 
fields first. Of the various fi eld theories in (I+I)-dimensions available to us, we consider 
the Klein Gordon model with a positive mass term and the nonlinear Schrodinger equa
tion. 

1.3 Complex Scalar Fields 

1.3.1 Klein-Gordon 

The action for the Klein-Gordon model in (I+ I)-dimensions, with a positive mass squared 
term, is 

s = / {1 1/Jx l2 - I1/Jtl2 + 11/JI 2 - ~11/JI 4 } d
2x. (1.39) 

The equation of motion 
(I.40) 

for the complex field 1jJ is obtained by varying the action (1.39) with respect to ~. The 
soliton solution 1/J 5 (x) = V2sech x is the solution which we are going to examine. When 
we linearise (I.40) about this soli ton 1/; 5 by replacing 1jJ -+ 1/;5 + E81jJ and collecting terms 
linear in E we obtain 

81/Jtt - 81/Jxx + 81/J- 2I 1/J 5 (x)l 2 81j; - (1jJ 5
)
2 (x)81jJ 

= 81/Jtt - 81/Jxx + 81/; - 4 sech2 x81jJ - 2 sech2 x81jJ = 0, (1.4I) 

for the perturbation 81/; . We then assume a solution of the form 81/J = { u(x)+iv(x)} cos wt 
and substitute it into (1.4I). This yields the matrix eigenvalue problem 

for the vector cp = (u , vf, where 

.Co := -a; + I- 6sech2 x 

£1 := -a; + I- 2sech2 x . 

This eigenvalue problem has 

_ (sech x tanh x) 
cpl - 0 ' cp2 = ( 

0 ) 
sechx · 

(1.42) 

(1.43) 

(1.44) 

(1.45) 

as two linearly independent eigenfunctions corresponding to the eigenvalue w2 = 0. There 
are only two linearly independent eigenfunctions since (1.42) consists of two uncoupled 
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eigenvalue problems, both of which are Sturm-Liouville problems and as such have simple 
eigenvalues. 

The first zero mode o'lj;1 = sech x tanh x corresponds to the translational degree of 
freedom of the soliton (Section 1.2.1) while the second o'lj;2 = i sechx corresponds to the 
global U(1) degree of freedom. A global U(1) degree of freedom means that if 'l/J 5 is a 
solution then so is ;j;s = 'l/J 8 eia for any real constant a. Note that degrees of freedom in 
both the coordinate space (translational) and in the target space (U(1)) give rise to zero 
modes. 

To confirm that <p2 does indeed correspond to a U(1) degree offreedom, we take the 
Taylor expansion for an infinitesimal change in a: 

"( ) • a;j;s 2 
'1/Js e~ et+E = 1ps + i aa E + O(E ). (1.46) 

Note that in the above expansion the term linear in E, aCt;j;s = iv'2 sech xeia' is the 
second zero mode, up to the factor v'2 when a = 0. Thus for the Klein-Gordon model 
there are two zero modes , one corresponding to a translational and the other to a U(1) 
degree of freedom. We now continue with another well known field theoretic model in 
(1 + 1 )-dimensions, the nonlinear Schrodinger. 

1.3.2 Nonlinear Schrodinger 

The nonlinear Schrodinger equation, 

(1.47) 

in (1+1)-dimensions, is obtained from the action 

(1.48) 

by taking the functional derivative of (1.48) with respect to '1/J. This is a very well 
known field theoretic model and has been used to describe, inter alia stationary 2-
dimensional self focusing of plane waves, the self-trapping phenomena of nonlinear optics, 
1-dimensional self modulation of monochromatic waves, propagation of heat pluses in 
solids as well as Langmuir waves in plasmas ([1] and references therein). 

The nonlinear Schrodinger equation is known to have '1/Js(x, t) = eiA2tAsechAx, 
where A E ~' as a solitonic solution. The linearisation of the nonlinear Schrodinger 
equation about this soliton gives 

2 2-
io'l/Jt + o'l/Jxx + 41'1/Jsl o'ljJ + 2'1/Jso'l/J 

= io'l/Jt + o'l/Jxx + 4A2 sech2 Ax o'ljJ + 2A2 sech2 Ax e2iA
2
to'ljJ = 0. (1.49) 

Note that this soliton has a time dependence and we, therefore, have to expand our 
method to allow for this. In this case, we assume a separable solution of the form 
o'ljJ(x ,t) = {u(x) +iv(x)}e(iA 2 +>-)t_ Substituting this ansatz for o'ljJ into (1.49) reduces it 
to the matrix problem 

(1.50) 
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for the vector r.p = ( u , v )T , where 

La := -a;+ A2 (1- 6 sech2 Ax) 

£1 := -a;+ A2 (1- 2sech2 Ax) 

]:=[~1 ~]· 
The reason we choose the above form for the perturbations is that the eigenfunctions 

corresponding to A = 0, zero modes, will have the same time dependence as 'lj; 8
• Therefore 

they will be "stable" perturbations: They transform the soliton r.p8 into another soliton 
which has the same time dependence as r.p 5

• Thus it is obvious that the degree of freedom 
for translations in time will not be realised using this method. 

When A = 0 the matrix problem (1.50) becomes two uncoupled, second order differ
ential equations for u(x) and v(x). Therefore there can be at most one solution for u(x) 
and one for v(x) which satisfy the required boundary conditions: lu(x)l -t 0 as lxl -too 
and lu(O)I < oo; lv(O) I < oo as lx l -too and lv(x)l -t 0. This implies that there can be at 
most two linearly independent solutions to (1.50), for A = 0. Two linearly independent 
eigenfunctions which do correspond to A = 0 are 

_ (sech Ax tanh Ax) _ ( 0 ) 
r.p 1 - 0 ' r.p2 - h A . sec x 

As for the Klein-Gordon model, the first zero mode 

8¢1 = eiA
2
t sech Ax tanh Ax 

corresponds to the translational degree of freedom while the second 

8¢2 = eiA
2
t sechAx 

corresponds to the global U(1) degree of freedom of the soliton 'lj; 5
• 

(1.51) 

We now proceed to a complex field theory in (3+1)-dimensions, the logarithmic 
gausson equation. 

1.3.3 Logarithmic Gausson equation 

The action [77] 

s = ./ {l¢tl 2 -IV¢1
2

- (1 +J.L)I¢1
2 

+J.LI¢1 2 lnl¢1 2 }d4x 

gives rise to the equat ion of motion 

- 7J;u + \72¢ - 7J; + J.L ln (1 ¢1 2
) 7J; = 0, 

(1.52) 

(1.53) 

the logarithmic gausson equation, where \7 2 is the Laplacian operator in three dimen
sions. This was first used by Rosen [77] while discussing the dilatation covariance of local 
relativistic field theories. In particular , he discussed the solution to (1.53) of the form 

'lj;s = Ae-illt -J.tr2 /2 

A { 
3J.L + 1- n2

} 
= exp 

2
J.L , (1.54) 
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where n and J-L are real constants. This solution is obtained from Rosen's solution by 
choosing the four-vector constant of integration as kJ.L = ( -n, 0, 0, 0). When we linearise 
(1.53) about the solution (1.54) we obtain 

2 ( 2) 1/JS-81/Jtt - \1 8'1/J + 8'1/J - j.dn 11/Js I 8'1/J - J-1.81/J - J-L 1/Js 81/J 

= 8'1/Ju- \128'1/J- (4J-L- n2 - J-L2r2)8'1j; - J-L€-2int81/; = 0, (1.55) 

for the perturbation 81/J . The soliton we are considering here has a similar time de
pendence as the soliton in the previous section (nonlinear Schrodinger). We, there
fore, are going to follow the method used previously and assume 81/J = { u(x, y, z) + 
iv(x, y, z)}e-int+At reducing equation (1.55) to the following two coupled differential 
equations for u and v: 

- \12u + J-L2r 2'u = 5J-Lu- >.2u + 2n>.v, 

- V 2v + J-L2 r 2v = 3J-Lv - >.2v- 2n>.u. 

(1.56a) 

(1.56b) 

With the form for the perturbation assumed, perturbations with >. = 0 will have the 
same time evolution as the solution 'VJ 5

. Therefore the zero modes represent "stable" 
perturbations. 

When >. = 0 equations (1.56a) and (1.56b) become equations for three-dimensional 
harmonic oscillators with energies E = 5J-L and E = 3J-L, respectively. Both of these 
equations can then be reduced to three one-dimensional linear harmonic oscillators in x, 
y and z by the method of separation of variables. The three linear harmonic oscillators 
are then solved under the constraint that the total energy of the system is the sum of the 
energies for the three linear harmonic oscillators: E = Enx + Eny + Enz. For example, 
setting>. = 0 and assuming u = X(x)Y(y)Z (z) reduces (1.56a) and (1.56b) to: 

(1.57) 

three linear harmonic oscillators. These three harmonic oscillators are then solved with 
the constraints that the total energies arc En"' + Eny + Enz = 5J-L and Enx + Eny + Enz = 3j.L 
for (1.56a) and (1.56b) respectively. The solutions to these linear harmonic oscillators 
(1.57) are well known [78] and are given by: 

Xnx = I-InJ.filx)e-J.Lx
2

/
2 

Y;~Y = I-InJ.fily)e-J.LY
2

/
2 

Znz = Hnz(..jj:Lz)e-J.Lz2/2, 
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with the energies 

Enx = (2nx + 1)p, 

Eny = (2ny + 1)p, 

Enz = (2nz + 1)p,, 

where nx, ny and nz take on the values 0, 1, 2, ... and Hn(O are the Hermite polynomials. 
For the system (1. 57) there are only three possible values of n = (nx, ny, nz) that 

correspond to a total energy of E = 5p., viz. n = (1 , 0, 0) , n = (0, 1, 0) and n = (0, 0, 1) 
and only one that corresponds toE= 3p,, viz. n = (0, 0, 0). Thus the only three solutions 
to (1.56a) with >. = 0 are: 

u1 = X1 Yo Zo = Hl(.J/-Lx)e-tL(x
2
+y

2
+z

2
)/2 = 2.JI-Lxe-tLr

2
12 

u2 = Xo Yl Zo = Hl(.J/-Ly)e-tL(x2+y2+z2)/2 = 2.JI-Lye-tLr2/2 

u3 = XoYo Z1 = Hl(.J/-Lz)e- tL(x
2
+y

2
+z

2
)/2 = 2.Jf-Lze-tLr

2
12, 

and the single solution to (1.56b) is: 

(1.58a) 

(1.58b) 

(1.58c) 

(1.58d) 

Thus the soliton solution ,ps to the logarithmic Gausson's equation (1.53) has the four 
zero modes 

5'1/Jl = 2.Jiixe-tLr2f2e-int, 

5'1/J2 = 2.Jiiye-tLr2f2e-if2t, 

5'1/J3 = 2.Jiize- tLr2f2e-if2t, 

f
0
J, · - ur2/2 -int 

u'f/4 = ze ,.. e , 

(1.59a) 

(1.59b) 

(1.59c) 

(1.59d) 

only. Hence the largest fam ily of solutions to which ,ps belongs has only four continuous 
parameters . The first three zero modes (1.59a), (1.59b) and (1.59c) correspond to the 
translational degrees of freedom in the x, y and z directions: 

Ox'l/Js = 2p.xAe-{if2t+tLr
2
/2} 

Oy'l/Js = 2~tyAe-{if2t+tLr2 /2} 

Oz'l/Js = 2p.zAe-{int+tLr2 /2} 

while the fourth (1.59d) corresponds to the global U(1) degree of freedom 

The final "toy" model that we are going to consider is the nonlinear 0(3) a-model. 
This is a field theoretic model in (2 + 1) dimensions. 
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1.4 The Nonlinear 0(3) o--model 

In this section we review the zero modes of the nonlinear 0(3) cr-model closely following 
the formalism of Ivanov, Murav'ev and Sheka [79]. The action for the nonlinear 0(3) 
cr-model is given by: 

(1.60) 

where ii = (n 1,n2 ,n3 ) is a three component field with unit length (ii2 = 1). Since ii 
has unit length, it lies on a unit sphere in the target space and we can parametrise it 
as ii = (sine cos¢, sine sin ¢, cos e) where e and ¢ are the polar and azimuthal angles of 
the vector in the target space, respectively. With this parameterisation the action (1.60) 
becomes 

The two equations of motion 

a~e- \l2e + cos esine [('V¢) 2
- (8t¢)2

] = 0 

sin2 e [8z ¢ - \7 2¢] + sin(2e) [8te8t¢ - 'V¢. \le] = 0, 

(1.61) 

(1.62) 

are obtained from the action (1.61) by varying the action with respect to 0 and ¢, 
respectively. The simplest nontrivial solut ions to these equations are the well-known 
Belavin-Polyakov (BP) soli tons [11 ]: 

eo = 2 arctan(r-lvl) 

(1.63) 

where (r, x) are the polar coordinates in the coordinate space and v is the topological 
charge of the soliton. When we linearise the equations of motion (1.62) about the BP 
soliton with topological charge v we obtain 

2 2 1/
2 2v -at be+ \l be- cos(2eo) 2 be - cos eo28x(sin0ob¢) = 0 

r r 

sin2 eo ['V2b¢- 8z b¢] + sin(2eo ) ['V¢o . \lbe +\leo . 'Vb¢] = 0. (1.64) 

The boundary condi tions for be and b¢ are: be -7 0 as r -7 oo and bO(O, x) = 0 while 
b¢ is regular everywhere. Under the substitution be = {) and sin00b¢ = J.L the above 
coupled differential equations simplify to: 

(1.65) 
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where V r = ~8r (r8r) . The boundary conditions for '13 are the same as for MJ while we now 
have that J.l decays at infinity and behaves as r 21vl-l near the origin. This substitution 
allows us to combine the two real equations in (1.65) into a single complex differential 
equation for W = '13 + i J.L 

[ 
2 2 1 2 v

2 . 2v ] 8t - V r - 2 ax + 2 cos 2eo - t 2 cos eo8x w = 0, 
r r r 

(1.66) 

since the two potentials U1 = cos(2eo) ~~ and U2 =cot eo(Vreo)- ( ~) 
2 

are identical for 

BP solitons. A more physical understanding for the choice of substitution is obtained, 
when we introduce the coordinate system { e1, e2, e3}, as in [79]. The new coordinates 
are defined by 

e3 = (sin eo cos ¢o, sin eo sin ¢o, cos eo), 

e2 = (- sin ¢o' cos ¢o ) 0)) 

el = e2 X e3 = (coseocos¢o,coseosin¢o,-sineo). 

Note that e3 = ii0 . In these new coordinates we have that '13 = ii' ·e1 and J.L = ii' ·e2, where 
ii' is the perturbed solution. Therefore the '13 and v are components of the perturbed 
solution in the directions of the coordinate axes el and e2, respectively. 

We now seek separable solutions to (1.66) of the form w = fm(r)eimx+iwt, where m 
is an integer, which reduces the equation to 

(1.67) 

This is a radial eigenvalue problem for fm with the boundary conditions: fm ~ 0 as 
r ~ oo and lfm(O)I < oo. For the rest of the analysis we concentrate on solitons with a 
positive topological charge (v > 0) . Since equation (1.67), for each w2 , is a second-order 
differential equation, there are two linearly independent solutions. One of the solutions 
to (1.67) with w2 = 0, for positive v , 

-m . 2rv-m 
f m = r Sln eo = 2 , 

1+ rv 
(1.68) 

is regular at the origin when m :::; v and decays as r ~ oo when m 2': -v + 1, thus 
-v + 1 :::; m :::; v is the only range of m for which fm satisfies both boundary conditions. 
The second, linearly independent , solution 

( 
r2v 2 r-2v ) 

9m = rm - - + - + -- sin eo 
m+ v m m-v 

1 ( rm+3v 2rm+v rm-v ) 
= --+---+-- ' 

1 + r 2v m + v m m - v 
(1.69) 

is only regular at the origin if m > v, bu t then grows as rm+3v as r ~ oo and as such does 
not obey the required boundary conditions. Thus no solutions of this form are allowed. 
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The only eigenfunctions of (1.66) conesponding to w2 = 0, are fm = r-m sinO (1.68) 
with m integer and -v + 1 :::; m :::; v . Hence there are 2v eigenfunctions fm , implying 
there are 4v zero modes, for a soli ton with topological charge v . This follows because, if 
\ll is an solution to (1.66) then so is iiJ!. We will now examine the single and double BP 
solitons. 

1.4.1 Single BP soliton 

First we consider the single soliton solution, i.e. the BP soliton with topological charge 
v = 1. In this case there are two solutions to (1.66) with w2 = 0: 

\ll1 = sin Bo 

1 . 
W2 = - sinBoetX . 

T 

(1.70) 

(1.71) 

Thus there are four zero modes, since if W is a solution then so is i\ll. These four zero 
modes are: 

(1) {) = sin B0 , tJ.=O 

(2) {) = 0, 11- = sin Bo 

(3) {) = ~ sin Bo cos X, 
T 

1 
11- = - sin Bo sin X 

r 

(4) 
1 1 . 

(1.72) {) = - sinBo sinx, 11- = -- sm Bo cos X· 
T r 

The first zero mode corresponds to a dilation degree of freedom in r, where the 
rescaled soliton is of the form Bo = 2arctan(R/r) , ¢o = x. Taking the partial derivative 
with respect to the rescaling variable (R) we obtain 

- -2 1 1 -
aRea = 1 + (Rjr )2 r = R sinBo 

aR¢o = o, 

thus 

1-L = 0. (1.73) 

This is, exactly, the first zero mode. 
The second zero mode corresponds to a degree of freedom for rotations about the z
axis in the target space . Under a rotation through the angle <po, the soliton becomes 
eo = 2 arctan(1/r), Jo = X + <po. Taking the partial derivative with respect to <po , we 
obtain 

{) = 0, 11- = sinBo, 

the second zero mode. 
The third and fourth zero modes correspond to translational degrees of freedom in the 
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x and y directions, respectively. Taking the partial of the soliton with respect to x we 
obtain 

Thus 

the third zero mode. 

1 . 
{) = -- sm eo cos X, 

r 

1 
J.1. = - - sin eo sin X, 

r 

While taking the partial of the soliton with respect toy: 

gives us 

- 2 1 1 
oyeo = ( I )2 - 2 oyr= --sineosinx 

1 + 1 T T r 

X 1 
By ¢0 = - = - cos X, 

r 2 T 

.o 1 . e . 
v = - - s1n o s1n x , 

r 
1 . e 

J.1. = - sm o cos x, 
r 

which is the fourth zero mode. 

(1.74) 

(1.75) 

Since the BP soliton is a solution for the nonlinear 0(3) cr-model there should also be 
rotational degrees of freedom for rotations about the x andy-axis in the target space (we 
have already shown one exists for rotat ions about the z-axis). It turns out that these 
rotations are equivalent to translations in x and y in the coordinate space. This follows 
since the zero modes corresponding to these rotational degrees of freedom are just the 
third and fourth zero modes. 
The matrix which generates a rotation around the x-axis by the angle a is given by 

R x = ( ~ co~ a si~ a ) 
0 -sin a cos a 

and the rotated soliton is given by ii' = R xii . We then have 

{) = el . (8aii')lo=0 = sinx 

J.1. = e2 · (oavn' )lo=O = coseocOSX 

which can be written as Wnx = sin x + i cos eocosx, since W = {) + ij.J.. Repeating the 
above for rotations about the y-axis, using 
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gives Wny =cos x-i cos eo sin x. When we calculate (wn,- iWny) and use the property 
that 1 - cos eo = ~ sin eo we obtain 

.a 1 . e . 
v = - s1n o s1n X, 

r 
1 . e 

1-L = - - Slll 0 cos X' 
r 

which is exactly the fourth zero mode. And the combination (iwn, + Wny) gives 

1 . 
{) = - Slll eo cos X' 

r 
1 . e . 

/-L = - Slll 0 SlllX, 
r 

which is the third zero mode. Therefore rotations about the x and y axes in the target 
space can be represented by a finite series of translations in x and y in the coordinate 
space and vice versa. 

Thus we have found that for the single BP soliton there are exactly four zero modes. 
The first zero mode corresponds to dilations in the coordinate space and the second 
to rotations about the z-axis in the target space. The third and fourth zero modes 
correspond to translations in x and y directions in the coordinate space or equivalently 
to rotations about the x and y axes in the target space. 

1.4.2 Double BP soliton 

We will now consider the configuration consisting of two solitons "on top" of each other 
at the origin i. e. the BP soliton with topological charge v = 2. For this BP soliton there 
are four solutions to (1.66) : 

\[! 2 = fo = sin eo 

. 1 . 
W3 = fl ezx = - sineoezx 

r 

(1. 76) 

(1. 77) 

(1. 78) 

(1. 79) 

This actually gives us eight linearly independent pairs of{) and 1-L as solutions to equations 
(1.65) since if w is a solution to (1.66) then so is i\1!. The eight pairs of solutions to 
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equations 1.65) are 

(1) -8 = r sin eo cos X, J.L = -r sin eo sin X 

(2) -8 = r sin eo sin X, J.L = r sin eo cos X 

(3) -8 = sineo , J.L=O 

(4) -8 = 0, J.L = sineo 

(5) 
1 . 

-8 = - sm eo cos X, 
1 

J.L = -sin eo sinx 
r r 

(6) -a 1 . e . 1 . e =- sm 0 smx, J.L = -- sm o cos X 
r r 

(7) 
1 . 1 

-8 = 2 smeo cos x, J.L = 2 sin eo sin X r r 

(8) -a 1 . e . 1 . 
(1.80) = 2sm osmx, J.L = -2 smeo cosx. 

r r 

Each of these linearly independent pairs of solutions corresponds to a zero mode. 
The translation degrees of freedom in the x and y directions of the soliton is repre

sented by the fifth and sixth zero modes respectively. Indeed, when we take the partial 
derivative of e0 and ¢0 with respect to x we obtain 

This means that 

-4 1 2 
ax eo = ( I )4 -3 Oxr = --sin eo cos X 1+1 T r r 

2y 2 . 
8x¢o = -- = -- sm x. 

r 2 T 

2 . 
-8 = -- sm eo cos X, 

r 

2 
J.L = - - sin eo sin X, 

T 
(1.81) 

which is just the fifth zero mode up to a factor of ( -2) . Recall that iff is a solution to 
a linear differential eigenvalue problem then so is any scalar multiple of f. Taking the 
partial derivative with respect to y: 

Thus 

!) e - 4 1 a 2 . e . 
uy o = ( I )4 3 yr = -- sm o sm x 1+1 r T r 

2x 2 
8y¢o = 2 =- cosx. 

r r 

2 
-8 = -- sine0 sinx, 

r 

2 . 
J.L = - sm eo cos X, 

r 

which is the sixth zero mode up to a factor of ( -2). 

(1.82) 

The third zero mode corresponds to a dilation degree of freedom in r. The rescaled 
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soliton is of the form Ba = 2 arctan(R2 / r 2
), ¢a = 2x, where R is a constant. Taking the 

partial of the rescaled soliton with respect to the scaling variable (R) we obtain 

- -4R 2 -
8RfJa = 1 + (R/r) 4 = R sinfJa 

8R¢a = 0, 

thus 

JL = 0. (1.83) 

This is the third zero mode up to a factor of 2. 
The fourth zero mode corresponds to a degree of freedom for rotations about the z-axis in 
the target space. For a rotation about the z-axis the soliton becomes Ba = 2 arctan(1/r2), 

¢a = 2x +cpa, where cpa is a constant . Taking the partial of the rotated soliton with 
respect to the rotation variable cpa, we obtain 

{) = 0, f.L =sin fJa, 

which is exactly the fourth zero mode. 
The seventh and eighth zero modes correspond to degrees of freedom for rotations about 
the x and y axes in the target space. As in the single soliton case the rotated soliton is 
given by ii' = Rxii. And we have 

{) = e1 · (8afi')l a=a = sin2x 

JL = e2 . (Ban' ) la=a = cos fJa cos 2x 

which can be writ ten as W n x = sin 2 X + i cos fJa cos 2 x, since W = {) + iJL. Repeating the 
above for rotations about they-axis, we obtain Wn y =cos 2x- i cos Oa sin 2x. If we now 
calculate W nx - iw n and use the property that 1 - cos fJa = ::\sin Oa we obtain 

y T 

{) = 
1
2 sin fJa sin 2x, JL = -

1
2 sin fJa cos 2x, 

r r 

which is the eighth zero mode, while i\li nx + Wny gives 

/J = 
1
2 sin fJa cos 2x , 

r 

the seventh zero mode. 

1 
JL = 2 sin fJa sin 2x, 

r 

We have managed to find the degrees of freedom corresponding to the last six zero 
modes, but unfortunately we have, as yet , been unable to find a symmetry corresponding 
to neither the first nor the second zero mode. It may be that these correspond to the 
splitting of the two solitons in the x and y directions in the coordinate space. 

In conclusion, for the BP soliton with topological charge two there are eight zero 
modes. The fifth and sixth zero modes correspond to the translational degrees of freedom 
in x and y, respectively, while the third corresponds to a rescaling degree of freedom in 
the radius. We also concluded that the 0(3) O"-model is invariant under rotations about 
the z, x and y-axis (zero modes 3, 8 and 7 respectively) as expected. As stated above, 
we are still trying to determine the invariance corresponding to the first two zero modes. 
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1.5 Summary 

Here is a brief summary of our results from this chapter. 

• For both the <p4 soliton and the kink of the sine-Gordon in (1+1)-dimensions the 
only degree of freedom which exists is the translational degree of freedom. 

• For the lump of the massless cubic-quintic model in (2+1)-dimensions we were able 
to find the two expected translational degrees offreedom (in the x andy directions), 
but we note that a third degree of h eedom might exist . What is certain though is 
that the larges t family of solutions, which has the lump as a member, requires at 
most four parameters. 

• The metastable solution to Rosen's model in (3+ !)-dimensions has the three ex
pected translational degrees of freedom as well as a scaling degree of freedom We 
also note that a negative eigenvalue to the linearised operator exists. This is in 
agreement with the fact that the solutions is not stable. 

• With the complex scalar field theories a new degree of freedom is introduced, a 
global U(l) degree offreedom. This is evident with the soliton of the Klein-Gordon 
model in (1+1)-dimensions, which has the translational degree of freedom as well 
as a global U(l ) degree offreedom. The global U(l) degree offreedom occurs since 
the actions for the complex scalar field theories are U(l) invariant. 

• For the nonlinear Schri:idinger equation in (1 +I)-dimensions we introduced a non
static soliton. Applying the formalism in (Section 1.3.2) we find two degrees of 
freedom; one translational and one global U(l) degree of freedom. 

• For the time-dependent logarithmic gausson in (3+1)-dimensions we found four 
expected degrees of freedom; the three translational and the global U(l) degree of 
freedom. 

• Applying our formalism to the static Belavin-Polyakov solitons of the nonlinear 
0(3) a-model, in (2+1)-dimensions, we obtained the following results. 

- For the single soliton (v = 1) , the dimension of the moduli space is four: 
One degree of freedom for dilations and three for the 0(3) invariance of the 
field theory. The translational degrees of freedom, one would expect to find 
in the theory, are in fact included amongst these degree of freedom. This is 
because rotations about the x and y axes in the target space are equivalent to 
translations in x and y in the coordinate space, for the single BP soliton. 

For the double soliton (v = 2), there are eight degrees of freedom: One 
dilational degree of freedom, two translational, three for the 0(3) invariance 
of the field theory and two fmther degrees of freedom. In this case, as apposed 
to the single soliton, the translations and rotations are not equivalent. We 
conjecture that the last two degrees of freedom correspond to the splitting of 
the double soliton into two separated single solitons. 
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From these resul ts it follows that for static solitons, the number of zero modes gives 
the dimension of the moduli space of the soliton. However, for time dependent solitons 
the formalism applied only gives the degrees of freedom corresponding to transformations 
that don't affect the time dependence of the soliton. In other words the degrees offreedom 
that correspond to transformations that only affect the location or the profile (modulus) 
of the soliton. 

As an aside, we note that the energies of the stat ic solitons of the models described 
in sections 1.2.1 , 1.2.2 and 1.4 have topological lower bounds, while those of the other 
models discussed in this chapter do not. 
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Chapter 2 

The Ginzburg-Landau Model 

It is fairly widely known that Ginzburg-Landau model admits static coaxial multivor
tex solutions (14]. There are also recent indications that the Ginzburg-Landau model 
may admit non-coaxial multivortex solutions (81]. In this chapter we try to determine 
whether the axially-symmetric multivortices of the Ginzburg-Landau equation can be 
continuously deformed into a configurat ion of multiple vortices with finite separation. 
We attempt to achieve this by determining the degrees of freedom for the coaxial multi
vortex solutions. To determine the degrees of freedom, we consider the (2+0)-dimensional 
Ginzburg-Landau equation 

\12 '1/J + (1 - l'l/J I2)'l/J = o, (2.1) 

as a reduction of the (2+1)-dimensional Higgs field equation 

(2.2) 

Alternatively, we could have considered it as a reduction of the Gross-Pitaevskii equation 
(82), (83]: 

(2.3) 

however, this generalisation gives rise to a generalised eigenvalue problem, when linearised 
about the vortex. Thus the relativistic generalisation is computationally advantageous. 
The static coaxial vortices we are interested in, were first discovered in (14] and are of the 
form Wn(r,B) = <l?n(r) einB, where cl>n(r)---+ 1 as r---+ oo. In this expression, the integer n 
is the topological charge (2) or, equivalently, the vorticity of the vortex Wn. This ansatz, 
for the form of the vort ices , reduces (2.2) to the equation 

2 n 2 

[ 
2 ] -\1 r + r 2 - 1 + <I>n(r) cl>n(r) = 0, (2.4) 

for the modulus cl>n(r). Although this equa tion has been widely studied, no analytical 
solution is known. 

It is clear from the form of equation (2.2) that any of its solutions will display at 
least three degrees of freedom; namely, two translational degrees of freedom and a global 
U(1) degree of freedom (or , equivalently, rotations in the plane). Notice that, for the 
vortex \]in , a rotation in the plane by an angle a has the same effect as changing the 
phase by na. In other words changing e ---+ B +a in \]in is the same as multiplying \]in 
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by eina E U(1). The zero modes corresponding to these degrees of freedom were found 
in [81 , 82, 84, 85]. 

What we would like to know, though, is whether these coaxial-vortices 'lin display 
any other degrees of freedom. Are there some degrees of freedom which correspond to the 
separation of the coaxial multi vortices into a static configuration of multiple non-coaxial 
vortex states? We shall apply the approach laid out in chapter 1 and calculate the zero 
modes of the associated linear operator for the vortices 'lin . 

2.1 Linearisation 

First we linearise the relativistic generalisation of the Ginzburg-Landau equation (2.2) 
about one of the coaxial-vortex solutions \II n · This results in the equation 

(2.5) 

for the perturbation b'lj;. Then assume a separable solution to this equation of the form 
o'lj; = X cos wt, reducing it to 

(2.6) 

The explicit dependence on(), in this equation, is removed by the transformation x(r, ()) = 
cp(r, O)einB. Applying this transformation reduces the above equation to 

(2.7) 

We will refer to this as an eigenvalue problem for the complex function <p, although 
technically (2 .7) along with its complex conjugate form an eigenvalue problem for the 
vector ( cp, <;o) . To reduce this partial differential equation to a set of coupled ordinary 
differential eigenvalue problems we take a Fourier series expansion of <p in 0: 

00 00 

(2.8) 
m=-oo m= -oo 

where f m(r) and 9m(r) are real, radial func tions. When this expansion is substituted 
into the eigenvalue problem (2. 7) and coefficients of like harmonics are equated, the real 
part gives 

[ 
d2 1 d n 2 + m2 

] 2mn 
-d 2- --d + 2 + (2<1?~- 1) f-m- -2-f-m + if>~Jm = w2 f-m· (2.9b) 

r r r r r 

Adding (2.9a) and (2.9b) gives 

(2.10) 
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while subtracting (2 .9b) from (2.9a) produces 

[ 
d2 1 d n2 + m2 

2 ] 2mn 2 -d 2 - --d + 2 + <Pn -1 Vm + -2-Um = W Vm, r r r r r 
(2.11) 

where Urn and Vm are defined as 

Urn= fm + f -m, Vm = fm- f-m · 

Note that m = 0 is a special case and , here, uo = 2fo and vo = 0. For this case the 
eigenvalue problem 

(2.12) 

determines uo . The two eigenvalue problems (2.10) and (2.11) can then be combined to 
give a single vector eigenvalue problem* 

(2.13a) 

with the operator £ defined as 

(2.13b) 

where 

d2 1 d n2 + m2 

P = - dr2 - ;: dr + r 2 

We restrict ourselves to m 2:: 1 as we only need Urn and Vm for positive m to reconstruct 
the f m for all integer values of m f. 0. When we consider the imaginary part after 
substituting the Fourier expansion (2. 8) into the eigenvalue problem (2.7) we obtain the 
two coupled equations; 

[ 
d2 1 d n2 + m2 ] 2mn 

- d 2 - --d + 2 + (2<P~ - 1) 9-m- -2-9-m- <P;gm = W29-m· (2.15) r r r r r 

Repeating the procedure as for the real part we obtain 

[
- d2 - ~~ + n2 + m2 + <P2 - 1] Urn - 2mnVm = W2Um 

dr2 r dr r 2 n r2 (2.16) 

(2.17) 

•Note that um and Vm carry a second , implicit index n . Its omission simplifies the notation. 
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with Urn and Vrn are defined as 

Urn= 9rn + 9-rn, Vrn = 9rn- 9-rn· 

Note that, as with the real part, m = 0 is a special case and uo = 29o and vo = 0. The 
eigenvalue problem which determines il,o is: 

[- d
2 

- ~i_ + n
2 

+ <I> 2 - 1] uo = w2uo . (2.18) 
dr2 r dr r 2 n 

Again we can combine the two eigenvalue problems (2.16) and (2.17) into a single vector 
eigenvalue problem 

(2.19) 

with £ as in (2.13b). We can also restrict this eigenvalue problem to m ~ 1 since we 
only need urn and Vrn for positive values of m to reconstruct the 9rn for all m -=/= 0. 

This new formulation makes solving the system much simpler. Note from the form 
of (2.13) and (2.19) that if (urn, vrnf is an eigenfunction of (2.13) with eigenvalue w[, 
then (vrn ,urn )T = o:(urn,vrn)T is an eigenfunction of (2. 19) with the same eigenvalue w[ , 
where o: E JR. Therefore there is a one-to-one correspondence between the solutions of 
(2.13) and those of (2. 19) for m ~ 1. Note that the matrix in (2.13) becomes diagonal 
when m = 0 and the first row is just the eigenvalue problem that determines u0 , while 
the second is the eigenvalue problem that determines uo. Thus the two special cases 
(2.12) and (2. 18) are contained in (2. 13) when m = 0, if we identify uo = vo . Hence we 
need only solve (2.13) for m ~ 0 to know all the eigenfunctions of (2.7), and thus all 
the zero modes. From now on we will refer to the value of m as the azimuthal quantum 
number. 

With the aid of the correspondence between urn , Vrn and urn, Vrn we can construct a 
general eigenfunction I.Prn corresponding to a specific azimuthal quantum number m: 

I.Prn = ( ¢rneirn0 + ¢-rne-irnO) 

where the coefficients in the Fourier expansion are 

(3 .0: 
¢rn = 2(urn + Vrn) + z2(urn + Vrn ), 

(3 . 0: 
¢-rn = 2(urn- Vrn) + z2(vrn- Urn ), 

"' (3 . 0: 
'1-'0 = 2uo + z2vo. 

(2.20a) 

m > 1 (2.20b) 

(2.20c) 

Recall that we identify vo with uo when solving (2.13) form= 0. Choosing two linearly 
independent vectors (~) gives two linearly independent eigenfunctions to (2.7). In this 

text we choose (~) = (~) and (~) = ( ~) as our two linearly independent vectors giving 

t.p- = e2rn + e-2rn = u cos me+ w sm me (
Urn + Vrn · 0 Urn - Vrn · (}) . . 

rn 
2 2 

rn rn , 

• _ . ( Urn + Vrn irnO Urn - Vrn -irnO) · e · e I.Prn - 2 
2 

e -
2 

e = -Urn sm m + Wrn cos m , (2.21) 
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as our two linearly independent eigenfunctions corresponding to azimuthal quantum 
number m 2 1 and 

'PO= uo, t/!o = ivo , (2.22) 

Note that the eigenvalue problem (2 .18) with w2 = 0 has exactly the same form as 
equation (2.4). Therefore one of the eigenfunctions of (2.18) with w2 = 0 is given by the 
modulus of the vortex: ii.o(r) = <Pn(r ). Thus we already have one zero mode, given by 
cp0 = i<P 11 einO. This corresponds, as we have seen with the complex fields in Chapter 1, 
to a global U(1) degree of freedom. Note that for the vortices Wn = <I>n(r)einfJ a U(1) 
gauge transformation is equivalent to a rotation in the plane. This zero mode is one of 
the three which we expect to exist. 

The other two zero modes we expect result from translational degrees of freedom in 
the x and y directions. It is expedient to know which azimuthal quantum numbers these 
zero modes correspond to. As we have learnt from the previous chapter, the zero mode 
of Wn corresponding to translations in .1: is given by: 

(2.23) 

and for translations in y , by: 

8y[<Pn(r) ei0] = [ d:rn 811 r + in<Pn8y()] einO 

[ 
d cl>n sin() + i n<Pn cos e] einfJ. 
dr r 

(2.24) 

Recall that our ansatz for the perturbation is o'lj;(r, () , t) = cp(r, ())einfJ cos wt. Therefore, 
for zero modes (w2 = 0) it is obvious from (2 .21) that 8xWn = -cfJ1einfJ and 8yWn = ciJleinfJ 
for u1 = -Jr ( <Pn) and v1 = n;n. Hence the zero modes for translational invariance 
correspond to the azimuthal quantum number m = 1. 

The eigenvalue problem (2.13) is a second order differential equation in both um(r) 
and vm(r) both of which have boundary conditions which they must satisfy at r = 0 
and at r = oo. Therefore there can be at most one solution (urn, vm)T to (2.13) for 
each value of m , n and w2 . This means that there can be at most two zero modes for 
each non-zero azimuthal quantum number m (2.21). In order to make the results more 
presentable, we make the previously implici t index explicit: Um ---7 Umn and Vm ---7 Vmn 
so as to distinguish between the eigenfunctions of the various coaxial vortices. We refer 
to them as the components Umn and Vmn of the complex eigenfunction cp of (2.13). 

As previously mentioned, no analyt ical solution for the coaxial-vortex <I>n is known. 
Therefore, we have to proceed with solving the eigenvalue problem (2.13) numerically. 
In order to calculate the numerical solution of <Pn, we initially implemented a shooting 
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method for n = 1, 2 and 3 (the single vor tex, the coaxial double- and triple-vortex, 
respectively) . However, with this method alone we were unable to extend the domain 
of the solution beyond a radius of R = 20. Since <I>n approaches the value <Pn(oo) = 1 
slowly as r ----* oo, numerical calculations were very sensitive to the size of the domain. 
And a domain this small causes unacceptably large numerical errors in the calculations. 
Therefore, in order to improve the accuracy of our numerical calculations, we had to 
increase the size of the domain for which the coaxial multivortex was known. This was 
accomplished with the aid of the continuation software AUT097. With this software, 
the three vortices were computed for the domain 0 ~ r ~ R = 80. 

It is necessary while calculating the zero modes numerically to impose boundary 
conditions. But, before we can do this, we need to know what boundary conditions are 
appropriate. To this end we will now analyse the asymptotics of 0mn for small and large 
r . 

2.2 Asymptot ic Behaviour of Zero Modes 

2.2.1 Asymptotics for small r 

To determine the boundary conditions of the zero modes at the origin, we first need to 
find the behaviour of the <I>n at the origin. This is obtained by assuming an expansion 
of the form 

(2.25) 

as r ----* 0, and substituting it into equation (2.4). When terms of like powers of r are 
collected, the terms O(r1- 2 ) yield l = ±n. T herefore <I>n ,....., rn for non-singularity of the 
vortex at the origin where n is positive . 

In order to determine the boundary conditions of the eigenfunctions of (2.13) we 
assume an expansion of the fo rm 

u = rP [(u0r + u 1r 1 + u 2r 2 + · · · ) + ln r(u~r + u~r 1 + u~r2 + ... )] 

v = rP [(v0r + v1r 1 + v2r 2 + · · · ) + ln r(v~r + v~r 1 + v~r2 + ... )] , (2.26) 

where u and v denote Umn and Vmn, respectively. This expansion is then substituted into 
(2.13) and terms of like powers in r are collected, giving constraints on the parameters. 
The terms O(rP-2ln r) yield: 

[n2 + m2
- p 2

] v~ + 2mnvb = 0, 

2mnu~ + [n2 + m2
- p2

] vb = 0. 

To satisfy (2 .27) either (uP ) = 0 or the determinant of the system is zero: 
vo 
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which is equivalent to 

This last equation implies that either p = ±(n - m) or p = ±(n + m) for (~~) =/= 0. If 

p = ±(n + m) then, from (2.27), u~ = vb while p = ±(n- m) implies u~ = -vb. When 
the terms O(rP- 2) are considered we find : 

[n2 + m2
- p 2

] uo + 2mnvo- 2pu~ = 0, 

2mnuo + [n2 + m2
- p 2

] vo - 2pv~ = 0, 

which we can rearrange to give uo and vo in terms of u~ and vb viz. 

uo = ( m + n - p) ( m + n + p) ( m - n + p) ( m - n - p) ' 

2p[(m2 + n 2
- p2)vb- 2mnu~J 

vo = ------~~--------~-=------~-------
(m + n- p)(m + n + p)(m- n + p)(m- n- p)" 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

But, from this it follows that if p =/= 0 and either p = ±(n-m) or p = ±(n + m) then u0 

and v0 are infinite, which is not permitted. Thus for (u? ) =/= 0 we must have p = 0. Since 
vo 

nand mare both positive, p can be zero only if p = ±(n- m) and m = n. In summary 
the coefficients ub and vb may only be non-zero when p = 0 and m = n. 

If, however, (~~) = 0 then (2.28) yields that either (~~) = 0 or 

in other words p = ±(n- m) or p = ±(n + m). 
Consider next the terms 0 ( rP-l ln r); 

(2n2
- 1)u~ + 2n2v~ = 0, 

2n2u~ + (2n2 
- 1)v~ = 0, (2.30) 

for (~~ ) =/= 0 (i.e. p = 0 and m = n). This system has a zero determinant only for n = ±~. 

Since n is integer, the determinant of the system is never zero and hence (u;1) = 0. 
vl 

The terms of order O(rP-l) give: 

[n2 + m 2
- p 2

- 2p - 1] u1 + 2mnvl = 0, 

2mnul + [n2 + m 2
- p2

- 2p- 1] v1 = 0. (2.31) 

If (~~) =/= 0 then the determinant of the above system can only be zero if m or n take 
on half integer values and since m and n are integer the determinant is non-zero. Thus 
(~~) = 0 to satisfy (2.31), if(~~ ) =/= 0. 
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Therefore there are four linearly independent behaviours for the eigenfunctions of 
(2.13) as r -+ 0: 

Z3 = r- (n+m)[l + o(r)] G); 
z4 = r 1n-ml[1 + o(r)] ( !1); m =!= n 

Z4=lnr[l+o(r)J(!
1
), m=n (2.32) 

where the notationt Z = (um , vm)T is used. Note that Z1 and Z2 are bounded at the 
origin for all m and n while Z3 and Z4 are not. 

The boundary conditions, which we will impose during the numerical calculations, 
follow easily from the form of Z1 and Z2. For m =/= n ± 1 the first derivatives of the 
components Umn(r) and Vmn(r) are equated to zero at the origin: 

m=/=n±l. (2.33) 

This is allowed since u and v are proportional to r only when m = n ± 1. For this case, 
m = n ± 1, the components themselves are equated to zero at the origin: 

Un±l,n(O) = Vn±l,n(O) = 0, m=n±l. (2.34) 

These boundary conditions reduce the possibility of the numerics giving 'false' eigenfunc
tions. Now that the boundary condi ti ons at the origin are known we can consider the 
behaviour of the eigenfunctions as r -+ oo . 

2.2.2 Asymptotics for large r 

As with the asymptotics for small T , the asymptotic behaviour of <Pn is needed before 
the boundary condition for the eigenfunctions can be determined. This time we use an 
expansion of the form: 

(2.35) 

for r -+ oo. When this expansion is substituted into equation (2.4) and like powers 
of r are collected, we obtain the following conditions: From terms O(r-1) we obtain 
<P(l) = 0; terms O(r - 2 ) give <J>(2) = -;12 and terms O(r-3) give <P(3) = 0. Thus <Pn ,....., 

1 - ~ + O(r-4) as r -+ oo. This asy~1ptotic behaviour coincides with the one in [82] 
for the single vortex ( n = 1). 

tHere we have adopted the notation of [86) 
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When we consider the eigenvalue problem (2.13) we notice that positive eigenvalues 
(w2 > 0) belong to the continuous spectrum. While trying to calculate the zero modes 
numerically, this is in fact problematic. Numerical methods do not obtain the zero 
eigenvalue exactly but produce a value within a small neighbourhood of zero. Hence, 
a means of discerning a true zero eigenvalue from a small positive eigenvalue (w2) is 
needed. To aid this and to determine the boundary conditions as r -r oo, we assume an 
expansion of the form: 

In { ikr p [ ( - 1 - 2 ) l ( I I -1 I -2 ) ] } u = :~ t e r uo + u1r + u2r + · · · + n r u 0 + u 1r + u 2r + · · · 

In{ ikr p [ ( -1 -2 ) l ( I I -1 I -2 )] } v = :~ t e r vo+v1r + v2r +· ·· + n r v0 +v1r +v2r +··· , 

(2.36) 

where p is real. We then substitute this into equation (2.13) and collect terms of like 
powers of r. T his produces the following sets of equations: 
for terms 0 ( rP ln r): 

terms O (rP) : 

terms O(rP- 1 ln r) : 

terms O (rP- 1 ) : 

terms O (rP-2 lnr) : 

(k2 
- w2 + 2)u~ = 0, 

(k2 
- w2 )vb = 0, 

(k2 
- w 2 + 2)uo = 0, 

(k2 
- w2 )vo = 0, 

-ik (1 + 2p)u~ + (k2
- w2 + 2)u~ = 0, 

-ik(1 + 2p)v~ + (k2 - w2 )v~ = 0, 

- ik (1 + 2p )uo + (k2
- w2 + 2)ul- 2iku~ = 0, 

- ik(1 + 2p)vo + (k2 - w2)v1 - 2ikvb = 0, 

(m2 - 2n2 - p2 ) u~ + ik(1 - 2p)u~ + (k2 - w2 + 2)u; + 2mnvb = 0, 

(m2
- p2 )v~ + ik (1 - 2p)v~ + (k2 - w2 )v~ + 2mnu~ = 0, 

terms O (rP-2 ) : 

(2.37) 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

(2.40) 

(2.41) 

(m2 - 2n2 - p2)uo + ik (1 - 2p)ul + (k2 - w2 + 2)u2 + 2mnvo- 2pu~- 2iku~ = 0, 

(m2
- p2)v0 + ik(1- 2p)v1 + (k2 - w2)v2 + 2mnuo- 2pv~- 2ikv~ = 0, 

{2.42) 
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terms O(rP-3 lnr): 

(m2
- 2n2

- p2 + 2p- 1)-u~ + ik (3- 2p)v,~ + (k2
- w2 + 2)u~ + 2mnv~ = 0, 

(m2 
- p2 + 2p- 1) v~ + ik(3 - 2p)v~ + (k2

- w2 )v; + 2mnu~ = 0. 

(2.43) 

Since at least one of the components u0, uo, v~ and vo must be non-zero, we find 
that two cases follow from (2.37) and (2.38). In the first case (a), k2 = w2 - 2 and the 
components v~ = v0 = 0 while u0 and u 0 are non-zero. And in the second case (b), 
k2 = w2 and the components u~ = uo = 0 aud v~ and vo are non-zero. 

(a) Consider the consequences of the first case. Here the terms O(rP-1 ln r) (2.39) and 
O(rP- 1) (2.40) reduce to: 

ik(1 + 2p) v,~ = 0, 2v~ = 0, (2.44) 

and 
ik(1 + 2p)uo + 2ikv,~ = 0, (2.45) 

respectively. From these equations it follows that v~ = v1 = 0. Also, for non-zero u0, 
either k = 0 or p = - ~. However, we are interested in zero modes and thus will only 
consider values of w2 < < 2. This means that we do not have to consider the sub-case 
k = 0 here. Recall tha t k = ±i )2 - w2 for this case. If we assume p = - ~ then it follows 
that u0 = 0 from (2.45). And if we assume p -=!= -~ then u0 = u0 = 0 from (2.44) and 
(2.45). Thus the only possibility is p = -~, u0 = 0 and uo non-zero. This follows from 
the requirement that at least one of the components u0 , v0 , u0 and v0 in the expansion 
(2.36) is non-zero. 

Proceeding to higher order terms we find that the terms O(rP- 2 lnr) (2.41) give 
u~ = v~ = 0, those O (rP- 2 ) (2.42) resul t in 

i(2n2 + (1/4) - m 2
) 

U ! = 2k UQ, 

and the terms O(rP-3 lnr) (2.43) yield u; = v3 = 0. 

(b) For the second case k2 = w 2 , the terms of order O(rP-1 lnr) (2.39) and O(rP-1) 

(2.40) reduce to: 
2u~ = 0, ik(1 + 2p)v0 = o, (2.46) 

and 
'ik( 1 + 2p)vo + 2ikv0 = o, (2.4 7) 

respectively. In this case u~ = u 1 = 0 and either v0 = 0, p = - ~ or k = 0. If p = - ~ 
then (2.47) reduces to kv0 = 0. Hence case (b) splits into two sub-cases: 
(bi) p = -~, v~ = 0 and k non-zero; and (bii) k = 0 = (w). 

For the case (bi) the terms O(rP- 2 ln r) (2.41) yield u; = v~ = 0, terms O(rP-2) 

(2.42) give 

im2 
- (1/4) 

Vl = 2k VQ, 
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while the terms O(rP-3 lnr) (2.43) yield u~ = v~ = 0. 

From the above results it follows that there are four asymptotic behaviours for non
zero k: 

±iwr ( _ mn + 0 ( 1 ) ) e T"2 T3" 
Y1,2 = Vr 1 ± (1 / 4) - m 2 + O( 1 ) ; 

2zwr ~ 

(2.48) 

±v'2-w2 r ( 1 ± 2n2+(1 / 4)-m2 + 0( 1 ) ) 
y. e 2v'2-w2 T ~ 

3 4 = ' Vr mn + 0( 1) T"2 T3" 
(2.49) 

Note that Y1, Y2 and Y4 are bounded as r -too while Y3 is unbounded t. 

We still need to consider the sub-case (bii) where k = 0 = w. In this case the terms 
O(rP-2 1n r) (2.41) simplify to 

Thus, either v0 = 0 or p = ±m. If we assume p = ±m then the terms O(rP-2 ) (2.42) 
reduce to 

u2 = -mnvo, mvo = 0. 

implying that either m = 0 or v0 = 0. If, however, we assume that v0 = 0 then (2.42) 
reduces to 

u2 = -mnvo , 

which implies that p = ±m since v0 1- 0 as we require at least one of the components 
u~, v0, uo and vo to be non-zero. In summary; p = ±m and either v~ = 0 or m = 0. 
Considering terms O(rP-3 lnr) (2 .43) for p = ±m we find that u~ = v~ = 0. Therefore 
we have the following behaviours for k2 = w2 = 0: 

Y12- r - ±m ( - ~ + O(r\)) 
' 1+0(r:\) 

Y1 = ln r[1 + O( r:\ )] ( ~ ) ; Y2 = [1 + O(fz )] ( ~) m=O. (2.50) 

Note that Y1 is unbounded while Y2 is bounded as r -too. 

Since the eigenfunctions decay to zero as r -t oo for m 1- 0 and the zero mode for 
m = 0 tends to a constant, we assume the following boundary conditions for the numerics 
at the right hand boundary: the first derivative of the components Umn and Vmn are zero 
at r = R; 

d d 
-d Umn(R) = -

1 
Vmn(R) = 0. 

r cr 
(2.51) 

---------------------------
tHere we have adopted the notation consistent with [86] 
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A pertinent question to ask is, whether the eigenvalue w2 = 0 exists or not, in other 
words, does there exist a bounded solution for w2 = 0? First of all we note that each of 
the solutions Zi can be expanded over the basis 

4 

Zi(r) = 'LTS'm)(w)Yj(r ), 
j=1 

where the Ti~n,m ) are real coefficients. For all 0 < w2 < 2 we know that the linear 

combination TJ;·m)(w) Z1(r) - T{; ,m)(w) Z2(r) is regular at the origin since Z1 and Z2 
are. This linear combination is also bound at r = oo since it , 

T. (n ,m)z _ T(n,m)z _ T.(n ,m) (T(n,m)y + T(n,m)v + T(n ,m)v) 
23 1 13 2 - 23 11 1 12 I. 2 14 I. 4 

-T(n ,m) (r.(n,m)y + T.(n,m)v + T.(n,m)v) 
13 21 1 22 I. 2 24 I. 4 ' 

is independent of the only unbounded solution Y3. Hence, we are guaranteed that an 
eigenfunction exists for all 0 < w2 < 2 and these eigenvalues belong to the continuous 
spectrum. But what about w = 0? For w = 0 the combination c1Z1(r) + c2Z2(r), which 
is bounded at r = 0, is only bounded at T = oo if c1 and c2 satisfy the following two 

conditions: c1Tg,m\o) + c2TJ~,m)(O) = 0 and c1T{;·m)(O) + c2TJ;·m)(O) = 0. This is 
because both Y1 and Y3 are unbounded when w = 0. The required conditions are only 
satisfied for non-zero c1 and c2 when 

T(n,m) (O) T.(n,m) (O) 
11 21 - 0 

T{;·m) (0) TJ~,m) (0) - ' 

which is not guaranteed to hold for all m and n. Hence, we have to calculate the 
eigenvalues directly to determine whether w = 0 is an eigenvalue. 

The large r asymptotic analysis also gives a means for discerning true zero modes 
from eigenfunctions belonging to the cont inuum. First of all the eigenfunctions which 
belong to the continuum, Y1,2 for w2 "I 0 (2.48), oscillate while zero modes (2.50) do not. 
However if the eigenvalue is small enough then the wavelength of the oscillation will be 
much larger than the domain (0, R) and in such a case it will be difficult to observe the 
oscillations . In this case, eigenfunctions belonging to the continuum might be mistaken 
for zero modes . Fortunately there is another means of distinguishing zero modes from 
eigenfunctions belonging to the continuum. The zero modes behave as r-m (2.50) while 
eigenfunctions from the continuum behave as r- 112 (2.48) as r --+ oo. This difference in 
behaviour for large T gives a means of discerning zero modes from eigenfunctions from 
the continuum with full certainty. 
If the eigenfunction displays exponential decay such as Y4, then it definitely does not 
belong to the continuum and we will be able to determine if it is a zero mode by refining 
the grid in the numerics . 

Now that we have a means to distinguish true zero modes from other eigenfunctions 
we can calculate the zero modes for n = 1, 2 and 3 numerically. 
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2.3 Numerical Calculation of the Zero Modes 

A second-order finite difference scheme (see Appendix A) is used to convert the differen
tial eigenvalue problem (2.13) to a matrix eigenvalue problem. For the finite differences 
we use a step size b.:r = 0.08 for a domain of radius R = 80 (in other words, a grid with 
1000 points) . Once the matrix is obtained , numerical libraries in FORTRAN are used 
in order to compute the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. A discussion of the results from 
the numerical calculations for n = 1, 2 and 3 follows. 

2.3.1 Single vortex (n = 1) 

First consider the single-vortex solution (n = 1) , w1 = <I> 1ei0 . In this case, the numerical 
computations yield three eigenfunctions which are clearly zero modes. One occurs for 
azimuthal quantum number m = 0 and the other two for m = 1. We discuss the results 
for each azimuthal quantum number separately. 

Firstly the results for azimuthal quantum number m = 0. The four smallest eigen
values (w2 ) computed , for m = 0, are: 

w5 = -1.99 x 10- 7
; wi = 2.30 x 10- 3 ; w~ = 7.75 x 10-3 and w~ = 1.63 X 10-2 . 

The smallest of these, w5, has corresponding complex eigenfunctions <p(n = u01 and 
<p(n = vo1, where uo1 is identically zero and vo1 (Fig. 2.1) has exactly the same profile as 
the modulus of the vortex, <I> 1· In other words there is only one eigenfunction: <p(n = vo1 . 

Note that the components uo1 and vo1 both satisfy the boundary conditions previously 
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Figure 2.1: vo1, corresponding to w5, and <!>1 as functions of r 

80 

determined. They are zero at the origin and their first derivatives with respect to r 
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vanish as r -+ R. Note also that u01 does not oscillate and hence the complex eigen
function <po 1 is a true zero mode. The next smallest eigenvalue (wi} has a corresponding 
eigenfunction with a function uo1 which decays as r- 112 and which oscillates with wave 
number k "V w, while the function uo1 is still identically zero. This eigenfunction is there
fore not a zero mode but corresponds to a small positive eigenvalue. Any eigenfunction 
with an eigenvalue w2 greater than wi is therefore also not a zero mode. Thus, there is 
only one zero mode for vorticity n = 1 and azimuthal quantum number m = 0. This is 
one of the expected zero modes and corresponds to the global U(l) degree of freedom 
or equivalently to rotations in the plane . That we are able to calculate this zero mode 
numerically is an indicat ion that our numerical computations are correct. 

For m = 1, the first four smallest eigenvalues computed are: 
w5 = -1.08 x 10- 4 ; wi = 8.63 x 10- 4 ; w~ = 5.38 x 10-3 and w~ = 1.30 x 10-2 • 

The components, uu and vu corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue (w5) are shown 
in Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2.3 , respectively. Note, again, that the components uu and vu 
obey the required boundary conditions. Also, these components display the asymptotic 
behaviour associated with w2 = 0: vu ex r -m , uu ---+ -vu r-2 as r ---+ oo. Hence we have 
two linearly independent zero modes , the complex eigenfunctions cpu and cpu. 

More so, there are only two zero modes for m = 1. This results as the components 
vu and uu corresponding to eigenvalues w2 > w5 display the asymptotic behaviour 
associated with small positive eigenvalues: Both oscillate with wave number k "V w while 
vu decays in absolute magnitude as 1/vr and uu ---+ -vu/r2 as r-+ R. This agrees 
with the previously mentioned fact that there can be at most two linearly independent 
zero modes to each specific azimuthal quant um number m. 

The two zero modes cpu and cpu correspond to translational degrees of freedom 
in the x and y directions, respectively. Recall that cpu corresponds to the zero mode 
for translation in x (2 .23) and cpu to the zero mode for translation in y (2.24), if the 
components uu and vu: 

(2.52) 

When we compare a normalised graph + of uu and the first order finite difference ap
proximation of - ~, we find they have the exact same profile (Fig. 2.2). And when a 

normalised graph of vu is compared to ~~ we observe that they are very similar (Fig. 
2.3). The same normalisation constant was used for both uu and vu. Fig. 2.3 shows 
that a slight deviation occurs between ~ and vu as r -+ R; the bottom, dotted, curve 
is ~ while the top, solid, curve is vu (r) (normalised). We expect that the deviation 
between the two curves occurs as a result of setting the derivative of the function vu 
to zero at R = 80, hence forcing the function vu to 'flatten' out faster than it should. 
Because ~~ decays very slowly to zero its derivative is not actually zero at r = 80 and, 
therefore, setting the derivative to zero is only an approximation to the true boundary 
condition. 

tBy normalise, we mean that the graph of cf(r) is considered, for some real constant c 
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m w2 
0 

w2 
1 

w 2 
2 

w2 
3 

2 1.45 X 10-3 7.00 X 10-3 1.55 X 10-2 2.70 X 10-2 

3 2.75 X 10-3 1.00 X 10- 2 2.00 X 10-2 3.31 X 10-2 

4 4.40 X 10-3 1.34 X 10- 2 2.51 X 10-2 3.97 X 10-2 

5 6.42 X 10- 3 1.72 X 10-2 3.05 X 10-2 4.67 X 10-2 

Table 2.1: The four smallest eigenvalues (w2
) for n = 1 and m = 2, 3, 4 and 5 

Thus far, only the three expected zero modes have been found. The question now 
is whether there are any other zero modes? To answer this we now discuss the results 
for the azimuthal quantum numbers m = 2, 3, 4 and 5. The smallest eigenvalues for 
each azimuthal quantum number are given in Table 2.1. For these values of m, the 
components Vml corresponding to the smallest computed eigenvalue (w5) initially grow 
but then flatten to non-zero values as they approach the boundary r = R (Fig 2.4). Since 
this growth occurs for most of the domain, from r = 0 up to about r = 55 or r = 65, 
it appears as if the fl attening is purely an effect of imposing the derivative to vanish at 
r = 80. 
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Figure 2.4: v2 1 , V31, V41 and V51, corresponding to w5, as functions of r 

Recall that the boundary conditions (2 .50) for zero modes for large r require that 
Vml ,....., r-m and Uml -7 -mvmdr2 as r -7 oo. The components Vml form = 3, 4, 5 clearly 
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do not satisfy these boundary conditions. Therefore these solutions do not correspond 
to zero modes. Also when we examine the eigenfunctions for eigenvalues w2 > w5, we 
find that their corresponding components vm1 oscillate with k f"oo,J w and hence correspond 
to small strictly positive eigenvalues . T hese results show that there are no zero modes 
for m = 2, 3, 4 and 5 for the single vor tex. An analytic argument in [85] establishes that 
zero modes do not exist for m 2: 2n. Our results agree with this as there are no zero 
modes form 2: 2 (n=1). 

A pertinent question is whether the components for azimuthal quantum numbers 
m = 2 to 5 are in fact being artificially constrained at the right hand boundary? The 
analysis of the behaviour allowed by equation (2.13) for larger shows that the behaviours 
Vml f"oo,J r ±m and um1 -1 -mvmlr-2, as r -1 oo, are allowed as solutions when w2 = 0. 
When comparing the computed components Vml for m 2: 2 to the graph of c1rm, for 
some appropriate constant c1, we find that they follow each other closely and v deviates 
only as they approach r = R. The same occurs when comparing Uml to c2rm-2, for 
some appropriate cons tant c2 . This seems to indicate that the computed components 
um1 and vm1 are "trying to grow" as r m and rm-2, respectively. To check if this is indeed 
the case and that the flattening is purely due to the imposed boundary conditions, we 
perform the transformation A(r) = u (r )r-(m-2), B (r) = v(r)r-m in (2.13). We then 
solve this new eigenvalue problem numerically. If the components, u and v, calculated 
earlier are growing as described , then the transformed functions, A(r) and B(r), should 
tend to a constant as r -1 oo. The resu lts fro m the numerical computations confirm that 
this is true. In fac t t he transformed functions A and B tend to constants very quickly. 
Therefore the original components um1 and Vml for m = 2 to 5 grow as r -1 oo. 

In conclusion we find that for the single vortex solution there are only three zero 

modes; one corresponding to the global U(1) degree of freedom {or equivalently rotations 
in the plane) and the other two due to the translational degrees of freedom in the x and 

y directions . 

2.3.2 Double vortex (n = 2) 

Next we examine the coaxial double-vortex case (n = 2), w2 = <I> 2e2i 8 . As with the single 
vortex, our numerical computations only yield three zero modes, one for m = 0 and the 
other two for m = 1. 

For m = 0, the four smallest eigenvalues in the spectrum are: 
w5 = 8.81 X 10- 8 ; W f = 2.33 X 10- 3 ; W~ = 7.89 X 10-3 and W~ = 1.67 X 10-2. 

The smallest eigenvalue (w5) has corresponding complex eigenfunctions cj; = u02 and 
cj; = v02 where the component u02 is identically zero and v02 has exactly the same profile 
as the modulus of the vortex, <I>2 (Fig. (2.5) ). Again, this means there is only the one 
eigenfunction cj; = vo2. This, as in the case of the single vortex ( n = 1), is a zero mode. 
This is an expected zero mode and corresponds to the global U(1) degree of freedom 
or equivalently to rotations in the plane. The components vo2 corresponding to values 
of w2 > w5 all oscillate with k rv w while decaying in magnitude to zero as 1/ ylr as 
r -1 R. The uo2 are identically zero. Hence, the eigenfunctions corresponding to these 
larger eigenvalues display the behaviour associated with small positive eigenvalues of the 
continuous spectrum and are not zero modes . We conclude therefore that there is only 
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Figure 2.5: vo2, correspond ing to w5 , and <I>2 as functions of r 

one zero mode for azimuthal quantum number m = 0, cp = i <I>2(r). 

For m = 1 the smallest computed eigenvalues in the spectrum are: 

80 

w5 = -8.23 X 10- 5 ; WI = 1.01 X 10-3 ; W~ = 5.79 X 10-3 and W~ = 1.38 X 10-2. 
The complex eigenfunctions <p and tj; corresponding to w5 have components u12 and v12 as 
shown in Fig. 2.6 and Fig. 2.7, respectively. Both of these components obey the required 
boundary conditions as they are zero at the origin and have vanishing first derivatives 
at r = 80. The corresponding eigenfunctions <p and tj; (2.21) are zero modes since the 
components do not oscillate. Also v12 ,....., r-2 and u12 --t -2v12/r2 as r --t oo. As with 
the single vortex, <p corresponds to the translational degree of freedom in the x direction 
(2.23) and <p to the translational degree of freedom in the y direction (2.24). When 

we compare u12 to the finite difference approximation of- d<I>;Jr) we observe that their 
profiles are identical. However, when v12, normalised, is compared with the function 
~<I>2(r) we see that they are not identical. The two curves deviate as they approach the 
right-hand boundary, r = R, (Fig. 2.7). The same normalisation constant was used 
for u12 and v12. As with the single vortex (n = 1) the deviation is a result of setting 
the first derivative of v12 to zero at r = 80. Since the function ~<I>2(r) decreases slowly, 
the boundary condition imposed at r = 80 is, unfortunately, not the most appropriate 
approximation. When the values of w2 greater than w5 are considered the corresponding 
components v12 are found to oscillate implying that the eigenvalues are small positive 
eigenvalues. Therefore the eigenfunctions 0 12 and tp12 corresponding to w2 > w5 are 
not zero modes . Thus, we only have two zero modes for m = 1. They correspond to 
translational degrees of freedom in x and y. 
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What about the values of m 2:: 2? Here the situation is very similar to the single 
vortex case. The components Vm2 corresponding to the smallest computed values of 
w2 = w~ , (given in Table 2.2) for m = 2, 3, 4 and 5, appear to grow with r (Fig. 2.8). 

The components grow for most of the domain, up to about r = 60, but are forced to 

m w2 
0 

w2 
1 

w2 
2 

w2 
3 

2 1.45 X 10- 3 6.97 X 10- 3 1.54 X 10-2 2.67 X 10-2 

3 2.75 X 10- 3 9.98 X 10- 3 2.00 X 10-2 3.29 X 10-2 

4 4.40 X 10-3 1.34 X 10-2 2.50 X 10-2 3.96 X 10-2 

5 6.41 X 10- 3 1.72 X 10- 2 3.04 X 10-2 4.66 x w-2 

Table 2.2: The four smallest eigenvalues (w2) for the double vortex form= 3, 4 and 5 
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Figure 2.8: v22, v32,v42 and v 15 , corresponding to w~, as functions of r 

flatten as they approach the right hand boundary. This is identical to the situation for 
the single vortex and again we suspect that this flattening is a result of the boundary 
condition imposed at r = 80 . When we perform similar transformations, as with the 
single vortex, viz. A(r) = Um2 (r)r- (m-2) and B(r ) = vm2 (r)r - m and then solve for 
the transformed functions A(r ) and B (T ), we find they decay very quickly to non-zero 
constants. This shows that the original components Um2 and Vm2 do behave as rm-2 and 
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rm, respectively, for m 2:: 2. The flattening is purely a result of the imposed boundary 
conditions. Clearly these are not zero modes. When the eigenfunctions corresponding to 
the eigenvalues w2 2:: w5, form= 2 to 5, are examined we find that all the components 
Vm2 of the corresponding eigenfunctions oscillate and grow. Hence there are no zero 
modes for m = 2, 3, 4 and 5. Our results for m = 4 and 5 agree with the known result 
that zero modes cannot occur for m 2:: 2n = 4 [85]. This fact and our results for m = 2 
and 3 mean that there are no zero modes for m 2:: 2. 

There are however two eigenfunctions rp and cp corresponding to a non-zero eigenvalue 
(w2 ) with components u and v which neither oscillate nor grow. These eigenfunctions 
occur for m = 2 and their corresponding eigenvalue is w2 = -0.419. This is obviously 
not a zero mode, however it is st ill very interesting. Recall that a separable solution for 
the perturbation of the form 8'1/J = X cos wt was assumed. Therefore if w2 is negative 
then w is purely imaginary, causing the perturbation to grow with time. Thus the vortex 
solution W2 is unstable. This agrees with the known fact that the double-coaxial vortex 
solution is unstable [82, 85] . This resul t was obtained in [82] by considering the energy of 
the vortices while [85] obtained the result by considering modes of the linearised equation 
of motion. 

We conclude fmm our results that joT the double vortex (n = 2) there are only 
three zero modes. One corresponds to a global U(1) degree of freedom (or equivalently 
rotations in the plane) and the other two to translational degrees of freedom in the x and 
y directions. 

2.3.3 Triple vortex (n = 3) 

We shall now proceed with the coaxial triple-vortex solution (n = 3), w3 = ci>3e3i0. As 
with the two previous multivortices, the numerical computations only give three zero 
modes; one for m = 0 and the other two for m = 1. 

For the azimuthal quantum number m = 0 the numerics give: 
w5 = -2.54 X 10-7; wi = 2.37 X 10- 3 ; W~ = 8.10 X 10-3 and W~ = 1.71 X 10-2 

as the four smallest computed eigenvalues. The complex eigenfunctions corresponding 
to the smallest eigenvalue w5 are rp = uo3 and cp = vo3, where uo3 is identically zero 
and vo3 ex ci>3 (Fig. 2.9). This is the same situation as occurs with the two previous 
vortex solutions. The eigenfunction cp is the zero mode corresponding to a global U(1) 
degree of freedom or equivalently a ro tat ion in the plane, while cp is trivial. The complex 
eigenfunctions corresponding to eigenvalues w2 > w5 have components v03 which oscillate 
with wave number k "' w and decay as 1/r as r ~ oo, while the u 03 are identically 
zero. These eigenfunctions are therefore not zero modes, as their components obey the 
behaviour associated with small positive eigenvalues (2.48). Thus there is only the one 
zero mode with m = 0 for the coaxial triple-vortex. 

For the azimuthal quantum number m = 1 the smallest computed eigenvalues in the 
spectrum are: 

w5 = -8.83 X 10- 5 ; wi = 1.11 X 10-3 ; W~ = 6.12 X 10-3 and W~ = 1.45 X 10-2 . 

The two complex eigenfunctions rp and cp corresponding to w5 , have components u 13 and 
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Figure 2.9: vo3, corresponding to w5, and ~3 as functions of r 

80 

v13 as shown in Fig. 2. 10 and Fig. 2.11 , respectively. Note that both of these components 
obey the required boundary conditions (2.34) and (2 .51) , as their first derivatives vanish 
at the origin and as r -7 80. Since the components behave as in (2.50); v13 rv r- 3 

and u13 -7 -3v13 /r2 as r -7 oo and they do not oscillate, their associated eigenvalue 
is the zero eigenvalue. Hence, the eigenfunctions <P13 and <P13 corresponding to the 
smallest eigenvalue w6 are zero modes. As with the other vortices cp13 corresponds to a 
translational degree of freedom in the x direction (2.23) and 013 to a translational degree 
of freedom in the y direction (2.24). 

This is confirmed by comparing the normalised graph of u13 to the finite difference 
approximation of- d<P;;r) (Fig. 2.10) and a normalised graph of v13 to ~~3(r) (Fig. 2.11). 
The same normalisation constant was used for both u13 and VI3 · Fig. 2.10 shows that the 
profiles of u13 and - d<I>Jt) are identical, while Fig. 2.10 shows that the curves of v13 and 
~~3(r) deviate as t hey approach the right hand boundary, r = R. As with the other two 
vortices this deviation results from setting the first derivative of the components to zero 
at r = 80. Since the function ~~3(r) is a rationally decreasing function the boundary 
condition imposed at r = 80 is unfortunately not an extremely good approximation. 

For the values of w2 > w6 the corresponding components v13 and u13 both oscillate 
and follow the behaviour in (2.48). This implies that these larger eigenvalues belong 
to posi t ive eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenfunctions are not zero modes. Thus 
there are only two zero modes for m = 1 and n = 3. They correspond to translational 
degrees of freedom in the x and y directions . 
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Figure 2.10: u13, corresponding to w5, and -~ as functions of r 
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m w2 2 w2 w2 
0 wl 2 3 

2 1.44 x w-3 6.92 x w-3 1.52 x w-2 2.64 x w-2 

3 2.74 x w-3 9.93 x w-3 1.98 x w-2 3.26 x w-2 

4 4.39 x w-3 1.34 x w-2 2.48 x w-2 3.93 x w-2 

5 6.39 x w-3 1.72 x w-2 3.03 x w-2 4.63 x w-2 

Table 2.3: The four smallest eigenvalues (w2 ) for the coaxial triple-vortex (n = 3) for 
m = 2,3, 4 and 5 

What about the values of m ~ 2? Again, the situation is similar as with the single 
vortex and coaxial double-vortices. The components Vm3 corresponding to the smallest 
computed values of w2 = w5, (given in Table 2.3) for m = 2, 3, 4 and 5, appear to grow 
with r (Fig. 2.12). As is the case for the single vortex and the coaxial double-vortex 
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Figure 2.12: v23 , V33 ,v43 and V53, corresponding to w5, as functions of r 

the components grow for most of the domain and only flatten as they approach the right 
hand boundary R = 80. The fact that they approach a non-zero value as r -+ 80 shows 
that the eigenfunctions are not zero modes . Performing similar transformations as with 
the other vortices viz. A(r) = Um3r- (m- 2) and B (r) = Vm3(r)r-m and solving for the 
transformed functions A (r) and B(r ). we find that A(r) and B(r) decay to non-zero 
constants very quickly as r -+ 80. Thus the original components Um2 and Vm2 actually 
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grow as rm-2 and rm, respectively, for m ~ 2. The flattening is purely a result of 
the imposed boundary conditions (2.51) . Also the eigenfunctions corresponding to the 
eigenvalues w2 > w5 , for all m = 2 to 5, have components which oscillate. Thus, there 
are no zero modes for azimuthal quantu m numbers m = 2, 3, 4 and 5. These results along 
with the fact that there are no zero modes for m ~ 3n = 6 [85] implies that there are no 
zero modes for m ~ 2. 

There are however six eigenfunctions, cf;m3 and cf;m3 for m = 2, 3, 4, with components 
u and v which neither oscillate nor grow. These eigenfunctions correspond to the eigen
values w2 = -0.256 , w2 = -0.658 and w2 = -0.241 for m = 2, 3 and 4, respectively. 
These are obviously not zero modes, however, they are still very interesting. As with 
the double-coaxial vortex , these negat ive eigenvalues imply that the vortex is unstable. 
Again, this agrees with the known fact that coaxial-vortices with n > 1 are unstable 
[82, 85]. 

We conclude fmm our- r-esults that for· the coaxial triple-vortex (n = 3) there are only 
three zer-o modes. One c01-r-esponding to a glo bal U (1) degree of freedom (or equivalently 
rotations in the plane} and the other two to tr-anslational degr-ees of freedom in the x and 
y directions. 

2.4 Summary 

We were unable to determine whether the eigenvalue w2 = 0 exists or not, by simply 
looking at the asymptotics of the eigenfunctions. Therefore we had to compute the 
eigenvalues directly in order to determine whether any zero modes do in fact exist. 
Unfortunately, the eigenvalues w2 > 0 belong to the continuous spectrum. This means 
that if the numerics give a small positive eigenvalue, it could either be a numerical 
approximation of the zero eigenvalue or be an eigenvalue in its own right. Thus we needed 
a means to distinguish whether the nu merically computed eigenfunctions corresponded 
to positive eigenvalues or were in fact zero modes. This was provided by the analysis of 
the asymptotic behaviours of the eigenfunctions. With this information in hand we then 
proceeded to calculate the zero modes numerically. 

From our results it follows that for all the multivortex solutions (n = 1, 2 and 3) the 
only degrees of freedom that exist are those expected from the form of the equation of 
motion (2.2). Namely, the zero modes con csponding to a global U(1) degree of freedom 
and the two translational degrees of freedom. From these results we conclude that it is 
not possible to continuously deform either the coaxial triple- or double-vortex solutions 
into non-coaxial vortex bound states. 

We also confirmed that the coaxial double- and triple-vortices are unstable. 
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Chapter 3 

Complex Sine-Gordon-1 

The complex sine-Gordon-1 equation in two euclidean dimensions, 

(3.1) 

is an equation for a complex scalar field '¢ . It originally appeared in its (1+1)-dimensional 
(Minkowski space) formulation: 

(3.2) 

as a reduction of the 0(4) nonlinear a-model [87] and in a theory of dual strings inter
acting through a massless scalar field [88] . This last theory is equivalent to a relativistic 
theory of vortex motion in a superfluid. The Minkowski complex sine-Gordon has also 
appeared in the study of classical massless Fermi fields with symmetric couplings [89] 
and in hydrodynamics [90] where an evolution equation for a vortex line is shown to be 
equivalent to the Lund-Regge equation. The Lund-Regge equation [88] 

sin a 2 2 . 
axx - au - --3 - (Xx - Xt) + sm a cos a = 0, 

cos a 

is just another formulation of the Minkowski complex sine-Gordon equation. The two 
equations, (3.2) and (3.3), are related via'¢= sinaeix . The term "complex sine-Gordon" 
follows from the fact that by setting X = 0 and rescaling a -+ a/2, x -+ xfV'i and 
t-+ tjV'i, these equations of motion reduce to the well known real sine-Gordon equation 
(eq. (1.15)). This complex sine-Gordon equation has also appeared in the description of 
stimulated Raman scattering in nonlinear optics [91]. The Euclidean form of the complex 
sine-Gordon equation (3.1) may be obtained as a symmetry reduction of the self-dual 
Yang-Mills over a self-dual manifold [92]. 

More recently, interest in the Euclidean and Minkowski complex sine-Gordon models 
[93, 94] was expressed when it was realised that they may be interpreted as integrable 
deformations of the SU(2)/U(1) coset model [95, 96]. Unlike the Ginzburg-Landau both 
the Minkowski [87, 97, 98, 99] and the Euclidean [100] versions of the complex sine
Gordon are completely integrable (in t he sense that they admit the Lax representation). 
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The Euclidean complex sine-Gordon equation (3.1) is known to admit coaxial multi
vortex solutions as one of its families of stat ic solutions [67]. These multivortex solutions 
are of t he form 'lin= <I>n(r)einO, where the <I>n's are expressed as ratios of the modified 
Bessel functions and n is the vorticity (2) . T he equation which the modulus <I>n(r) must 
satisfy 

d2<I>n 1 d <I>n _<I>_n-;;- [ ( ddcir)n. ) 2 - nr22 ] + <I>n(1- <I>2n) = 0, -d-r 2- + ;: _d_r_· + 1 - <I> 2 
n 

(3.4) 

is obtained by substitut ing 1/J = <I>n(r) einO into (3.1). 
As with the Ginzburg-Landau model, it is clear from the form of the equation (3.5) 

that all of its solutions will have a global U(1) degree of freedom (or, equivalently, a 
degree of freedom for rotations in the plane) as well as two translational degrees of 
freedom. However, it is of interes t to know whether these coaxial multivortex solutions 
display any other degrees of freedom. If they do, then these vortex solutions belong to a 
larger family of solutions to (3 .5), possibly a family including non-coaxial vortex states. 

To determine whether any other degrees of freedom exist , we are going to consider 
equation (3. 1) as a reduction of a (2+ 1)-di mensional theory 

2 ('V1/J )2 - 2 
1/Ju - \1 1/J - 1 _ I1/JI 21/J - 1j; (1 - 11/JI ) = 0, (3.5) 

when calculat ing the zero modes. T his particular generalisation is chosen because it 
produces an eigenvalue problem similar to the one in the case of the Ginzburg-Landau 
model. Note that this generalisation is not relevant , physically (since the equation is not 
Lorentz invariant ), therefore negative eigenvalues will not have much meaning here. If we 
had chosen a Lorentz invariant generalisation we would obtain a generalised eigenvalue 
problem, increasing the computational complexity of the problem unnecessarily. We 
now proceed with calculat ing the zero modes for the coaxial multivortices of the complex 
sine-Gordon-1 equat ion. 

3.1 Linearisation 

Firstly, we linearise the complex sine- Gordon equation of motion (3.5) about a coaxial 
n-vortex, 'lin. This gives the equation 

- 2 
2 2\lWn 'lin (\l'ltn) -

(81/J )tt - \7 81/J- 1 - l'llnl2 \l (o'lj;)- 1- \'lln \201/J 

(3.6) 

for the perturbation o'lj; . Then, by assuming a separable solution to this equation of the 
form 81/J (r , 8) = r.p(r, B)einO cos wt, (3. 6) can be reduced to 

2 1 2 2<I>' <I>n 2m 1 
-\lrr.p - r2 8or.p- 1 _n <I>2 orr.p- 72 1 - <I>2 oor.p 

n n 

+ n r - n n + 2<1?2 - 1 tn + <1? 2 + TT n n Iii= W2tn 
[ 

( 2/ 2) (<I> ' )2<1? 2 ] [ n
2 

<1?2 _(<I>' )2] 
(1 _ <1?~)2 n r n (1 _ <1?~)2 r n 

(3.7) 
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where a prime denotes a derivative with respect to r. We shall refer to this as an 
eigenvalue problem for the complex eigenfunction rp , although formally equation (3. 7) 
along with its complex conjugate form an eigenvalue problem for the vector (rp, Tj5)T. To 
convert this partial differential eigenvalue problem to a set of coupled ordinary differential 
eigenvalue problems we take the Fourier series expansion of rp in 0: 

00 00 

(3.8) 
rn=-oo m=-oo 

where fm(r) and 9m(r) are real, radial functions. When this expansion is substituted 
into (3. 7) and coefficients of like harmonics are equated, the real part yields 

The potentials in the above differential equations are: 

2n 1 
An(r ) = 2 !>2 , 

T 1- < n 

which are obtained by using the relation 

d n 2 
-<Pn + -<Pn = (1- <P )<Pn-l, 
dT T n 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

to eliminate derivatives of <Pn [67]. This relat ion follows from a Backlund transformation 
for the complex sine-Gordon-1. Adding equations (3.9a) and (3.9b) and subtracting 
(3.9b) from (3.9a) yields: 

(3.12a) 

and 

respectively, where Um and Vm are defined as 

Um = fm + f -"'' Vm = fm- f-m· (3.13) 
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Note that m = 0 is a special case; uo = 2fo while vo = 0 and the eigenvalue problem 

(3.14) 

determines uo. The two coupled eigenvalue problems (3.12a) and (3.12b) can be combined 
into a single matrix eigenvalue Problem* 

(3.15) 

where the operator £mn is defined as 

£ = (p + Dn(r) mAn(r) ) 
mn- mAn(r) P- Dn(r) ' (3.16) 

with 

d2 d m 2 

P = - d 2 + En ( r) -d + - 2 + Cn ( r). 
r r r 

We restrict ourselves tom ~ 1 as we only need Um and Vm for positive m to reconstruct 
the components fk for all non-zero integer values of k. 

Similarly the imaginary part, after substituting the Fourier expansion (3.8) into (3.7), 
yields 

(3.17a) 

(3.17b) 

Following the same procedure as with the real part, we add ( 3.17 a) to ( 3 .17b) and 
subtract (3.17b) from (3.17a) obtaining 

[- ::2 + Bn(r) d~ + ~2
2 

+ Cn(r) + Dn(r)] Vm + mAn(r)um = w2vm, (3.18a) 

[- ::2 + Bn(r) :r + ~2
2 

+ Cn(r)- Dn(r)] Um + mAn(r)vm = w2
um, (3.18b) 

where um and Vm are defined as 

Um = 9m + 9-m, Vm = 9m- 9-m· (3.19) 

Note that, as with the real case, m = 0 is a special case: uo = 29o and vo = 0. Here, uo 
satisfies the eigenvalue problem 

(3.20) 

*Note that Um and Vm carry a second, implicit index n. Its omission simplifies the notation. 
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Similarly, (3.18a) and (3.18b) can be combined to give a single eigenvalue problem 

Vm 2 Vm (- ) (- ) Lmn Um = W Um ' (3.21) 

with Lmn as in (3.16). Again, we restrict ourselves to m 2:: 1 since Um and Vm are only 
needed for positive m to reconstruct the 9k 's for all non-zero integer values of k. 

This new formulation simplifies the system. From the form of (3.15) and (3.21) it 
follows that if there is an eigenfunction of (3.15) with eigenvalue w? then there is an 
eigenfunction of (3.21) corresponding to the same eigenvalue w?. This eigenfunction is 
(iim, Umf = a1 (um, Vmf, where (um, Vm)T is the known eigenfunction of (3.15) with 
a E lit Therefore, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the solutions of (3.15) 
and those of (3.21) for each value of n, w2 and m 2:: 1. When m = 0 the matrix 
eigenvalue problem (3.15) decouples and contains the two special cases (3.14) and (3.20), 
if vo is identified with auo, a E lit Thus, by solving (3.15) explicitly for m 2:: 0 we can 
reconstruct all the solutions and, hence, know all the zero modes. 

As with the Ginzburg-Landau model (Chapter 2), we refer to m as the azimuthal 
quantum number. With the aid of the correspondence between (um , vm)T and (iim, um)T, 
we can construct the most general complex eigenfunction with azimuthal quantum num
ber m: 

cp = { ¢meim0 + c/J-me-imO}, 

where the coefficients in the Fourier expansion are 

c/Jm = %(um + Vm) + i~(um + Vm), 

c/J-m = %(um- Vm) + i~(vm- Um), 

(3 .a 
¢o = 2uo + ~2vo. 

(3.22) 

m 2:: 1 

(3.23) 

Choosing two linearly independent constant vectors (~) 
pendent eigenfunctions. In this text we choose (~) 
linearly independent vectors. This choice then gives 

gives rise to two linearly inde-

W and (~) = (~) as our two 

_ ( Um + Vm · 0 Um - Vm · 0) . cp = etm + e-tm = u cos mB + iv sm m(} 
2 2 m m ' 

cp~ = i ( Um + Vm eimO - Um - Vm e -imO ) = -u sin mB + iv cos mB 
2 2 m m ' 

(3.24a) 

(3.24b) 

as our two linearly independent eigenfunctions with non-zero azimuthal quantum number 
mand 

_ _ ( UQ + VQ UQ - VQ ) _ 
cp- 2 + 2 - uo, (3.25a) 

~ . ( UQ + VQ UQ - VQ ) cp = ~ - = ~vo, 
2 2 

(3.25b) 
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for azimuthal quantum number m = 0. Recall that when solving (3.15), vo is identified 
with uo. 

We can already write down one of the zero modes for azimuthal quantum number 
m = 0 viz. cp = i<Pn. This follows since the second row of (3.15), the eigenvalue problem 
for vo, with w 2 = 0 has exactly the same form as (3.4). By rewriting (3.4) as 

{ ::, + [~ + 1 ~ip;~ d!n l :r- 1 _1 ip~ [ ( d!n) 2 + ;:] + (1- 'Pn}} 'Pn ~ 0, (3.26) 

and using relation (3.11), (3 .26) reduces to (3.20) with w2 = 0; 

[ 
d2 d ] 

- dr2 + B(r) dr + C(r)- D(r) <Pn = 0. (3.27) 

This zero mode, cp = i<Pn, is one of the three we were expecting and corresponds to the 
global U(1) degree of freedom (or equivalently rotations in the plane). 

It is pertinent at this stage to ask which azimuthal quantum numbers correspond to 
the other expected zero modes. These are the two zero modes resulting from translational 
degrees of freedom in the x and y directions. We know that the zero mode from the 
translational degree of freedom in the x direction is given by: 

[ 
d<Pn ll . n<Pn · ll] inO = - - -- cos u + t -- s1n u e , 
dr r 

(3.28a) 

and in the y direction by: 

(3.28b) 

From the comparison of (3.28a) and (3.28b) to (3.24) it is evident that OxWn = -rheinO 
and oyWy = <heinO when u1 = - ddr <Pn and v1 = ~<Pn. Therefore the zero modes 
corresponding to the translational degrees of freedom have azimuthal quantum number 
m=l. 

The eigenvalue problem (3.15) consists of a set of coupled, second order differential 
equations for Urn and Vm, both of which have two boundary conditions they must satisfy. 
The one set of boundary conditions is at r = 0 and the other at r = oo. Thus there 
can be at most one solution (um,vm)T to (3.15) for each value of m ~ 1, nand w2 . 

This implies that there can be at most two complex eigenfunctions cp for each m ~ 1. 
When m = 0, the equations decouple and then there can be at most one solution to 
each equation, implying that there can be at most two complex eigenfunctions. Hence, 
for each vortex Wn, there can be at most two zero modes to each azimuthal quantum 
number m ~ 0. 
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In order to make the results more legible, the previously implicit index is made 
explicit: Um --+ Umn and Vm --+ Vmn· This distinguishes between the eigenfunctions of 
the various coaxial vortices. We shall refer to them as the components Umn and Vmn 
associated with the complex eigenfunction <{)mn of (3.7). 

We know that there are at least three zero modes for each n , one corresponding to 
the global U(1) degree of freedom and two to the two translational degrees of freedom. 
But an important question to ask is whether are there any other zero modes? The 
answer to this question will help to decide whether non-coaxial vortices are admitted 
by the complex sine-Gordon equation. Although the complex sine-Gordon equation is 
completely integrable and has analytic solutions , the potentials (3 .10) of the eigenvalue 
problem (3.15) are in terms of modified Bessel functions. Thus it might prove difficult 
to solve the system analytically and for this reason we will solve it numerically. If we 
find any extra zero modes numerically then we have a motive for attempting to solve the 
system analytically. 

As was evident with the Ginzburg-Landau model, it is necessary to impose boundary 
conditions while performing the numerical computations. However, before we can do this 
we first need to know what boundary conditions the eigenfunctions should observe. In 
order to determine these boundary conditions we will now analyse the asymptotics of 
eigenfunctions of the eigenvalue problem (3.15). 

3.2 Asymptotic Behaviour of Zero Modes 

3.2.1 Asymptotics for small r 

For small r we assume an expansion of the form 

u = rP [(uor + u1r1 + u2r2 + · · ·) + lnr(u~r + u~r 1 + u~r2 + · · · )] 

v = rP [(vor + v1r1 + v2r2 + · · ·) + ln r(v~r + v~r 1 + v~r2 + · · · )] , (3.29) 

where p is a real constant and u and v denote Umn and Vmn, respectively. Then we 
substitute this expansion along with the Taylor expansions for the potentials: 

( ) 2n 2n 2n-2 ( 2n) 
An r = ~ + (2nn!)2 r + 0 r , 

B (r) = -~- 2n r2n-l + O(r2n+l) 
n r (2nn!)2 ' 

C ( ) n2 2n2 2n-2 ,,( 2n) 
n r = r2 - 1 + (2nn!)2 r + v r ' 

Dn(r) = O(r2n), 

into the eigenvalue problem (3.15). These Taylor expansions, for the potentials, are 
obtained from the known behaviour of <I>n at the origin [67] 

<I> "' _1_rn - 1 rn+2 + O(rn+4) . 
n 2nn! 2n+2(n + 1)! 

(3.30) 
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After substitution, we then collect terms of like powers of r to obtain constraints on the 
coefficients in the expansion. 

Up to and including terms O(rP-l ), the expansion for eigenvalue problem (3.15) is 
identical to that of the eigenvalue problem (2.4) for the Ginzburg-Landau model (§2.2.1). 
Therefore, following the formalism in §2.2.1 , we know the eigenfunctions of (3.15) obey 
the following four, linearly independent behaviours as r--+ 0: 

Z3 = r-(n+m)[1 + o(r)J G); 
z4 = r1n-ml[1 + o(r)J ( ~1); m =/= n 

Z4 = lnr[1 + o(r)J ( ~1), m = n (3.31) 

where we have used the notationt Z =(urn, vm)r. Note that Z1 and Z2 are bounded at 
the origin for all m and n while Z3 and Z4 are not. 

The boundary conditions imposed in the numerical calculations follow easily from 
the form of zl and z2. For m =I= n ± 1 the first derivatives of the components Umn(r) 
and Vmn ( r) are equated to zero at the origin: 

m=/=n±l. (3.32a) 

This is allowed since u and v are proportional to r only when m = n ± 1. For the case, 
m = n ± 1, the components themselves are equated to zero at the origin: 

Un±l,n(O) = Vn±l,n(O) = 0, m=n±l. (3.32b) 

These boundary conditions reduce the possibility of the numerics giving 'false' eigenfunc
tions. Now that the boundary conditions at the origin are known we can we consider the 
behaviour of the eigenfunctions as r --+ oo. 

3.2.2 Asymptotics for large r 

When we consider the eigenvalue problem (3.15) for larger we find that the eigenvalues 
w2 > 0 belong to the continuous spectrum. Unfortunately, this gives rise to difficulties 
while solving for zero modes numerically, as the numerics do not obtain the zero eigen
value (w2 = 0) exactly, but a value of w2 in a small neighbourhood of zero. Now if the 
numerics give a small positive value for w2 then it may be an approximation of the zero 
eigenvalue or it may be a "true" eigenvalue in its own right. Therefore a means of dis
tinguishing zero modes from eigenfunctions corresponding to small positive eigenvalues 
(w2 ) is needed. 

tHere we have adopted the notation consistent with (86] 
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In order, to help determine this method and to determine the boundary conditions 
at r = oo we assume an expansion for the functions u and v of the form 

{ [ (
I I I )]} ikr u1 u2 u3 ul U2 U3 

u = Re e rP (uo + - + - + - + · · · ) + ln r - + - + - · · · 
r r 2 r3 r r 2 r3 

{ [ ( 
I I I )] } ikr VI V2 VJ vl v2 v3 

v = Re e rP (vo +- +- +- + · · ·) + lnr - +- +- · · · , (3 .33) 
r r 2 r3 r r 2 r3 

where p , k, Uj, Vj, uj, vj E C. We then substitute this expansion along with the asymptotic 
form of the potentials (3.10) as r-+ oo into equation (3.15). The asymptotic form of the 
potentials is derived from the behaviour of q>n as r -+ oo 

q> (r) = 1 _ ~ _ n2 _ n(n2 + 1) _ 5n
2

(n
2 + 4) _ n(7n4 + 70n

2 + 27) O( _6 ) (3 ) 
n 2r 8r2 16r3 128r4 256r5 + r ·

34 

which is readily determined from relation (3.11). The asymptotics of these potentials, 
for all n, are then: 

2 1 n -5 
An(r) = -:;:- 4r3 - 2r4 + O(r ), 

2 1 3n -5 
Bn(r) = --:;:- 4r3 - 4r4 + O(r ), 

2 3 1 5 2 
Cn(r) = 2- _!!:- -

1
-- ___!!:_- 2 + 4n + O(r-5 ), 

r 2r2 4r3 r4 

2n 1 3n ~ + n 2 
_ 5 

Dn(r) = 2----;:- 2r2 - 4r3 - r4 + O(r ). (3.35) 

After substituting the expansions (3 .33) and (3.35) into equation (3.15) we collect terms 
of like powers of r . This gives various constraints on the coefficients and the constants 
in the expansions of u and v. 
The terms O(rP) yield the equations: 

and the terms 0 ( rP-l ln r) yield: 

(k2 + 4 - w2 )uo = 0, 

(k2 
- w2 )vo = 0, 

(k2 + 4 - w2 )u~ = 0, 

(k2 
- w2 )v~ = 0. 

(3.36a) 

(3.36b) 

(3.37a) 

(3.37b) 

These present us with two possible cases; either (a) k2 = w2 - 4, vo = v~ = 0 and uo and 
u~ are arbitrary or else (b) k2 = w2, u0 = u~ = 0 and v0 and v~ are arbitrary. 
We now continue with the terms of higher order. The terms O(rP-l) yield: 

2mvo- {4n + 2ik(p + 1)}uo + (k2 + 4- w2)u1 = 0, 

2muo - 2ik(p + 1)vo + (k2 - w2)v1 = 0, 
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and those O(rP-2 ln r) yield: 

2mv~- (4n + 2ikp)u~ + (k2 + 4- w2 )u~ = 0, 

2mu~ - 2ikpv~ + (k2 - w2 )v~ = 0. 

The terms O(rP-2 ) yield: 

(3.39a) 

(3.39b) 

(e + 4- w2)u2 - (4n + 2ikp)ui + (m2
- p2 - p- 1)uo + 2mvi - 2iku~ = 0,(3.40a) 

(k2 - w2)v2- 2ikpvi + (m2
- p2 - p)vo + 2mui - 2ikpv~ = 0(3.40b) 

and finally the terms O(rP-3 lnr) give: 

(k2 + 4- w2)u~- (4n + 2ik(p- 1))u~ + (m2
- p2 + p- 1)u~ + 2mv~ = 0, (3.41a) 

(k2 - w2 )v~- 2ik(p- 1)v~ + (m2
- p2 + p)v~ + 2mu~ = 0. (3.41b) 

Firstly, we will consider case (a). For this case equations (3.38) become 

{ 4n + 2ik(p + 1)}uo = 0, 

2muo - 4vi = 0, 

(3.42a) 

(3.42b) 

thus VI = 9uo and either p = - ii~ - 1 or uo = 0. Also equations (3.39) reduce to 

(4n + 2ikp)u~ = 0, 

2mu~ - 4v~ = 0, 

(3.43a) 

(3.43b) 

implying v2 = 9u~ and either p = - ii~ or u~ = 0. From these results it follows 
that case (a) separates into two sub-cases. In the first sub-case ( a.i) p = - ii~ - 1 and 
u~ = 0 =? v2 = 0 and in the second (a.ii) p = - ii~ and uo = 0 =?VI = 0. Note that in the 
first case the series begins with a term independent of ln r while in the second it begins 
with a term dependent on ln r. When we continue examining these two possibilities we 
find that for case (a.ii) equation (3.40b) gives u~ = 0. Thus for case (a.ii) the coefficients 
u0 , v0 , u~ and v~ are all zero, hence case (a.ii) is disallowed. 
However when we consider the terms up to order O(rP-3 lnr) for case (a.i) we find the 
following: 

u~ = 0, v~ = 0, 

2m2 - p2 - p- 1 
UI = __ .,-::-_..:....__ 

2ikp + 4n 

m imkp 
v2 = -ui - --uo. 

2 4 
(3.44) 

Note that since we are interested in zero modes we can restrict ourselves to the region 
w2 < 4. In this region k =f. 0 and therefore the power p = - ii:. - 1 and the coefficients 
are analytic. Therefore from case (a) we obtain two behaviours: 

(3.45) 
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where p = =f ~ - 1. Note that Y3 is bounded as r --+ oo while Y4 is nott. 
v4-w-

We now continue with analysing case (b) . Remember that for this case k2 = w2, 
u0 = u~ = 0 and vo and v~ are arbitrary. Under these conditions equations (3.38) reduce 
to: 

2mvo + 4ul = 0, 

2ik(p + 1)vo = 0, 

and equations (3.39) to: 

2mv~ + 4u~ = 0, 

2ikpv~ = 0. 

(3.46a) 

(3.46b) 

(3.47a) 

(3.47b) 

From these two sets of equations it is obvious that u1 = - r;:-vo and u~ = -Tv~. Also 
we find that case (b) splits into three separate sub-cases: (b.i) k = 0 and vo and v~ are 
arbitrary, (b.ii) p = -1, v~ = 0 and vo is arbitrary and (b.iii) p = 0, vo = 0 and v~ is 
arbitrary. As previously we will examine the various cases separately. 
Firstly, for case (b.i) (k = 0, v0 and v1 arbitrary), the equations (3.40) reduce to: 

4u2 + 2nmvo + 2mv1 = 0, 

p(p + 1)vo = 0, 

while the equations (3.41) become: 

4u~ + 2nmv~ + 2mv~ = 0, 

p(p- 1)v~ = 0. 

(3.48a) 

(3.48b) 

(3.49a) 

(3.49b) 

From these two sets of equations it follows that u2 = - ~nvo- Tvl and either p = 0 and 
both vo and v~ are arbitrary or p = -1 , v~ = 0 and vo is arbitrary or p = 1, vo = 0 and 
v~ is arbitrary. To examine these various options we have to consider the terms O(rP-3 ). 

Under the conditions of case (b.i) the terms O(rP-3 ) reduce to 

4u3 +; (8n2 - 2m2+ 2p2 - 2p + 1)vo + 2mnvl + 2mv2 = 0, 

-p(p- 1)vl - m 2nvo + (1- 2p)v~ = 0. 

(3.50a) 

(3.50b) 

When we substitute p = 0 into equation (3.50b) we find v~ = m 2nvo while substituting 
p = -1 gives v1 = _m;nvo. However, if we substitute p = 1 into (3.50b) we find that 
v~ = 0. Recall that for p = 1 we also know that vo = 0. Thus, p = 1 is not allowed since 
for all the sub-cases of (b) we have uo = u~ = 0. Therefore, only values of p = -1 and 
p = 0 are allowed in case (b.i). Finally from terms O(rP-3 lnr) and O(rP-4 ) it follows 
that v~ = 0 for p = -1. 

tHere we have adopted the notation consistent with [86] 
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Therefore from case (b.i) we have two possible behaviours for k = w = 0: 

Y =- 2r 4r2 ~ · 
1 ( _ m _ mn(2+m

2
) + O(lnr)) 

1 
r 1+0(r:\) ' 

y; - 2r 2r2 ~ 
(

_m _ m3 nlnr +0( 1 )) 

2- 1 + m2n1~r + 0(~) 
(3.51) 

Secondly, for case (b.ii) (k and v0 arbitrary, p = -1, v~ = 0), the equations (3.40) 
and (3.41) reduce to 

and 

4u2 + (2n - ik )mvo + 2mv1 = 0, 

2ikvl = 0, 

4u~ + 2mv; = 0, 

2ikv; = 0, 

respectively. From these we deduce that v1 = v; = u~ = 0 and u2 = m(ik
4
-

2n)v0 • 

This gives two possible behaviours for k2 = w2 =f. 0: 

{ 

e±iwr ( _ m _ m(2n=fiw) + 0( 1 ) 
y; - Re __ 2r 4r2 T! 

1,2 - r 1 ++(1-2m2 ± m2n) 1 + O( 1 ) 
16 41W ~ T! 

)} 
Note that for all w , Y1 and Y2 are bounded. 

(3.52a) 

(3.52b) 

(3.53a) 

(3.53b) 

(3 .54) 

Finally, for case (b.iii) (k and v~ are arbitrary and p = vo = 0), the equations (3.40) 
reduce to 

4u2 + 2mv1 = 0, 

2ikv~ = 0. 

(3.55a) 

(3.55b) 

From this it follows that v~ = 0, but for this case we also have vo = uo = u~ = 0, hence 
case (b.iii) is disallowed. Therefore we are left with four possible behaviours; Y1, Y2, Y3 

and Y4; (3.51), (3.54) and (3.45). Of these only Y1, Y2 and Y4 are bounded as r--+ oo. 
From the asymptotics it follows that, for eigenfunctions, the components Umn and 

Vmn all tend to a constant as r --+ oo. Therefore to give the numerics as much "freedom" 
as possible the boundary condition of vanishing first derivatives at right hand boundary 
( r = R) is imposed: 

(3.56) 

A pertinent question to ask is if we can determine at this stage whether the zero 
eigenvalue w2 = 0 exists or not? To answer this we first note that each of the solutions 
Zi can be expanded over the basis 

4 

Zi(r) = LTi~n,m)(w)Yj(r), 
j=l 
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where the Ti~n,m) are real coefficients. Then for all w2 < 4 we know that the linear 

combination TJ;,m)(w)Z1(r)- T~;,m)(w)Z2(r) is regular at the origin since Z1 and Z2 

are. This linear combination is also bound at r = oo since 

T.(n,m)z _ T(n,m)z _ T.(n,m) (T(n ,m)y + T(n ,m)y; + T(n,m)v) 
23 1 13 2 - 23 11 1 12 2 14 .q 

-T(n,m) (T.(n ,m)y + T.(n,m)y; + T.(n,m)v ) 
13 21 1 22 2 24 I. 4 ' 

is independent of the only unbounded solution Y3. Hence, we are guaranteed that an 
eigenfunction exists for all w2 > 0. Hence the zero eigenvalue (w2 = 0) does exist. 

This is a very important fact as it guarantees that for each azimuthal quantum 
number m there is at least one zero mode. Hence the coaxial multi vortices of the complex 
sine-Gordon model have infinitely many zero modes as 0 ~ m ~ oo. And thus they belong 
to a infinite parameter family of solutions. 

Note that we have also obtained a means of distinguishing true zero modes from 
eigenfunctions corresponding to small positive eigenvalues. If the computed eigenfunction 
has components Vmn and Umn which oscillate with wavenumber k,...., wand approach zero 
as r- 1 and r- 2 , respectively, then the eigenfunction is not a zero mode. The components 
then have the same behaviour as in (3.54) and correspond to a positive eigenvalue w2 . 

If the components Vmn and Umn do not oscillate and Vmn tends to a constant as r -7 

oo while Umn -7 -mVmn/2, then the eigenfunction is a zero mode. If, however, the 
eigenfunction has functions Umn and Vmn which decay to zero exponentially as r -7 oo 
then the eigenfunction belongs to a discreet eigenvalue and we can tell whether it is a 
true zero mode by refining the grid. 

Now that we know the boundary conditions for the eigenfunctions and have a means 
of identifying true zero modes we can proceed with computing the zero modes. 

3.3 The Numerical Solutions 

A second order finite difference method (A) is used to convert the differential eigen
value problem (3.15) into a banded-matrix eigenvalue problem. Numerical libraries in 
FORTRAN are then used to calculate the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions for this matrix 
eigenvalue problem. 

As previously mentioned we examine the coaxial vortices 'lt 1 , 'lt 2 and 'lt 3 (the single 
vortex and the double and triple coaxial-vortices, respectively). These coaxial vortex 
solutions are of the form: 

,T, _if,. einO 
'i!n- '1-'n , (3.57) 
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where 

q> _ h(r) 
1 

- Io(r) ' 
(3.58a) 

q> _ I[(r)- lo(r)I2(r) 
2 

- I6(r)- I[(r) ' 
(3.58b) 

q>
3 

_ (h(r)- h(r))(I6(r)- I[(r)) + h(r)(Io(r)- h(r))2 

- (Io(r)- I2(r))(Io(r)J2(r) - 2I[(r) + I6(r)) ' 
(3.58c) 

and In(r) is the modified Bessel function of the n-th order [67]. 
There are fast and efficient routines available for finding the eigenvalues and eigen

vectors of symmetric banded matrices. However, the banded matrix obtained from (3 .15) 
using the finite difference method is non-symmetric. This is because the finite difference 
equations for the first derivatives in the eigenvalue problem (3 .15) are non-symmetric. 
If the matrix obtained from (3.15) can be reduced to a symmetric matrix by means of a 
suitable transformation, the faster and more efficient routines can be used. The trans
formation needed is merely an integrating factor which eliminates the first derivatives in 
the eigenvalue problem (3.15) viz . 

., _ u e-t f Bn(r)dr ·1mn- mn , r _ v e-t f Bn(r)dr <,mn- mn , (3.59) 

with Bn(r) as in (3.10). With the aid of the relation (3.11), the integral in (3.59) IS 

simple to perform and the integrating factor has the surprisingly simple form: 

e-t f B n (r)dr = Vr 
y'1- q'>n(r) 2 

(3.60) 

Under the transformation (3.59) the original eigenvalue problem (3.15) reduces to 

(
P'n+Dn(r) 1mAn(r) ) ("lmn) =w2("lmn), 

mAn(r) P n- Dn(r) (mn (mn 
(3.61) 

where the new operator P' n is defined as 

(3.62) 

with the potentials given in (3.10). The only derivatives of the functions "lmn and (mn 
which occur in this new eigenvalue problem are of second order. Therefore the finite 
differences convert (3.61) to a matrix eigenvalue problem with a real, symmetric, banded 
matrix. This means that the transformed functions "lmn and (mn are computed in a far 
shorter time than is necessary to compute the corresponding Umn and Vmn directly from 
(3.15). It would be helpful if this transformation worked for all values of m and n, but 
unfortunately this is not the case. The transformation (3.59) is not suitable in two cases, 
firstly when m =nand secondly when Vmn tends to a non-zero constant as r ~ oo. This 
can be understood from the asymptotics of the transformed functions "lmn and (mn. 

Recall from the analysis of the eigenfunctions for small r that for m = n the functions 
Unn and Vnn may be non-zero at the origin (Z2 in (3.31)). Since the integrating factor 
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(3.60) behaves as ...;r, at the origin, this implies that (nn ,...., ...;rand enn -t -(nn as r -t 0. 
Thus these functions have an infinite gradient at the origin, resulting in large errors in 
the numerical calculations. 

For the second case, recall that the coefficients Vmn of the zero modes may tend to 
a non-zero constant as r -t oo (3.51). This means that they have the asymptotic form 
c1 + ~ + O(r-2) for some constants c1 and c2. Since the integrating factor (3.60) has the 
asymptotic form fo + O(r-1 ), the corresponding (mn will then grow as }n(clr + c2), as 

r -too. This boundary condition, (mn"" }n(clr + c2) at r = R, cannot be written as a 

homogeneous boundary condition involving only (mn and fr(mn · Since only homogeneous 
boundary conditions can be imposed in the numerics, we cannot impose the correct 
boundary condition here. 

For these reasons we adopt the following approach while computing the eigenfunc
tions numerically. If m = n then we solve the non-symmetric eigenvalue problem (3.15) 
for a grid with 1600 points. While for m =f. n we initially solve (3.15) for a relatively 
coarse grid of 1000 points. Then, if for a specific m there are solutions to these coarse 
computations, where one of the Vmn 's tend to a non-zero constant as r -t R, then we 
solve the nonsymmetric eigenvalue problem (3.15) for a grid with 1600 points. If, how
ever, there are no components Vmn which tend to a non-zero constant then we solve the 
symmetric system (3.61) with a grid of 4000 points. 

When solving (3.15) explicitly we use a domain radius of R = 160 and step size of 
D.r = 0.1. While when solving the symmetric system (3.61) we use a domain radius of 
R = 200 and step size of D.r = 0.05. 

When it is possible to solve the symmetric system (3.61) we impose the following 
boundary conditions: At the origin we equate the functions 'flmn and (mn to zero and at 
the right hand boundary (r = R) we equate their derivatives to zero: 

'T/mn(O) = (mn(O) = 0, 

d d 
dr 'flmn(R) = dr (mn(R) = 0. (3.63) 

These follow from the asymptotics of Umn and Vmn and the asymptotics of the integrating 
factor. Near the origin the integrating factor behaves as ..fi and functions Umn and Vmn 

are zero for m =f. n. Therefore, transformed functions 'flmn and (mn are zero at the origin 
for m =f. n. For large r the transformation is only used if component Vmn tends to zero as 
r -t oo. Thus the corresponding (mn will tend to a constant as r -t oo and 'flmn -t (mnfr. 

The manner in which the results are presented may seem unusual but it will become 
clear later as to the reasons for the chosen form. Firstly, the results for azimuthal 
quantum number m = 0 for each vortex (n = 1, 2 and 3) are discussed. Secondly, the 
results for m = 1 for each vortex are discussed and finally the results for each vortex are 
discussed separately for azimuthal quantum numbers 2 ~ m ~ 5. 

3.3.1 Azimuthal quantum number m = 0 

For m = 0, all three vortices have an eigenfunction whose component Von tends to a 
non-zero constant as r -t R. Thus the transformation (3.59) is inappropriate and the 
functions Umn and Vmn are obtained by solving the non-symmetric system (3.15) directly. 
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The four smallest eigenvalues computed for each vortex solution are given in Table 
3.1. 

n w2 
0 

w2 
1 w~ w2 

3 

1 3.69 X 10-7 7.94 X 10-4 2.35 X 10-3 4.68 X 10-3 

2 7.45 X 10- 7 8.00 X 10-4 2.36 X 10-3 4.71 X 10-3 

3 1.13 X 10-6 8.05 X 10-4 2.38 X 10-3 4.74 X 10-3 

Table 3.1: Table of four smallest eigenvalues (w2) for azimuthal quantum number m = 0. 
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Figure 3.1: v01, vo2 and vo3 as functions of r 

When we consider the eigenfunctions <Pon = ivon (3.25) corresponding to the smallest 
eigenvalue w5 , we find Von ex ci>n. The graphs of Von versus r are given in Fig. 3.1 for 
n = 1, 2 and 3. Note that the components Von obey the correct boundary conditions as 
their first derivatives vanish as r ---+ R and also vo1 is zero at the origin (3.32b) while 
the first derivatives of vo2 and vo3 vanish at the origin (3.32a). Now, recall that von 
may only tend to a non-zero constant as r ---+ oo when w2 = 0 (3.51). Therefore, since 
these components do tend to non-zero constants, the corresponding eigenfunctions <Pon 
are zero modes. However, the eigenfunctions <Pon, corresponding to eigenvalues w2 > w5, 
have components von which oscillate with wavenumber k ,....., w and approach zero like ~· 
These eigenfunctions therefore correspond to strictly positive eigenvalues w2 > 0 (3.54). 
Hence they are not zero modes. 
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When we consider the coefficients u 0n, we find that they are identically zero for all 
eigenvalues w2 < 3.5 x w-2 . It is possible that uon is not identically zero for higher 
eigenvalues, but w2 = 3.5 x w-2 is already too large to be considered as a numerical 
approximation of the zero eigenvalue. Therefore, the eigenfunctions <Pon = uon cor
responding to eigenvalues in a small neighbourhood of zero are trivial eigenfunctions. 
Hence, there is only one zero mode for azimuthal quantum number m = 0 for each 
vortex solution: <Pon corresponding to w6. In each case the zero mode corresponds to a 
global U(1) degree of freedom (or equivalently, rotations in the plane). The fact that 
this expected zero mode is reproduced indicates that the numerics are correct. We now 
continue with the results for zero modes of azimuthal quantum number m = 1. 

3.3.2 Azimuthal quantum number m = 1 

For the double and triple coaxial-vortices, we use the symmetric matrix eigenvalue prob
lem (3.61) along with the inverse of the transformation (3.59) to obtain the components 
Uin and VIn· Unfortunately however, for the single vortex (n = 1), we must solve the 
non-symmetric eigenvalue problem (3.15) to obtain uu and vu directly. This is because, 
for the single vortex, n = m implying that the transformation (3.59) is inappropriate. 

The four smallest eigenvalues computed for the vortices WI, w2 and w3 are given 
in Table 3.2. And the components Uin and VIm corresponding to w6 are given in Figs. 
3.2-3.3, Figs. 3.4-3.5 and Figs. 3.6-3.7 for n = 1, 2 and 3, respectively. 

n w2 
0 

w2 
I 

w2 
2 

w2 
3 

1 -5.82 x w-s 3.17 x w-4 1.51 x w-3 3.49 x w-3 

2 -1.54 x w-7 2.63 x w-4 1.04 x w-3 2.33 x w-3 

3 1.60 x w-7 2.11 x w-4 1.01 x w-3 2.38 x w-3 

Table 3.2: Table of four smallest eigenvalues (w2 ) for azimuthal quantum number m = 1. 

When we consider the components Uin and VIn corresponding to w6, we find they 
display the correct behaviour at the origin (3.31) and the asymptotic form associated 
with the eigenvalue w2 = 0 for large r (3.51). Therefore the corresponding complex 
eigenfunctions <Pin and <Pin (3.24) are zero modes. 

Previously we showed that the zero modes from the translational degrees of freedom 
correspond to the azimuthal quantum number m = 1 (3.28). To check that the computed 
components do in fact correspond to translational zero modes we must show: 

(3.64) 

When ciuu (Fig. 3.2) is compared with -~<T?I, for some constant CI, we observe that 

they are identical. Also, when civu is compared to ~ (Fig. 3.3), for the same ci, we 
discover that they are very similar but that a slight deviation in the shape of the two 
curves occurs as r -+ R. This deviation is a result of imposing the boundary condition 
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! v11 (R) = 0 (the nonsymmetric eigenvalue problem was used for the single vortex). 
This, unfortunately, is not the most accurate approximation to the true boundary con
dition at r = R as the function ~ decays slowly to zero as r--+ oo. Therefore, it is clear 
from (3.28a) and (3.28b) that for w5, the zero mode <Pn corresponds to a translational 
degree of freedom in the x direction and cfll to one in the y direction. 

Considering the double coaxial-vortex 'll2, we observe that the complex eigenfunc
tions <P12 and cfl2 have components d1 u12 = -~ (Fig. 3.4) and d1 v12 = ~ (Fig. 
3.5), for some constant d1 . Hence, these zero modes are the modes corresponding to 
translational degrees of freedom in the x and y directions for the double coaxial-vortex. 

Similarly, the components e1u13 = -~ (Fig. 3.6) and e1v13 = ~ (Fig. 3.7), for 
some constant e3. Thus the eigenfunctions tP13 and cfl3 corresponding to w5 are zero 
modes from 'l! 3 's translational degrees of freedom in the x and y directions. 

When we consider, for all three vortices, the eigenfunctions corresponding to eigen
values w2 > w5 we discover that their components u1n and v1n oscillate with wavenumber 
k "'w. Therefore they correspond to positive eigenvalues w2 > 0 (3.54) and are not zero 
modes. This agrees with our earlier statement that there can be at most two zero modes 
to each azimuthal quantum number per vortex. 

Hence form = 1 there are only two zero modes for each of the single, double and 
triple coaxial-vortices. In each case the zero modes correspond to translational degrees of 

freedom in the x and y directions. 

Up until now we have only reproduced the three expected zero modes for each vortex. 
We know however, from studying the asymptotics (§3 .2), that other zero modes do exist. 
Recall that the asymptotics show that the eigenvalue w2 = 0 does exist and belongs to 
the continuous spectrum. What we would like to know, is to what these other degrees 
of freedom correspond? To establish that they in fact correspond to the continuous 
parameters of a recently discovered infinite parameter solution [86], we will now discuss 
the results obtained for higher azimuthal quantum numbers. The results for each of the 
three vortices ( 'l! 1, 'l! 2 and 'l! 3) are discussed separately for azimuthal quantum numbers 
m = 2 to 5. 

3.3.3 Excitations of the single vortex with azimuthal quantum numbers 
m~2 

As mentioned we compute the eigenfunctions for azimuthal quantum numbers m = 2 to 
5 for the single vortex. To calculate the zero modes, we first solve the symmetric matrix 
eigenvalue problem from (3 .61) for 'T/ml and (ml· Thereafter, we use the inverse of the 
transformation (3.59) to obtain the components Uml and Vml· The four smallest eigen
values w2 computed for each value of m are displayed in Table 3.3. And the components 
for azimuthal quantum numbers m = 2, 3, 4 and 5 corresponding to the smallest eigen
values w5 are given in Figs. 3.8-3.9, Figs. 3.10-3.11, Figs. 3.12-3.13 and Figs. 3.14-3.15, 
respectively. 

Observe that the components corresponding to the smallest eigenvalues (w5) display 
the asymptotics associated with zero modes both at the origin (3 .31) and for large r 

(3.51). Therefore the eigenfunctions <Pml and cfml (3.24), corresponding to w5 , are zero 
modes. When we consider the eigenfunctions corresponding to eigenvalues w2 > w5 we 
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m w2 
0 

w2 
1 

w2 
2 

w2 
3 

2 1.25 X 10-7 2.72 X 10-4 1.06 X 10-3 2.37 X 10-3 

3 6.28 X 10-7 2.91 X 10-4 1.12 X 10-3 2.47 X 10-3 

4 1.20 X 10-6 3.12 X 10-4 1.18 X 10-3 2.57 X 10-3 

5 2.00 X 10-5 3.53 X 10-4 1.24 X 10-3 4.65 X 10-3 

Table 3.3: Table of smallest eigenvalues (w2 ) for the single vortex (n = 1) for azimuthal 
quantum numbers m = 2 to 5. 

find that they have components Um1 and Vm1 which oscillate with the wavenumber k "'w. 
Therefore, there are only two zero modes, cpm1 and <Pm1, corresponding to w2 = 0, for 
each azimuthal quantum number m = 2, 3, 4 and 5. 

Now the question of the origin of these zero modes, arises. The answer to this 
is found on examining a recently obtained, exact solution to the complex sine-Gordon 
model [86]. This solution describes bound states of non-coaxial vortices. In particular, 
we will consider the vortex state with vorticity n = 1. This solution is of the form: 

(3.65) 

where 

00 

zk = I: bm~m+k + 'Ym~-m+k) , 
m=O 

ts = Is(r)eis8
1 

_ f3m icSm ., 'Ym- 2e . 

In the above equation, Is ( r) is the modified Bessel function of order s and f3m and 8m 
are real constants. We do not have complete freedom while choosing the values for the 
f3m 's. For example, the constraint f3o =/= 0 is required to ensure the non-singularity of 
the vortex at the origin. In this text we will choose f3o = 1 and with this choice the 
inequality I::m> 1 lf3ml ~ 1 ensures regularity of ~1 everywhere. 
With the use of the relation Is(r) = Ls(r), Zk can be rewritten in a simpler form: 

z _I + ""' f3m (I ei(mBHm) +I e-i(mBHm)) eikB k - k L...t 2 m+k m-k · (3.66) 
m~1 

Note that by setting f3m = 0 in (3.66), the vortex (3.65) reduces to the single vortex 
(3.58a). 

To determine the zero modes of the non-coaxial multi vortex ~ 1 , we take the partial 
derivative with respect to f3m and then let f3i = 0 for all i: 

~/3~ 1 ~ = {Fm1(r) cos(mfJ + 8m) + iGm1(r) sin(mfJ + 6m)} ei8
, 

m {3=0 
(3.67) 
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where 

(3.68) 

Note that these zero modes have azimuthal quantum number m. Therefore, we expect 

the computed zero modes rfJm1ei0 and rfJm1ei0 to correspond to gj,;, I.Bm with two different 
values of Om· From the form of rfJm1 and rfJm1 (3.24) it follows that the zero modes coincide 
if 

( 
Um1 ) ex ( Fm1 ) 
Vm1 Gm1 

(3.69) 

and Om takes the values 0 and ~· 
When the graphs of CmUm1, for some constants em, are compared to those of Fml for 

azimuthal quantum numbers m = 2 to 5, we find that they are identical. The graphs for 
m = 2, 3, 4, 5 are given in Figs. 3.8, 3.10,3.12 and 3.14, respectively. Similarly, when we 
compare the graphs of Cm Vmi, for the same Cm, to the functions Gm1, we observe that 
they are also identical Figs. 3.8, 3.10,3.12 and 3.14. Table 3.4lists the relative differences 
between CmUml and Fm1 and between CmVmi and Gm1 at the right hand boundary. 

m Cm 11- Fml(R) I X 100% 
CmUmJ(R) 

11 - Gmi(R) I X 100% 
CmVm!(R) 

1 3.19 42.6 42.5 
2 120 0.314 0.314 
3 173 0.166 0.166 
4 219 0.242 0.242 
5 258 0.343 0.343 

Table 3.4: Table of relative differences at r = R for m = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 for the single 
vortex. 

We conclude that the extra zero modes for the single vortex W 1 are the zero modes 
that result from the parameters in ~ 1. We conjecture that this is true for all azimuthal 
quantum numbers even for m > 5. In this case all the extra zero modes of the single vor
tex are accounted for. Hence, ~1 is the largest continuous parameter family of solutions 
to the complex sine- Gordon model which has the single vortex W 1 as one of its members. 

3.3.4 Excitations of the double coaxial-vortex with azimuthal quantum 
numbers m 2:2 

As for the single vortex, the eigenfunctions for azimuthal quantum numbers m = 2 to 
5 are computed for the double coaxial-vortex (n = 2). The nonsymmetric eigenvalue 
problem (3.15) is solved directly for the functions u22 and v22 since for m = 2, m = n. 
For the other azimuthal quantum numbers the symmetric eigenvalue problem (3.61) is 
first solved for "7m2 and (m2, then the inverse of (3.59) is used to obtain the functions 
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um2 and Vm2 . The four, smallest computed eigenvalues, w 2, for each azimuthal quantum 
number m are displayed in Table 3.5. The components Um2 and Vm2, for m = 2, 3, 4 

m w2 
0 

w2 
1 

w2 
2 

w2 
3 

2 -6.07 X 10- 5 3.80 X 10-4 1.70 X 10-3 3.85 X 10-3 

3 1.36 X 10-6 3.23 X 10-4 1.21 X 10-3 2.64 X 10-3 

4 2.77 X 10-6 3.63 X 10-4 1.32 X 10-3 2.83 X 10-3 

5 4.86 X 10-6 4.08 X 10-4 1.43 X 10-3 3.04 X 10- 3 

Table 3.5: Table of smallest eigenvalues (w2) for the double coaxial-vortex for m = 2 to 
5. 

and 5 corresponding to the smallest eigenvalues, w5, are given in Figs. 3.16-3.17, Figs. 
3.18-3.19, Figs. 3.20-3.21 and Figs. 3.22-3.23, respectively. 

Observe that these components exhibit the behaviour associated with zero modes at 
the origin (3.31) and as they approach the right hand boundary (3.51). When examining 
the eigenfunctions which correspond to eigenvalues w2 > w5, their components Um2 and 
Vm2 are found to oscillate with wavenumber k,....., w. The eigenfunctions corresponding to 
eigenvalues w 2 > w5 are not zero modes. Therefore, there are only two zero modes, 0m2 

and <f;m2 corresponding to w5, for each azimuthal quantum number 2 ~ m ~ 5. 
Again, as with the single vortex, we would like to know what these zero modes 

correspond to. In this case we discover the origin of these zero modes by examining the 
recently obtained non-coaxial multivortex ~2 [86] . This multivortex has vorticity 2 (2) 
and is described by: 

,'T, _ Z[- Z2Zo 
~ 2 - z2 z z ' 0- -1 1 

(3.70) 

with Zk as in (3.66) . The same restriction for the /3m's holds as for ~1: Z:m~ 1 lf3ml ~ 1. 

Note that this non-coaxial multivortex ~2 reduces to the double coaxial-vortex (3.58b) 
when f3m = 0 form 2:: 1. 

To determine the zero modes of this non-coaxial multivortex, take the partial deriva
tive of (3.65) with respect to f3m and then set /3j = 0 for all j 2:: 1. This gives 

(3.71) 
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where 

(3.72) 

If for the computed zero modes 

( 
Um2 ) ex ( F m2 ) 
Vm2 Gm2 

(3.73) 

then <Pm2e2
i
0 and cfJm2e

2
i
0 are given by Z%.! ltlm with 8m = 0 and 8m = ~' respectively. 

In other words the computed zero modes will correspond to the zero modes of ~2· 
When the graph of dmum2, dm E JR, is compared to the function Fm2 we find that 

they are identical. Also, when comparing the graphs of the functions dmvm2 to those of 
Gm2, for the same dm, we find that they are identical except when m = n = 2. For the 
azimuthal quantum number m = 2 there is a slight deviation between the two curves 
as r -+ R (Fig. 3.I7). This is because the boundary condition (3.56) imposed for the 
eigenvalue problem (3 .I5) forces the coefficient Vm2 to flatten too quickly as r -+ R. This 
is the same situation as occurs with the single vortex and azimuthal quantum number 
m = 1. The relative differences between the various functions at r = R are given in 
Table 3.6. 

As with the single vortex we conjecture that the non-coaxial multivortex ~2 is the 
largest continuous parameter family of solutions with the coaxial double-vortex '112 as a 
member. 

m dm II - Fm2(R) I X IOO% 
dmUm2(R) 

II- Gm2(R) I X 100% 
dmVm2(R) 

I 86.5 0.458 0.458 
2 4.59 40.6 40.4 
3 227 0.352 0.352 
4 276 0.4I2 0.4I2 
5 3IO 0.54I 0.54I 

Table 3.6: Table of relative differences at r = R for m = I, 2, 3, 4 and 5 for the coaxial 
double-vortex. 
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3.3.5 The excitations of the coaxial triple-vortex '113 with azimuthal 
quantum numbers m ~ 2 

For w3 the nonsymmetric eigenvalue problem (3.15) is solved directly form= 3, while for 
azimuthal quantum numbers m = 2, 4 and 5 the symmetric eigenvalue problem (3.61) is 
solved. The four smallest eigenvalues w2 computed for each azimuthal quantum number 
m are displayed in Table 3.7. And the components Um3 and Vm3 corresponding to the 

m w2 
0 

w2 1 w2 
2 

w2 
3 

2 8.18 X 10- 7 3.06 X 10-4 1.17 X 10-3 2.56 X 10-3 

3 -6.49 X 10-5 4.91 X 10-4 2.01 X 10-3 4.42 X 10-3 

4 4.65 X 10-6 4.08 X 10-4 1.44 X 10-3 3.05 X 10-3 

5 8.49 X 10-6 4.76 X 10-4 1.61 X 10-3 3.35 X 10-3 

Table 3.7: Table of smallest eigenvalues (w2 ) for the coaxial triple-vortex (n = 3) for 
m = 2 to 5. 

smallest eigenvalues, wfi, form = 2, 3, 4 and 5 are given in Figs. 3.24-3.25, Figs. 3.26-3.27, 
Figs. 3.28-3.29 and Figs. 3.30-3.31, respectively. 

These components, as is clearly seen from the graphs, display the asymptotics of 
zero modes; (3.31) and (3.51). Again, the components Um3 and Vm3 of the eigenfunctions 
corresponding to eigenvalues w2 > wfi all oscillate with wave number k "' w and thus 
are not zero modes. Hence, there are only two zero modes for each azimuthal quantum 
number 2::; m::; 5. This is identical to the two previous vortices, w1 and w2 . 

Here, we expect the zero modes correspond to the continuous parameters of the 
non-coaxial multivortex ~3 of vorticity 3 [86]. This non-coaxial multivortex is described 
by: 

~ _ Z3(Z6- Z_1Z1) + Z_1Zi + Zf- 2ZoZ1Z2 
3

- Zo(zg- 2z_1z1- z_2Z2) + z~ 1 z2 + zr z-2' 
(3.74) 

with Zk as in (3 .66) and the restriction l:m> 1 I.Bm I ::; 1 still valid for the .Bm 's. By setting 

.Bm = 0 for m 2: 1, this non-coaxial multivortex ~3 reduces to the coaxial triple-vortex 
(3.58c) . 

Following the same procedure as before and taking the partial derivative of (3.65) 
with respect to .Bm and then setting all ,Bj = 0 gives: 

8~31 3~ a~ = [Fm3(r) cos(mO +om)+ iGm3(r) sin(mO +om)] e l , 

}Jm /3=0 
(3.75) 

where 

(3.76) 
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and 

.A = hU5- If)+ hii + Ir- 2Iohi2, 

B = Io(I5- 2If- Ii) + 2If I2, 

- 1 [ 2 2 Cm = 2 2Im(hio- hi2)- Im+I(hh- 3I1 + 2Ioi2) + Im-1(!2- hh) 

+2Im+2(hi2- Ioh) + Im+3(I5- If)), 

1 [ 2 2 2 D = 2 Im(3Io - 2I1 + I2) + 2h(I2- Io)(Im+l + Im-d 

+(If- Ioh)(Im+2 + Im-2)) . (3.77) 

When the graphs of emUm3 and emVm3, for some em E IR, are compared to those 
of Fm3 and Gm3, respectively, we find they are identical except when m = n = 3. As 
with the previous cases this results from imposing the boundary condition (3.56) for the 
nonsymmetric eigenvalue problem (3.15). The relative differences between the various 
curves at r = R are given in Table 3.8 

Since 

( 
Um3 ) ex ( F m3 ) 
Vm3 Gm3 

(3.78) 

the computed zero modes rf;m3ei8 and <Pm3ei8 are the zero modes g%; ltJm=7r with Om = 0 
and Om = I' respectively 

We conclude from these results that ~ 3 is the largest, continuous parameter, family 
of solutions with ~3 as a member. 

m em 11- Fm3(R) I X 100% 
emUm3(R) 

11 - &m3(R) I X 100% 
emVm3(R) 

1 210 0.121 0.121 
2 388 0.320 0.320 
3 1.09 35.9 35.7 
4 612 0.567 0.567 
5 655 0.655 0.655 

Table 3.8: Table of relative differences at r = R for m = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 for the coaxial 
triple-vortex. 
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3.4 Summary 

One of the most important results of this chapter is that the coaxial multi vortices Ill 1, 

llJ2 and llJ3 belong to a family of solutions which depends on an infinite number of 
continuous parameters. This follows from the fact that the zero eigenvalue (w2 = 0) 
belongs to the continuous spectrum for all m, implying that there is at least one zero 
mode for each azimuthal quantum number m. Since there are an infinite number of 
values of m (m = 0, 1, 2, ... ), there are an infinite number of zero modes. 

We confirmed that the zero mode for m = 0 corresponds to a global U(1) degree of 
freedom and the two zero modes for m = 1 correspond to translational degrees of freedom. 
More importantly, we were able to show that for m = 2 to 5 the zero modes correspond 
to the continuous parameters of the non-coaxial vortices ~ n [86]. We conjecture from 
these results that the family of solutions ~n is the largest continuous parameter family 
of solutions which have the coaxial vortices ll!n as members. 
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Chapter 4 

Complex Sine-Gordon-2 

In the previous chapter we analysed the zero modes of the complex sine-Gordon-1 model. 
This is a integrable complexification of the sine-Gordon model. In this chapter we analyse 
the zero modes of another integrable complexification of the sine-Gordon model, the 
complex sine-Gordon-2: 

'\12'1/J + ('\1'1/Jf?f + ~'¢(1- 1'¢12)(2- 1'¢12) = 0 
2 -1'¢12 2 . 

( 4.1) 

In particular we consider the zero modes of the coaxial multivortices. These coaxial 
multivortex solutions, obtained by Barashenkov and Pelinovsky in [67], are of the form 

(4.2) 

where the Qn(r) are rational functions and n is the vorticity (2). In this chapter we 
consider the single vortex and the coaxial double and triple vortices: 

r 2 r4 (r2 + 24)2 

Ql(r) = r2 + 4 ' Q2(r) = rB + 64r6 + 1152r4 + 9216r2 + 36864' 

Q3(r) = r6(r6 + 144r4 + 5760r2 + 92160)2 (D, 

1J = r 18 + 324r16 + 41472r14 + 2820096r12 + 114130944r10 + 2919628800r8 

+50960793600r6 + 611529523200r4 + 4892236185600r2 + 19568944742400. (4.3) 

The equation of motion for the complex sine-Gordon-2 model (4.1) is obtained from 
the action 

S =I { 1Vtl2 + ~(1 -1'¢12)2} d2x. 
1- 21'¢12 2 

(4.4) 

The equation of motion (4.1) is the 2-dimensional Euclidean version of the (1+1)
dimensional model, which can be derived as the bosonic limit of a generalised super
symmetric sine-Gordon equation [101]. The (1+1)-dimensional complex sine-Gordon-2 
model was also derived in [102] and its Lax representation found, thereby showing that 
it is an integrable theory. This model, like the complex sine-Gordon-1 model [95, 96], 
arises as a reduction of the SU(2)N gauged Wess-Zumino-Witten model perturbed by a 
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multiplet of primary fields, in this case q>(2) [103]. Also, like the complex sine-Gordon-1, 
the (1+1)-dimensional complex sine-Gordon-2 reduces to the real sine-Gordon by making 
the substiution 1/J = sin( a/2) and performing some rescalings. 

In order to study the zero modes we consider a (2+ 1 )-dimensional generalisation of 
(4.1) 

2-2 ('71/J) 1/J 1 2 2 
1/Ju - v 1/J - - -1/J(1 - 11/JI )(2 - 11/JI ) = o 

2 - I1/JI2 2 . 
(4.5) 

Note that this is not Lorentz invariant and as such negative eigenvalues of the associated 
linearised operator will have no physical relevance. We now continue with the analysis 
of the zero modes. 

4.1 Linearisation 

For this model we follow the formalism set out in the previous two chapters. Since most 
of the details have been dealt with before, we will be fairly concise. However, those 
interested in seeing more detail are referred to chapters 2 and 3. 

Linearising the equation of motion (4.5) about the coaxial multivortex Wn , we obtain 

(4.6) 

for the perturbation o'lj;. Then using Wn = ffneinO and letting o'lj; = <p(r, O)einO cos wt, 
transforms this equation to 

where 

4n 1 
An(r) =;2 2 _ Qn, 

1 Q~ 
Bn(r) =- ;: - 2 _ Qn , 

l~g2 - (Q~)2 1 2 
Cn(r) = 4(2 _ Qn) 2 - 2(2- 6Qn + 3Qn), 

~Q~- (Q~)2 1 
Dn(r) = 2Qn(2 _ Qn) 2 + 2Qn(3- 2Qn) , (4.8) 

and the prime denotes the derivative with respect to r. As previously, we will refer to 
( 4. 7) as the eigenvalue problem for the complex eigenfunction <p. Note, that it is actually 
( 4. 7) along with its complex conjugate that form an eigenvalue problem for the vector 
(<p, cp)T. 
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Next we expand r.p in the Fourier series in 0: 
00 

r.p(r, 0) = ¢o(r) + L { ¢m(r)eim9 + <P-m(r)e-im9}' (4.9) 
m=l 

where ¢m = Um(r)+igm(r)} and fm(r) and 9m(r) are real functions. We then substitute 
this expansion into ( 4. 7), like harmonics and separate into real and imaginary parts. This 
procedure yields two sets of coupled differential eigenvalue problems: 

and 

Thus, we can solve for the eigenfunctions of ( 4. 7) by solving the eigenvalue problem* 

Lmn ( ~= ) = w
2 

( ~= ) , (4.12) 

for m ~ 0, where the operator Lmn is defined as 

(4.13) 

This is evident if we compare (4.10) and (4.11) to (3.9) and (3.17) in §3.1. Therefore two 
linearly independent, complex eigenfunctions to (4.12) are given by 

_ (Urn+ Vm ·mo Um- Vm · 9) r.p = el + e-lm = u cosmO+ iv sin mO 2 2 m m ' 
(4.14a) 

A • ( Um + Vm im9 Um - Vm im9) · 0 0 r.p=~ 
2 

e -
2 

e- =-umsmm +ivmcosm, (4.14b) 

for azimuthal quantum numbers m ~ 1 and 

_ _ ( uo + vo uo - vo ) _ 
r.p - 2 + 2 - uo) (4.15a) 

A _ • ( uo + vo uo - vo ) _ . 
r.p - ~ 2 - 2 - zvo) (4.15b) 

•Note that um and Vm carry a second, implicit index n. Its omission simplifies the notation 
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for the azimuthal quantum number m = 0. Similarly to the previous chapters, we can 
expect at most two zero modes for each azimuthal quantum number. 

Since we expect a zero mode for the global U(1) degree of freedom and two for 
the translational degrees of freedom, we would like to know which azimuthal quantum 
numbers these zero modes correspond to. The zero mode from the global U(1) degree 
of freedom is &'lj; = iy'Qn(r)einO, therefore <p = iy'Qn(r) and it corresponds to the 
azimuthal quantum number m = 0. For the translational degrees of freedom the zero 
modes are 

= - [-~ cos() + i nffn sine] ein(}' 2ffn r 
(4.16a) 

for the x direction and 

oy[VQn(r)einO] = [ 2~oyr + iny'Onoye] einO 

= [~sin() + i nffn cos e] ein(}' 2ffn r 
(4.16b) 

for they direction. By comparing this with (4.14) it is clear that these two zero modes 

correspond to the azimuthal quantum number m = 1: ui = - 2~ and VI = ~- This 
we is expected from the analysis of the Ginzburg-Landau and the complex sine-Gordon-1. 

Although it is useful to know which azimuthal quantum numbers the global U(1) 
degree of freedom and translational degrees of freedom correspond to, these are not the 
most important questions for us. What interests us most is whether there are any other 
zero modes. If there are, then it might be possible to split the multivortices. 

Even though the coefficients (4.8) of the eigenvalue problem (4.12) are rational func
tions it would most likely prove very difficult to solve analytically. Also these rational 
functions become complicated very quickly as the vorticity n increases. Thus, we will 
solve the eigenvalue problem ( 4.8) numerically. While solving the system we need to 
impose boundary conditions. Therefore, we need to analyse the asymptotic behaviour 
of the eigenfunctions. Note that the previously implicit index is now made explicit: 
Um --t Umn and Vm --t Vmn, so as to make it easier to distinguish between the solutions 
for the various vortices when presenting the results. 

4.2 Asymptotic Behaviour of Zero Modes 

4.2.1 Asymptotics for small r 

For small r we assume an expansion of the form 

Umn = rP [(uor + uiri + u2r
2 + · · ·) + lnr(u~r + u~ri + u~r2 + · · · )) 

Vmn = rP [(vor +VITI+ v2r
2 + · · ·) + lnr(vbr + v~ri + v~r2 + · · · )) , 
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where p is a real constant. We then substitute this expansion along with the Taylor 
expansions for the coefficients (4.8) into the eigenvalue problem (4.12). The Taylor 
expansions for the coefficients, 

A ( ) 2n n 2n-2 r'l( 2n) 
n r = ?I + (2nn!)2 r + v r ' 

B (r) = -~- n r2n-l + O(r2n+l) 
n r (2nn!)2 ' 

C ( ) n
2 

n
2 

2n-2 r'l( 2n) 
n r = r2 - 1 + (2nn!)2 r + v r ' 

Dn(r) = O(r2n), 

follow from the Taylor expansiont for Qn; 

(4.18) 

After substituting, we then collect terms of like powers of r to obtain constraints on the 
coefficients in the expansion for Umn and Vmn. 

It is interesting that up to and including terms O(rP-1), the expansion of (4.12) is 
identical to that of the Ginzburg-Landau model (§2.2.1) and the complex sine-Gordon-1 
(§3.2.1). Therefore, following the formalism in §2.2.1, we know that the eigenfunctions 
of (4.12) obey the following four linearly independent behaviours as r-+ 0: 

Z3 = r-(n+m)[1 + o(r)] G); 
z4 = r1n-ml[1 + o(r)] ( ~1); m =I= n 

Z4=lnr[1+o(r)J(~1) , m=n (4.19) 

where the notation Z = (urn, Vm)T has been used. It is clear from these that Z3 and Z4 
are not bounded while Z1 and Z2 are. 

From the behaviours Z1 and Z2, we infer the following boundary conditions. For 
m =/= n ± 1 the first derivatives of the components Umn ( r) and Vmn ( r) are equated to zero 
at the origin: 

m=/=n±l. ( 4.20a) 

tThis general expansion was determined from the expansions of Q 1, Q 2 and Q3 . Therefore we can 
only guarantee that this expansion holds for the vorticities n = 1, 2 and 3. 
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This is allowed as u and v are proportional tor only when m = n ± 1. When m = n ± 1, 
we equate the components themselves to zero: 

Un±l,n(O) = Vn±l,n(O) = 0, m=n±l. (4.20b) 

These boundary conditions reduce the chance that the numerics yield "false" solutions. 
Now that we know the boundary conditions at r = 0 we will consider the asymptotic 
behaviours for large r. 

4.2.2 Asymptotics for large r 

By considering the eigenvalue problem (4.12) for larger it is easy to see that the eigen
values w2 > 0 belong to the continuous spectrum. But is w2 = 0 part of the continuous 
spectrum, in other words, does the zero eigenvalue exist? If the answer is yes, for all m, 
then we know immediately that, as for the complex sine-Gordon-1, there are an infinite 
number of zero modes. It is in trying to answer this question as well as determining the 
boundary conditions, that we consider the asymptotic behaviour of the eigenfunctions 
for larger. 

Firstly, we assume an expansion for Umn and Vmn of the form 

{ [ ( 
I I I )] } ikr U1 U2 U3 u 1 u 2 u3 Umn = Re e rP (uo + - + - + - + · · ·) + ln r - + - + - · · · , 

r r 2 r3 r r 2 r3 

{ [ ( 
I I I )] } ikr VI v2 V3 v 1 v 2 v3 Vmn = Re e rP (vo+-+-+-+···) +lnr -+-+-··· ,(4.21) 

r r 2 r3 r r 2 r3 

where p, k, Uj, Vj, uj, vj E C. We then substitute these, together with the asymptotic 
expansions of the coefficients ( 4.8); 

A ( ) = 4n _ 16n3 64n3 (3n2 
- 1)n /"( _8) 

nr 2 4 + 6 +vr ' r r r 

B ( ) 
_ 1 8n2 32n2 (5n2

- 1) tr~( -7) 
n r - ---- + + v r , 

r r3 r 5 

1 4n2 56n4 
Cn(r) = -

2 
+ - 2 - - 4- + O(r-6), 

r r 

D ( ) = ~ 4n2 
_ 8n2 (7n2 

- 1) /"( _6) 
nr 

2
+ 2 4 +vr , 

r r 
(4.22) 

into the eigenvalue problem (4.12). The behaviours of the coefficients are determined 
from the behaviour+ of Qn(r): 

Q ( ) = 1 _ 4n2 16n2 (2n2
- 1) /"( _6) 

n r 2 + 4 +v r . 
r r 

(4.23) 

Once we have substituted the various behaviours into the eigenvalue problem we 
collect terms of like powers of r, obtaining constraints for the coefficients and constants 

t Again, we only guarantee that this expansion holds for n = 1, 2 and 3. 
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in (4.21) . The constraints obtained are as follows: 
From the terms O(rP), 

while the terms O(rP-1 lnr) give 

(k2
- w2 + 1)uo = 0, 

(k2 
- w2 )vo = 0, 

(k2 
- w2 + 1)u~ = 0, 

(k 2 
- w2 )v~ = 0. 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

From these two sets of equations it follows that there are two cases; either (a) k 2 = w2 -1 , 
v0 = v~ = 0 and u0 and u~ are arbitrary or (b) k2 = w2

- 1, uo = u~ = 0 and vo and 
v~ are arbitrary. Before we consider these cases any further we note that the constraints 
obtained from higher order terms are as follows. We obtain from terms 
O(rP-1 ): 

-i(2p + 1)kuo + (k2 - w
2 + 1)ul = 0, 

-i(2p + 1)kvo + (k2 - w2)v1 = 0; 

i(1 - 2p)ku~ + (k2 - w
2 + 1)u~ = 0, 

i(1- 2p)kv~ + (k2 - w2 )v~ = 0; 

(m2 + 8n2 - p2 )u~ + 4mnvo + i(1- 2p)ku1 - 2iku~ + (k2 - w2 + 1)u2 = 0, 

(4.26) 

(4.27) 

4mnuo + (m2
- p2)vo + i(1- 2p)kv1 - 2ikv~ + (k2 - w2)v2 = 0; (4.28) 

[m2 + 8n2 - (p- 1)2] u~ + 4mnv~ + i(3- 2p)ku~ + (k2 - w2 + 1)u~ = 0, 

4mnu~ + [m2
- (p- 1) 2]v~ + i(3- 2p)kv~ + (k2 - w2 )v~ = 0; (4.29) 

-8in2kuo + [m2 + 8n2 - (p- 1)2]ul + 4mnv1 

+ 2(1 - p)u~ - 2iku~ + i(3- 2p)ku2 + (k2 - w2 + 1)u3 = 0, 

-8in2kvo + 4mnu1 + [m2
- (p- 1)2]vl 

+ 2(1 - p)v~ - 2ikv~ + i(3- 2p)kv2 + (e - w2)v3 = 0. 
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First, we consider case (a). For this case equations (4.26) and (4.27), from terms 
O(rP-I) and O(rP-2 lnr) reduce to 

k(1 + 2p)uo = 0, VI= 0, 

and 

k(1- 2p)u~ = 0, v~ = 0, 

respectively. Thus for case (a) VI = v~ = 0. Since we are interested in zero modes, 
we need only consider values of w2 < < 1, which implies that k # 0. Therefore, terms 
O(rP-I) and O(rP-2 ln r) yield two subcases; either (ai) p = ~ and u0 = 0 or (aii) p = - ~ 
and u~ = 0. If we consider the case (ai), the terms O(rP-2 ) yield u~ = 0. Thus, for case 
(ai) we have vo = v~ = uo = u~ = 0 and hence it is not allowed. 
However considering case (aii) for the higher order terms we find that 
the terms O(rP-2) yield 

v2 = 4mnuo, 

terms 0( rP-3 ln r) give 

and finally terms O(rP-3 ) give 

4m2 - 9 + 32n2 
2 

U2 = _ 16ik UI + 2n UQ, 

This implies that 

(4.30) 

are two possible behaviours for the eigenfunctions of (4.12) for larger. Note that Y3 is 
unbounded while Y4 is bounded. 

Next, we consider case (b). Recall that here k2 = w2 and u0 = u~ = 0. Under these 
conditions, equations (4.26) and (4.27), from terms O(rP-I) and O(rP-2 ln r), reduce to 

UI = 0, k(1 + 2p)vo = 0, 

and 

u~ = 0, k(1- 2p)v~ = 0, 

respectively. This time three subcases emerge; either (bi) p = ~ and vo = 0 or (bii) 
p = -~ and v~ = 0 else (biii) k = 0. For the first of these three, case (bi), the terms 
O(rP-2

) give v~ = 0. Hence case (bi) is not allowed; u0 = u~ = v0 = v~ = 0. However 
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considering higher order terms for case (bii) yields; 
from terms O(rP-2): 

u2 = -4mnvo, 

terms O(rP-3 lnr): 

and from terms O(rP-3): 

4m2 -1 
VI= -8ik VQ, 

_4m2 - 9 2 
V2- _

16
ik VI+ 2n VQ. 

It follows from these results that the two behaviours 

{ 

e±iwr ( _ 4mn + 0 ( I ) ) } 

YI,2 = ?Re Vr 1 ± 4r;{~~I + 0(~) (4.31) 

are allowed for k = ±w =/= 0. Finally, consider the case (biii), in other words k = w = 0. 
For this case the terms O(rP-2) give the constraints 

4mnvo + u2 = 0, 

(m2
- p2 )vo = 0. 

Thus, either p = ±m or vo. If p = ±m then the terms O(rP-3 1n r) reduce to 

4mnv~ + u~ = 0, 

(±2m- 1)v~ = 0, 

implying u~ = v~ = 0, as m is integer. Also the terms O(rP-3) give u3 = VI = 0. 
However, if v 0 = 0 then u2 = 0 and the terms 0 ( rP-3 ln r) reduce to 

4mnv~ + u~ = 0, 

Since we already have u 0 = u~ = vo = 0, we must have p = ±m + 1 for these conditions 
to be satisfied. When p = ±m + 1, the terms O(rP-3) give 

4mnvi + u3 = 0, 

mv~ = 0, 

implying that m = 0 and hence p = 1. Thus we have the following asymptotic behaviours 
fork= w = 0: 

y = r±m ( - 4~n + 0 ( ;:\-) ) m ....t. 0 
I,2 1 + O(r\) r ( 4.32a) 

YI = lnr[1 + O(r\-)] (~) ; Y2 = [1 + O(r\)] (~) m = 0. ( 4.32b) 
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Note that the asymptotic solution Y1 is unbounded while Y2 is bounded. 

One of the reasons for analysing the asymptotic behaviour for large r was to deter
mine the boundary condition at the right-hand boundary (r = R) . And the following 
boundary conditions for eigenfunctions of (4.12) are inferred from the behaviours Y1,2,3,4 : 
At the right hand boundary (r = R) the derivatives of the components are set to zero: 

d d 
dr Umn(R) = dr Vmn(R) = 0, (4.33) 

for all m and n. 
Another reason for analysing the asymptotic behaviour was to try to ascertain 

whether the zero eigenvalue (w2 = 0) exists. For answer this, notice that the asymptotics 
for small and large radii are very similar to those of the Ginzburg-Landau model. In 
other words, there are two solutions which are bounded at the origin (Z1,2) and two which 
are not (Z3,4 ). Also there are two solutions which are bounded (Y2,4 ) and two which are 
not (Y1,3), as r --+ oo. Therefore, as was the case for the Ginzburg-Landau theory, we 
can not determine, simply, from the asymptotics whether the eigenvalue w2 = 0 exists. 

A useful byproduct of the asymptotic analysis is a means of distinguishing between 
zero modes and eigenfunctions corresponding to small positive eigenvalues. Recall that 
the numerics do not obtain the zero eigenvalue exactly but a value within a small neigh
bourhood of zero. Notice that zero modes will display the behaviour Y2 in (4.32) while 
those corresponding to small positive eigenvalues will display the behaviour Y2 in (4.31). 

Now that the appropriate boundary conditions have been selected, we can continue 
with the numerical computations. 

4.3 Numerical Calculations 

Since the eigenvalue problem ( 4.12) contains first derivatives the matrix eigenvalue prob
lem, obtained my discretisingt the system, will be non-symmetric. This unfortunately 
means that we must use the less optimised routines to solve the system. However, in 
certain circumstances we can make use of a transformation to convert our system to a 
symmetric matrix eigenvalue problem. This is done by implementing a transformation 
which eliminates the first derivatives. Thus, the transformation needed is an integrating 
factor; 

'11 - u e-~ I Bn(r)dr r - v e-~ I Bn(r)dr •tmn- mn , ':.mn- mn , ( 4.34) 

which has the simple form; 

e-~ I Bn(r)dr = ..;r 
y'2- Q(r) 

(4.35) 

With this transformation the eigenvalue problem (4.12) transforms to 

(
Pn+Dn(r) mAn(r) ) ('T/mn) =w2 ("lmn), 

mAn(r) Pn- Dn(r) (mn (mn 
(4.36) 

twe discretise the system using a second order finite difference scheme. Appendix A 
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where 

(4.37) 

Since this eigenvalue problem has no first derivatives of TJ or ( the corresponding matrix 
eigenvalue problem will be symmetric, enabling us to implement faster numerical routines 
while solving the system. The original vector (umn, Vmn)T is then obtained via the 
inverse transformation. As mentioned earlier the transforation can only be used for 
certain azimuthal quantum numbers m and vortices n. If m = n or m = 0, then the 
transformation does not work, as we now explain. 

First, let m = n. Note that the integrating factor behaves as ~as r-+ 0. Now, since 

the components Unn and Vnn may approach a constant as r-+ 0 (4.19), the corresponding 
'fJmn and (mn may go to zero as c1 .jr, for some constant c1. This behaviour creates large 
errors in the numerical calculations as the derivatives blow up at the origin. Hence, the 
transformation cannot be used when m = n. 

The other case where the transformation does not work is, m = 0. As r -+ oo, the 
integrating factor (4.35) grows as ft. And since the component Von (m = 0) goes to 
constant as r -+ oo, the corresponding (on will grow as ft. The problem arises from 
the fact that we have to implement homogeneous boundary conditions in the numerics 
and the boundary (on "' .jT condition can't be written as a homogeneous boundary 
condition. 

When it is possible to exploit this transformation we implement the following bound
ary conditions in the numerics: At the origin we set 'f/mn and (mn to zero: 

'f/mn(O) = (mn(O) = 0, (4.38) 

while at the right hand boundary, their first derivatives are set to zero: 

(4.39) 

These boundary conditions follow from the behaviours of the components Umn, Vmn 

(4.19), (4.30), (4.31), (4.32) and the asymptotic behaviour of the integrating factor. 

While solving for the eigenvalues numerically we follow the following strategy: If 
m # n and m # 0, we solve the symmetric matrix eigenvalue problem obtained from 
( 4.36) using a step size b.r = 0.05 over a domain length R = 200 and use the inverse 
transformation to get the corresponding Umn and Vmn (i.e. a grid of 4000 points is used). 
If, however, m =norm= 0 then we solve the non-symmetric matrix eigenvalue problem 
obtained from (4.12), directly for Umn and Vmn, with a step size b.r = 0.1 over a domain 
length R = 160 (i.e. we use a grid with 1600 points). 

We will now present the results using the same layout as used for the complex sine
Gordon-! model. First we discuss the azimuthal quantum number m = 0 and then the 
azimuthal quantum number m = 1 for the three vorticities (n = 1, 2, 3) . Thereafter we 
consider each vortex separately for azimuthal quantum numbers 2 ~ m ~ 5. 
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4.3.1 Azimuthal quantum number m = 0 

As mentioned earlier we are unable to take advantage of the transformation (4.34) when 
m = 0 and have to solve the non-symmetric matrix eigenvalue problem obtained from 
(4.12). The four smallest eigenvalues computed for each vortex are given in Table 4.1. 
When the components uon, corresponding to these eigenvalues are examined, we find that 
they are identically zero. However, when we examine the components von, corresponding 
to the smallest of these eigenvalues (wfi), we find Von ex ...JQ;,. for each n. Thus we have at 
least one zero mode, cfJn = ivon, for each vortex. A graph of the component von associated 
with wfi is given in Fig. 4.1, for each n. 

n w2 
0 

w2 
1 

w2 
2 

w2 
3 

1 5.44 x w-9 5.79 x w-4 1.95 x w-3 4.10 x w-3 

2 4.55 x w-s 5.88 x w-4 1.98 x w-3 4.18 x w-3 

3 1.08 x w-7 5.99 x w-4 2.02 x w-3 4.26 x w-3 

Table 4.1: Table of the four smallest eigenvalues (w2 ) for azimuthal quantum number 
m=O. 

Examining the components von corresponding to eigenvalues w~, wi and w~, we 
observe that they display the asymptotic behaviours associated not with zero modes 
(4.32) , but eigenfunctions associated with small positive eigenvalues (4.31). Therefore, 
there is only one zero mode with azimuthal quantum number m = 0 for each vortex. 
This zero mode corresponds to the global U(1) symmetry of the vortices, as is expected. 

Next we consider the results for azimuthal quantum number m = 1 for the three 
vortices. 
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Figure 4.1: v01 , vo2 and vo3 as functions of r 

4.3.2 Azimuthal quantum number m = 1 

For the single vortex we have to solve the non-symmetric eigenvalue problem (4.12) as 
m = n = 1 in this case. However, for the coaxial double- and triple-vortices we are 
able to make use of the transforation ( 4.34) and may take advantage of the symmetric 
eigenvalue problem (4.36). The four smallest eigenvalues for the three vortices are given 
in Table 4.2. 

n w2 
0 

w2 
1 

w2 
2 

w2 
3 

1 -4.52 X 10-S 2.10 X 10-4 1.35 X 10-3 3.27 X 10-3 

2 -7.90 X 10- 6 1.84 X 10-4 9.28 X 10-4 2.19 X 10-3 

3 -5.22 X 10-6 1.97 X 10-4 9.63 X 10-4 2.25 X 10-3 

Table 4.2: Table of the four smallest eigenvalues (w2 ) for azimuthal quantum number 
m=l. 

The graphs of the components U!n and V!n corresponding to the smallest eigenvalues 
(w5) are given in Figs. 4.2-4.3, Figs. 4.4-4.5 and Figs. 4.6-4. 7 for vorticities n = 1, 2 
and 3, respectively. These components clearly display the asymptotic behaviours ( 4.32) 
associated with the zero eigenvalue (w2 = 0). Thus we have two zero modes; cp1n = 

U!n cos 0 + iv1n sin 0 and <iJ1n = -U!n COS 0 + ivln sinO (4.14), with azimuthal quantum 
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number m = 1 for each vortex. Recall that there may be at most two zero modes for 
each m and n. This is confirmed when we consider the components corresponding to 
eigenvalues w2 > w5 , as these components display the behaviours (4.31) associated with 
small, positive eigenvalues. 

As is the case with the previous two models these zero modes correspond to the two 
translational degrees of freedom. This is supported by the comparison of the graphs of 

2~ and n~n to normalised graphs of u1n and V!n, respectively {Figs 4.2-4.7). Recall 
that if these are the same then the zero modes correspond to the translational degrees 
of freedom {4.16). Note that for each vortex, Uln and Vln are normalised using the same 
normalisation constant. 

Now that we have found the zero modes we were expecting we would like to know 
whether any other zero modes exist. We continue with the results for the single vortex 
(n = 1) for azimuthal quantum numbers 2 ~ m ~ 5. 

4.3.3 Excitations of the single vortex with azimuthal quantum numbers 
2 ~ m ~ 5 

For all the azimuthal quantum numbers considered here we are able to implement the 
transformation (4.34) and solve the symmetric eigenvalue problem (4.36). The four 
smallest eigenvalues for each azimuthal quantum number are given in Table 4.3 

m w2 
0 

w2 
1 

w2 
2 

w2 
3 

2 2.74 x w-4 1.15 x w-3 2.50 x w-3 4.35 x w-3 

3 4.89 x w-4 1.63 x w-3 3.24 x w-3 5.34 x w-3 

4 7.61 x w-4 2.18 x w-3 4.04 x w-3 6.39 x w-3 

5 1.09 x w-3 2.80 x w-3 4.92 x w-3 7.51 x w-3 

Table 4.3: Table of smallest eigenvalues (w2) for the single vortex (n = 1) for azimuthal 
quantum numbers m = 2 to 5. 

When the components Uml and Vml are examined for these eigenvalues they are 
found to display the asymptotic behaviours associated with small positive eigenvalues: 
Vml oscillates with amplitude""' .jr and Uml-+ -4mvmdr2 , as r-+ oo {4.31). Therefore 
they are not zero modes. Hence, there are no zero modes for azimuthal quantum numbers 
2 ~ m ~ 5 for the single vortex. We conjecture that there are in fact no zero modes for 
the single vortex with azimuthal quantum number greater than 1. 
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4.3.4 Excitations of the coaxial double-vortex with azimuthal quantum 
numbers 2 :S m :S 5 

For the coaxial double vortex we solve the non-symmetric eigenvalue problem {4.12) for 
m = n = 2 and the symmetric one for the other azimuthal quantum numbers. Again, the 
four smallest eigenvalues can be found in Table 4.4 for each azimuthal quantum number. 

m w2 
0 

w2 
1 

w2 
2 

w2 
3 

2 3.62 X 10-4 1.74 X 10-3 3.82 X 10-3 6.63 X 10-3 

3 -6.19 X 10-5 4.88 X 10-4 1.63 X 10-3 3.23 X 10-3 

4 7.60 X 10-4 2.18 X 10-3 4.03 X 10-3 6.36 X 10-3 

5 1.09 X 10-3 2.79 X 10-3 4.90 X 10-3 7.49 X 10-3 

Table 4.4: Table of smallest eigenvalues (w2 ) for the coaxial double-vortex (n = 2) for 
azimuthal quantum numbers m = 2 to 5. 

When the components Um2 and Vm2 for azimuthal quantum numbers m = 2,4 and 5 
are examined for the eigenvalues wfi,1,2,3 , we observe that they display the asymptotics 
associated with small positive eigenvalues {4.31): vm2 oscillates with amplitude ,...., ..JF 
and Um2 -+ -8mvm2/r2, as r -+ oo. Thus, there are no zero modes for these azimuthal 
quantum numbers for the coaxial double-vortex. 

However, the components u32 and v32 (m = 3) corresponding to the eigenvalue wfi 

exhibit asymptotics which are associated with zero modes (see Figs. 4.9-4.10) . Therefore, 
we have two zero modes cp32 and tP32 with azimuthal quantum number m = 3. These are 
the only zero modes as the components corresponding to w 2 > wfi obey the asymptotics 
associated with positive eigenvalues. Hence, the coaxial double-vortex has at least two 
zero modes other than the three expected zero modes. We speculate that these zero 
modes correspond to a solution with three vortices placed symmetrically about the origin 
and an anti-vortex at the origin, see Fig. 4.8 

Figure 4.8: Suggested form of the multivortex configuration leading to the zero mode 
with azimuthal quantum number m = 3 for the two vortex (n = 2) 
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Figure 4.11: Suggested forms for the multivortex configurations leading to the zero 
modes, for the three vortex (n = 3) . (a) is the case for azimuthal quantum number 
m = 3 and (b) is for azimuthal quantum number m = 5. 

4.3.5 Excitations of the coaxial triple-vortex with azimuthal quantum 
numbers 2 ~ m ~ 5 

The results of the coaxial triple-vortex are very similar to those of the coaxial double
vortex. As before, we solve the non-symmetric eigenvalue problem (4.12) when m = n = 
3 and the symmetric eigenvalue problem for the other azimuthal quantum numbers. And 
as we have done before, the four smallest eigenvalues are given in Table 4.5. 

This time there are no zero modes for m = 2 and 4. There are, as was with the 
double-vortex, two zero modes for m = 3. The corresponding components U33 and V33 

can be seen in Figs. 4.12-4.13. But, unlike the double-vortex though, there are also two 
zero modes with azimuthal quantum number m = 5. The components us3 and v53 are 
shown in Figs. 4.14-4.15 

Hence, the coaxial triple-vortex has at least four zero modes other than the three 
expected zero modes. We speculate from these results that these zero modes correspond 
to the configurations in Fig. 4.11(a) and Fig. 4.11(b) form= 3 and 5, respectively. 

m w2 
0 

w2 
1 

w2 
2 

w2 
3 

2 2.72 X 10-4 1.13 X 10-3 2.45 X 10-3 4.23 X 10-3 

3 -1.24 X 10-4 6.83 X 10-4 2.47 X 10-3 4.93 X 10-3 

4 7.58 X 10-4 2.17 X 10-3 4.01 X 10-3 6.32 X 10-3 

5 -1.38 X 10-S 1.08 X 10-3 2.78 X 10-3 4.88 X 10-3 

Table 4.5: Table of smallest eigenvalues (w2 ) for the coaxial triple-vortex (n = 3) for 
azimuthal quantum numbers m = 2 to 5. 
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Figure 4.13: V33 as a function of r (Numerical calculation with R = 160) 
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4.4 Summary 

We were unable to show simply from the asymptotics that the zero eigenvalue (w2 = 0), 
of the linearised operator of the complex sine-Gordon-2, exists. This is also occurred 
with the Ginzburg-Landau model. Therefore, we had to solve the system numerically in 
order to determine the number of zero modes. 

Our results show that there are two extra zero modes for the double-vortex and 
four, for the triple-vortex. By extra, we mean zero modes other than the two from two 
translational degrees of freedom and the one from the global U(1) symmetry. Therefore 
the coaxial double- and triple-vortices belong to a larger family of solutions. We speculate 
that the zero modes found arise from the non-coaxial multivortex configurations given 
in Figs. 4.8 and 4.11. 
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Conclusion 

In Chapter 1, we explored zero modes by considering various "toy" models, for 
example the sine-Gordon, the Klein-Gordon model and the nonlinear u-model. We noted 
that determining the number of zero modes of a soliton yields the number of continuous 
parameters describing the largest family of solutions, with the soliton as a member. This 
chapter gave insight into just how powerful this simple method is. We were also able, in 
general, to determine which degrees of freedom the zero modes correspond to. 

There were two unresolved points in Chapter 1. Firstly, there exists the possibility 
that a third zero mode to the lump of the massless cubic-quintic equation (§1.2.3) exists. 
It would be interesting to examine this further , for if this zero mode does exist then there 
is a larger family of solutions to this theory. Secondly, the Belavin-Polyakov soliton of 
the 0(3) nonlinear u-model (§1.4.2) with topological charge v = 2 has two zero modes 
which do not correspond to any of the "expected" degrees of freedom. Thus, this BP 
soliton belongs to a larger class of solutions, than currently known. It may be that these 
two degrees of freedom correspond to the splitting of the two solitons in the x and y 
directions. This might provide an interesting project for further study. 

With the ideas formulated in Chapter 1, we then proceeded to analyse the zero 
modes of the coaxial multivortices of the Ginzburg-Landau (GL), Euclidean complex 
sine-Gordon-1 (CSG1) and Euclidean complex sine-Gordon-2 (CSG2) models, in (2+0)
dimensions, in Chapters 2, 3 and 4, respectively. The first thing we note is that the zero 
eigenvalue w2 = 0 belongs to the continuous spectrum in the case of the CSG1, for all 
azimuthal quantum numbers m. This was determined by analysing the eigenfunctions', 
of the linearised operator, asymptotics. Unfortunately, we were not able to determine 
simply from the asymptotic analysis whether the zero eigenvalues for the GL and the 
CSG2, exist or not. In summary, for the GL and the CSG2 we are not guaranteed to 
have a zero mode for all azimuthal quantum numbers m while for the CSG1 we are. 
This implies that coaxial multi vortices of the CSG 1 belong to a family of solutions which 
depend on an infinite number of continuous parameters : 0 :::;: m :::;: oo. 

Since, for the GL, we were unable to determine whether the zero eigenvalue exists, 
simply from the asymptotic analysis, we had to solve the eigenvalue problems directly to 
obtain the number of zero modes. This was done numerically as no analytical form for 
the GL vortices is known. The results show that there is only one zero mode form= 0 
(global U(1) symmetry or equivalently rotations in the plane) and two zero modes for 
m = 1 (two translational degrees of freedom), for the single vortex and the coaxial double
and triple-vortices. The results also show that there are no zero modes for azimuthal 
quantum numbers m = 2, 3, 4 and 5, for the three vortices (n = 1, 2 and 3). When 
we combine these results with the known result [85] that there are no zero modes for 
m ~ 2n, it then follows that there are no zero modes with m ~ 2 for the single nor 
coaxial double- and triple-vortices. We conjecture that this holds for all coaxial vortices 
of the GL. Therefore there are no continuous degrees of freedom other than the global 
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U(1) symmetry and translations in the plane. Hence, it is not possible to continuously 
deform the coaxial vortices of the Ginzburg-Landau model into a configuration of non
coaxial vortices with finite separation. 

Once we had realised, from the analysis of the asymptotics, that the single and coaxial 
double- and triple-vortices of the CSG 1 have infinitely many zero modes, we proceeded 
show their origin. We compared the coaxial multivortices' zero modes to those of the 
recently discovered non-coaxial multivortices [86]. Note that is possible as zero modes are 
dependent on the largest family of solutions and not specific members of the family. Our 
results show that, for azimuthal quantum numbers m = 2 to 5, the numerically obtained 
zero modes of the coaxial multi vortices are the same as those of the non-coaxial vortices', 
with the same vorticity. We conclude that this holds for all azimuthal quantum numbers, 
hence, the non-coaxial vortices in [86] is the largest class of solutions to which the coaxial 
multivortices belong. We note that the coaxial multivortices of the Euclidean complex 
sine-Gordon-1 model can be continuously deformed into configurations of non-coaxial 
multi vortices. 

Chapter 4 produced three main results, firstly, we were able to show that the single 
vortex of the CSG2 has only the three expected zero modes; one from the global U(1) 
symmetry and two from translations in the plane. 

Secondly, the coaxial double-vortex has two zero modes other than the three expected 
ones and we speculate that they arise from the ability of the double vortex to continuously 
deform into a configuration of non-coaxial vortices, Fig. 4.8. 

Thirdly we showed that the triple vortex has four extra zero modes and speculate 
that they arise from the ability of the triple vortex to deform continuously into the 
configuration of non-coaxial vortices shown in Fig. 4.11. Thus, the coaxial vortices of 
the complex sine-Gordon-2 model belong to a larger class of solutions. We speculate that 
this larger class corresponds to symmetrically orientated, non-coaxial multivortices. 

We finish off with one final remark: The analysis of the asymptotics of zero modes 
of solitons may provide a simple yet powerful approach to studying the dimension of 
the solution space of field theories. It was this analysis that indicated, immediately, that 
there was an infinite parameter class of solutions to the Euclidean complex sine-Gordon-1 
model. It is not even necessary to know the exact form of the solitons, just their allowed 
asymptotic behaviours. 

The purpose of writing is to inflate weak ideas, obscure pure reasoning, 
and inhibit clarity. With a little practice, writing can be an intimidating and 
impenetrable fog! 

- Calvin (Calvin and Hobbes) 
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Appendix A 

Finite Difference Scheme for the 
Eigenvalue Problem 

We made use of second order finite difference schemes [104] to convert the differential 
eigenvalue problem into a matrix eigenvalue problem. We reproduce the scheme here, 
purely for completeness. Generally the central difference equation for the first derivative 

1 Yn+l- Yn- 1 
Yn"' 

2~r 

and the second derivative 

11 Yn+l - 2yn + Yn-1 
Yn"' ~r2 

was used, where Yi is the i'th element and ~r is the step size. When at the left and right 
boundaries, however, we made use of the forward 

and backward difference schemes 

I 
Yn"' 

II 
Yn "' 

3yn - 4Yn-l + Yn-2 
2~r 

2yn- 5Yn-l + 4Yn-2- Yn-3 
~r2 

respectively. Since these are second order finite difference schemes the truncation order 
is"' (~r) 2 . 

Then rearranging the vector (u, v)T as (uo, vo, u1, v1, .... , Un-1, Vn - 1, un , vn)T , where 
Ui is the i'th element of u and similarly for v , the matrix eigenvalue problem becomes a 
5-band matrix eigenvalue problem. 
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